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ATHENA AND HEPHAISTOS*

•ARTIFEX OPERATUR PER SUUM INTELLECTUM’. ST TH. AQUINAS, «SUM. THEOL>. I. 14. 8,

In the production of anything made by art, or the exercise of any art,

two faculties, respectively imaginative and operative, free and servile,

are simultaneously involved ; the former consisting in the conception of

some idea in an imitable form, the latter in the imitation ( mimesis ) of

this invisible model ( paradeigma )
^ in some material, which is thus

in-formed. Imitation, the distinctive character of all the arts, is

accordingly two-fold, on the one hand the work of intellect ( nous ) and on

the other of the hands ( cheir )? These two aspects of the creative

activity correspond to the “two in us”, viz. our spiritual or intellectual

*This is the last article written by Dr. Coomataswamy.

1. An imitation,—"for if it did not efieot that, it [ painting ] would be held to be an idle playing

with colours’’ ( Fhilostratus, ‘Vit. Ap.' 2. 22. ). Of an invisible model,— of. Plato, ‘TimaeuB’ 61 E, 92, Bop.

484 0, 510 D, E, 596 B, ‘Laws’ 931 A
;
Plotinus, ‘Enneads’ 5. 9. 11. “It is in imitation ( anukrti ) of divine

forms that any human form is invented here.. [ for instance ] this divine harp, of which the human harp

is an imitation” { ‘Aitareya Brahmana’ 6. 27, ‘6ankhayana Atanyaka’ 8. 9). The painter is to "put down

on the wall what has been seen in contemplation” ( ‘tad dhyatam/ Somesvara, ‘AbhilasitarthacintSmani’

;

1. 3. 168 ).

Plato, of course, by ‘‘imitation” means an iconography of things unseen, and deprecates the making

of ‘‘copies of copies," or realism in the modern sense of the word. It is in the same way only that

Apollonius, in Philostratus, ‘Vit. Ap.’ 6. 19, calls ‘‘imagination ( phantasia ) a wiser artist ( demiourgos )

than imitation,’’ because the work of the creative artist depends upon “the imagination even of what has

not been seen,”—if, indeed, it is not better to make “no images of Gods at all. ..inasmuch as the intuitive

mind
( gnome ) can draft and represent ( anagraphei,.,kai anatypoutai ) better than any artist”. This

last is what would be called in India a purely "mental” ( ‘manasa’ ) or “subtle” ( ‘suk.yma’ ) worship.

2. Philostratus, 'Vit. Ap.’ 2. 22. cf. ‘datapaths Br. 3. 2. 4. 11; “Were it not for intellect, the

word would babble incoherently,’ 'and ‘KausTtaki Up.’ 3. 6,. 7; ‘‘When intellect is their rider then all

things are efiected by the two hands... for indeed, without the cooperation of intellect the two hands wou)d

make nothing intelligible,” i. e., would not know what they were doing.
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Self and sensitive psycho-physical Ego. working together ( synergoi ). The

integration of the work of art will depend upon the extent to which the

Ego is able and willing to serve the Self, or if the patron and the workman

are two diflferent persons, upon the measure of their mutual understanding.

The nature of the two faculties, which are respectively the formal

and efficient causes in the production of works of art is clearly stated in

Philo’s account of the building of the Tabernacle “the construction of

which was clearly set forth to Moses on the Mount by divine pronounce-

ments. He saw with the soul’s eye the immaterial forms ( ideal ) of the

material things that were to be made, and these forms were to be repro-

duced as sensible imitations, as it were, of the archetypal graph and

intelligible patterns. ..So the type of the pattern was secretly impressed

upon the mind of the Prophet as a thing secretly painted and moulded in

invisible forms without material
; and then the finished work was wrought

after that type by the artist’s imposition of those impressions on the

severally appropriate material substances” ; ' and in more general terms by

St Bonaventura, who points out that “the work of art proceeds from the

artist according to a model existing in the mind ;
which model the artist

discovers ( excogitat= cintayati ) before he produces, and then he produces

as he has predetermined. Moreover, the artist produces the external work

in the closest possible likeness of the interior model”.^

The work of art is, then, a product at once of wisdom and method,

or reason and art ( sophia or logos, and techne ).* It may be noted here

that the primary references of the words ‘sophia’ and ‘cpisteme’, cf.

Hebrew ‘hochma’ and Sanskrit ‘maya,^ are to the artist’s “cunning” or

“science”, from which the sense of “wisdom” develops ; and that while

“techne” can often be rendered by “art” as opposed to “artless labour”

1, Philo, ‘Moaea’, 2. 74.-76.

2, St Bonaventura, ‘De red. artium ad theologiam,' 12.

8. ‘Homeric Hymns’ 4. 483, in connection with music. Otherwise expressed, in the case of

metalwork, it is by art and reason ( he techne kai ho logos ) that the material causes, fire and steel, etc,, are

dominated ( Plutarch, 'Mor.' 436. A, B ). Of. references in notes 2, p. 1 and 1, p. 4.

4. Maya, “von 'ma’ = ‘man,’ vgl. ‘meti8'-..goettlioh9 Kunst” ( Grassmann, ‘Woerterhuch suuj

Bigveda’)
; cf. Liddell and Scott, g, vv. 'mao’ and ‘metis’.
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( atechnos tribe )* this distinction is the same as that of mere “industry"

( tribe ) from “method” ( methodos It amounts to the same thing to

say that in matters of handicraft or manufacture ( cheirotechnike ) there

is one part more allied to science ( episteme ), and another less, and that

“without enumeration, measurement, and weighing, the arts ( technai )

would be relatively worthless. ..and a matter of mere practice and toil” ;*

or to distinguish art ( techne ) and mere experience ( empeiria ) from

science ( episteme ), though the artist needs both.^ All these dicta provide

a background for the mediaeval : ‘Ars sine scientia nihil’ and ‘Scientia

reddit opus pulchrum’.

We recognize that for anything to be “well and truly made” the

cooperation of the hands as efficient cause and intellect as formal cause

is indispensible. The purpose of the present article is to call the attention

to the expression of this mythologically in terms of the relation of

Athena to Hephaistos, the former being the Goddess of Wisdom who
sprang from the head of her father Zeus, and the latter the Titan smith

whose wonderful works are produced with the help of Athena as co-

worker ( syntechnos Athena and Hephaistos “share a common nature,

being born of the same father” and live together in a common shrine

( hieron ) or as it were in one and the same house® ; she is “the mind of

God” ( ‘he theou noesis’, or ‘nous’ ), and called also Theonoe, and he “the

noble scion of light”^ From them all men derive their knowledge of

1. Plato, ‘Phaedrua’ 260 E, cf. 270 B,

2. Aristotle, ‘Soph. Elencb’. 3. 18.

3. Plato, ‘Philehua’ 55 D—56 A.

A. Plato, ‘Bep.’ 422 C, ‘Ion’ 632 C. 536 C.

5. Plato, 'Statesman' 274 C. lor on example of their cooperation of. Homer, ‘Cypria’ 6.

6. Plato, ‘Critias’ 109 C, 112 B.

7. Plato, ‘Cratylus’ 407 B. For Theonoe as a type of. Euripides, 'Helen,' passim, e. g. 530, where

she “knows all things truly.'' Hephaistos is more properly to be connected with ‘Aph’ to kindle
; fiie

being ‘phlox Hephaistoio’. Iliad 17. 88. Characteristic epithets of Hephaistos are ‘klytometis', ‘'famed for

bis art”, ‘klytoteohnes' “famed for his craft,” and ‘klyto ergos', “famed for his work”. Athena is 'ohari-

ergos', "she who—by her wisdom, or science—gives the work its grace or beauty” ( ‘Anth. Pal.’ 6. 206 ),

—

hers is the "formal cause”, or ‘ exemplary cause’’, or “art in the artist’’ by which he works. “Noble”

( gennalos ), characterising Hephaistos may refer to the common paternity of Hephaistos and Athena

( ‘Critias’ 109 0 ), but may rather mean “faithful”, by no means implying that his function is not servile,

cf. Euripides, ‘Helen’ 729, 1611, where ‘gennaios’ goes with ‘doulos’, and implies a freedom only of the mind

( nous ), in the sense of Philo’s ‘Quod omnis probus liber sit’ ; of, Aeschylus, ‘Prometheus’ 46, where

He^ibaistos works for Zeus at a task that he “hates”.
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the arts, either directly or indirectly ; "Hephaistos, famous for his art

( klytometis ),^ aided by Athena of the gleaming eyes, taught glorious

works to men on earth”^ ; or it was Prometheus who stole from them

“immanent artistic wisdom ( entechnon sophian ) and fire”, and gave

them to men “as a divine portion ( moira )”^

Here the words ‘entechnos’ and ‘moira’ imply that the human “artist

in possession of his art” ( entechnos demiourgos )* is such by participation

( methexis, metalepsis ) in the Master Architect’s creative power.

Athena and Hephaistos, in fact, “agreeing in their love of wisdom and of

craftsmanship (philosophia and philotechnia), both together chose this

land of ours as being naturally fitted to be the home of virtue and wisdom,

and therein they planted as native to the soil good men, and set in their

minds the structure of the art of government”^ All this means that

the human artist— say, the blacksmith at his forge—in possession of his

art has within him both a wisdom and a method, a science and a skill

;

and that as a whole man, responsible for both operations, free and servile,

and capable alike of imagination and of execution, is of the nature of

1. Foi metis = 'majS' see note 4, p. 2. Cf . ‘Iliad’ 10. 19 'syn metin .. tektegaito’ and Pindar, ‘Olympian

Odes’ 9. 78 where ‘teohnais = ‘mayabhih.’ Metis as a person is the first wife of Zeus, reborn from his

head as Athena ( Hesiod ‘Th’. 886 ) ; the story implying that "the chief god has Wisdom always within

him” ( H. J, Rose, ‘Greek Mythology,' p. 50 ) ; ‘metieta’{ for ‘metietes’ ) as an epic epithet of Zens Cories',

ponding to Sanskrit ‘mayin’
;
so that ‘‘if you would create an image of Zeus you must intuit, or conceive

( ‘ennoein = ‘exoogitare’, Skr. 'dhyai' ) encampments, art ( metin ), and the artistic skills ( teohnas ),

and how she flowered forth from Zeus himself” ( Fhilostratus, ‘Vit. Ap.’ 6. 19 ). Athena is a "worker”

( 'ergane’, Sophocles, fr. 724 ), as in Latin ‘‘operosa Minerva” with Vulcan ; and it may he observed that

‘energeia’ = ‘onsia’ and is contrasted with ‘hyle’ ( Aristotle, ‘Met’. 7. 2. 1, and 6 ), as ‘logos’ and techne’ are

contrasted with the material they control ( Plutarch, ‘Mor’. 436 A, B ). Just as, also, for Bt Th. Aquinas,

the artist works ‘per verbum in intelleotu oonceptum’, ‘Sum. Theol’, 1. 45, 6.

2. ‘Homeric Hymns’ 20 ;
Plato, ‘Critiaa’ 109 0, D.

8. Plato, ‘Protagoras’ 321 D—822 A.

4. Plato, ‘Laws’ 903 C ; cf. ‘Phaedrus’ 277 B, where ‘to entechnon kai me’ are distinguished according

to an author’s knowledge or ignorance of that of which he treats, and ‘Symposium’ 209 A, distinguishing

“inventive" ( heuristikoi ) from other artists. For Aristotle, ‘Bhet’. 1. 1. 11. and 1. 2. 2, the distinction

is that of one whose work is done according to ‘‘the laws of art” ( entechnos methodos ) from one who
is not such an expert ( ateohncs ). With ‘entechnos’ cL ‘entheos, energeia’, ‘ennoia’, ‘‘inwit’’, etc.

5, Critias’ 109 0, D. For the art of government ( politeia ) as tantamount to the arts

in general see ‘Rep’, 342,—every art ( techne ) being a ruler of and stronger than that of which it is ac
art and for the sake of which it operates.
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Athena and Hephaistos both : it is Athena who inspires what Hephaistos

effects. So we have Phereclus “whose hands were knowing ( epistato ) to

fashion all manner of wondrous works ( daidala ), because Athena loved

him”\ and the carpenter who is called “a master of wisdom as to form,

by the promptings of Athena*. In this relationship Athena’s function,

in that she is the source of the formal cause or pattern of the work to be

done, is essentially authoritative and paternal rather than receptive or

feminine, we need not be surprised to find that the artist’s “inspiration’^

( empnoia, empneusis ), or “the divine power ( dynamis = sakti ) that

moves him,’’ is referred to often as “the God’’, the immanent “Daimon”, or

Eros, that is to say the Spirit to whom the very word “inspiration’*

points*.

On the other hand when the servile operation alone is performed

by the merely “productive mechanic* ( banausikos ) who does not

understand what he is doing, however industrious he may be, then his

service becomes a matter of only “unskilled labour’’ ( atechnos tribe )*

and he is reduced to the condition of the mere slave who earns money for

a master®, or mere “hand” (cheirotechnes) rather than an architect or lover

of wisdom®. This is precisely the position of the modern chain-belt

1. ‘Iliad’ 5. 61. Hardly to be distingoiabed from the Sophia of Hepbaistoa is “the Sophia of

Daidalaa*’ ( Plato, ‘Euthyphro’ HE); and the like must hold good for Begin, Wayland, and the other

great mythical smiths.

2. ‘Iliad’ 15. 410-411.

3. On inspiration see my ‘Figures of Thought or Figures of Speech’, 1946, pp. 25-28, and a, v,

in ‘The Dictionary of the Arts’.

4. Plato, Phaedtus' 260 E, of, 270 B,

5. Xenophon, ‘Mem’. 3. 11. 4.

6. Aristotle ‘Met’. 1. 1. 17. ; Xenophon, ‘Veot*. 5. 4.

2
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worker, in whom the industrial system whether capitalistic or totalitarian,
has divided Athena from Hephaistos.^

1. Of course, perfectly well known. “Validation of success in terms of entetnal.has become the mark of our civ:hsation. In such a value-system human relations take on th^Z-of the salesr^n...Under such conditions men everywhere become nasty, brutish, and cruel Unlessman os able to release himself from the degrading tyranny of his enslavement to the religionTaoo^!^he xs as certainly doomed to self destruction as all the portents indicate that he is” ( M E Ashlerin 'School and Society-, vil. 65, no. 1696 1947 1 ‘ . .• I ^ Mmjtagw
. , ,

^ ia47 Today, under the centralised economic order woto ^descending below the level of the beast, hating, exploiting and destroying each other on a^
rimsliT-lHr? “ standardised automaton incapable of thinking and aoLT^hims ( Bharatan Kumarappa, Capitalism, Socialism, or Villagism ?' 1946

, p. 194 / There are twopositions : that of the tradesman, that “however much...inaividuaU suSer. progression in line ^h Zmanufacturing enterprise of civilization must be aUowed free course- (Sir George Watt in sJ!
at Uelbi.-1919) and that of the humanist, that -however much an economic' sylm “y
bringing rmhes It wil be unstable and prove a failure if in the process it causes human sufL^

“
any way hinders people from a fuU life-

( Bharatan Kumarapj^, ibid. p. 119 ). u. choose



RENAISSANCE OF INDIAN CULTURE

by ANANDA K. COOMARASWAMY

Our problem is not so much one of the rebirth of an Indian culture

-as it is one of preserving what remains of it. This culture is valid for

us not so much because it is Indian as because it is culture. At the

same time, its special forms are adapted to a specifically Indian nature

and inheritance, and are appropriate to us in the same way that a national

costume is appropriate to those who have a right to wear it. We cut a

sorry figure in our foreign and hybrid clothes, looking neither like

ourselves nor like anyone else on earth. We invite the ridicule of foreign

musicians when we play the harmonium. We cannot expect to meet

<ultured Europeans when we know nothing of Indian culture.

The younger generation of go-getters that comes to America to

study, and that will largely shape the course of Indian social and

educational policies in the immediate future is, for the most part, as

ignorant of Indian traditions and cultural values as any European might

be, and sometimes more so ; and just because of this lack of background

cannot grasp the American and European problems that confront it.

Treedom is the opportunity to act in accordance with one’s own nature.

But our leaders are already denatured, quite as much as Lord Macaulay

could have wished them to be “a class of persons Indian in blood and

colour but English in tastes, in opinions, in morals, and in intellect’*.

Because they have yet to “discover” India, they have not realised that

the modern world is no longer an integrated culture, but “an organized

Barbarism” and a political pandemonium. They have no more the moral

courage to “be themselves” without which they can be of little use to

themselves or anyone else—than had their predecessors on whom a so-

called Western education had been more forcibly imposed in missionary

colleges or government-controlled universities.



It will take many a long year yet for Indians to recover their

spontaneity. For the present, most of our “educated” men are just as

much as Americans dominated by the current catchwords of “equality,”

“democracy”, “progress”, and “literacy”. In the past, and still today,.

Indians have earned and deserved much of the contempt of the Europeans

whom they have flattered so sincerely by an imitation of all their habits

and ways of thinking. We, too, are on our way to become a nation of

Shudras, at the same time industrious and ignorant. Notwithstanding,

that all philosophy refers to the ‘whole-man’ we seek to become mere

‘hands’, ‘cogs in a wheel’, ‘copies of copies’—we have learnt from the

modern world to despise wisdom and push everything aside to ‘leap before

we look’.

On the other side of the Indian picture are the great figures of such

Indian sociologists as Mahatma Gandhi and Dr. Bharatan Kumarappa.

Both are advocates of forms of human association unfavourable to war, and

both are significant as much for the rest of the world as for India, in this

age of violence. Unlike the Utopists of the modern West, neither of

these men supposes that the ills of the world can be cured by planning

or economic means alone, without a change of heart. Both are seeking

to restore forms of social organization in which human values shall

predominate over those of a “success” evaluated only in terms of money.

In particular, Bharatan Kumarappa’s masterly work, ‘Capitalism,.

Socialism, or Villagism ?’ is a reasoned argument for decentralization, local

self-sufficiency, small-scale manufacture, and the restoration of direct

personal relations between the producers and the consumers of the

iiecessaries of life ; and that involves the whole of our culture, since it is

the natural and proper function of the arts to provide for all the needs of

the whole-man, as a physical and metaphysical person at one and the

same time.

Again, throughout the ages, India has been a land of profound reli-

j^ous convictions and of equally generous religious tolerance. Here at least,,

if nowhere else, it is still possible for men to think of their own faith as

the natural friend and ally of all others in a common cause. It has been
said that in the West, religion is fast becoming an archaic and impossible

refuge. But in India it still provides for both the hearts and minds o£
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men, and gives them an inalienable dignity ; and because of this, the

natural connection of religion with sociology and politics has never

been broken. There is no such opposition of sacred to profane as is

taken for granted in the modern West ; in our experience, culture and

religion have been indivisible ; and that, in our inheritance, is what we
can least of all aflford to abandon.

Indian women, at the present day and in so far as they have not

yet been “brought up to date”, are our best conservators of Indian culture.

And let us not forget that in a country like India, any judgment of

standards of culture in terms of statistics of literacy would be ridiculous.

Literacy in the modern world of magazines and newspapers is no guarantee

of culture whatever, and it is far better not to know how to read than

not to know what to read.

At this time there is an immediate and desperate need for the

establishment of cultural, and not merely economic and political contacts

with the rest of the world. No doubt, the West is very largely to be

blamed for its own cultural isolation, which amounts to a very real

provincialism, but the blame is also ours, for our students and other

representatives abroad are more often engineers, or physicists, or

politicians than men of culture,—where they ought to have been both

at once, able to contribute something more than their fees to those from

whom they come to learn the newest techniques.

When the culture that we now propose to restore was alive, the

learned men of foreign countries came from far away to study in India.

The measure of our culture is not that of our ability to learn new tricks,

but that of what we have to give.

I have been asked : “What is your message to the new India of our

dreams ?” This is my answer : “Be your Self. Follow Mahatma Gandhi,

Bharatan Kumarappa, D, V. Gundappa, Abul Kalam Azad, Abdul Gaffar

Khan, and Sri Ramana Maharsi. Co-operate with such men as the Earl

of Portsmouth, George Bourne, Wilfrid Wellock, Marco Pallis, Rene
Guenon, Jean Giono, and Fernando Nobre”. Do not consider the inferior

philosophers. “Be not deceived : evil communications corrupt good

manners ”
* Address giyen at the Hindustan Association, Boston, August 15, 1947.

3



DR. COOMARASWAMY’S TALK AT HiS
BOSTON DINNER

I am more than honoured—somewhat, indeed, overcome—by your
kindness in being here tonight, by the messages that have been read,

and by the presentation of Mr. Bharatha Iyer’s Festschrift. I should

like to recall the names of four men who might have been present had

they been living : Dr. Denman W. Ross, Dr. John Lodge, Dr. Lucien

Scherman, and Professor James Woods, to all of whom I am indebted.

The formation of the Indian collections in the Museum of Fine Arts

was almost wholly due to the initiative of Dr. Denman Ross ; Dr. Lodge,

who wrote little, will be remembered for his work in Boston and

Washington and also perhaps for his aphorism, “From the Stone

Age until now, quelle degringolade” ; I still hope to complete a work
on Reincarnation with which Dr. Scherman charged me not long before

his death ; and Professor Woods was one of those teachers who can

never be replaced.

More than half of my active life has been spent in Boston. I want
to express my gratitude in the first place to the Directors and Trustees

of the Museum of Fine Arts, who have always left me entirely free

to carry on research not only in the field of Indian art but at the same
time in the wider field of the whole traditional theory of art and of the
relation of man to his work, and in the fields of comparative religion

and metaphysics to which the problems of iconography are a natural

introduction. I am grateful also to the American Oriental Society

whose editors, however much they differed from me “by temperament
and training , as Professor Norman Brown once said, have always felt

that I had a “right to be heard”, and have allowed me to be heard.
And all this despite the fact that such studies as I have made necessarily

led me back to an enunciation of relatively unpdpular sociological
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doctrines. For, as a student of human manufactures, aware that all

making is ‘per artem’, I could not but see that, as Ruskin said, “Industry

without art is brutality”, and that men can never be really happy unless

they bear an individual responsibility not only for what they do but for

the kind and the quality of whatever they make. I could not fail to

see that such happiness is for ever denied to the majority under the

conditions of making that are imposed upon them by what is euphemis-

tically called ‘free enterprise”, that is to say, under the condition o£

production for profit rather than for use ; and no less denied in those

totalitarian forms of society in which the folk is just as much as in a

capitalistic regime reduced to the level of a proletariat. Looking at

the works of art that are considered worthy of preservation in our
Museums, and that were once the common objects of the market place,

I could not but realise that a society can only be considered truly civilised

when it is possible for every man to earn his living by the very work
lie would rather be doing than anything else in the world,—a condition

that has only been attained in social orders integrated on the basis of

vocation, ‘svadharma’.

At the same time I should like to emphasize that I have never built

tip a philosophy of my own or wished to establish a new school of

thought. Perhaps the greatest thing I have learned is never to think

for myself ; I fully agree with Andre Gide that ‘Toutes choses sont dites

deja’, and what I have sought is to understand what has been said, while

taking no account of the “inferior philosophers”. Holding with Heraclitus

i:hat the Word is common to all, and that Wisdom is to know the

Will of whereby all things arc steered, I am convinced with Jeremias

that the human cultures in all their apparent diversity are but the dialects

of one and the same language of the spirit, that there is a “common
tiniverse of discourse” transcending the differences of tongues.

This is my 70th birthday, and my opportunity to say : FarewcIL

For this is our plan, mine and my wife’s, to retire and return to India

next year ;
thinking of this as an ‘astam gamana’, “going home”. There

we expect to rejoin our son Rama, who after travelling with Marco
Pallis in Sikkim and speaking Tibetan there, is now at the Gurukula
JCangri learning Sanskrit and Hindi with the very man. Pandit Vagishvaqi,
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with whom my wife was studying there twelve years ago. We mean to-

remain in India, now a free country, for the rest of our lives.

I have not remained untouched by the religious philosophies I have

studied and to which I was led by way of the history of art. ‘Intellige ut

credas !’ In my case, at least, understanding has involved belief ; and for

me the time has come to exchange the active for a more contemplative

way of life in which it would be my hope to experience more immediately,

more fully at least a part of the truth of which my understanding has

been so far pre dominantly logical. And so, though I may be here for

another year, I ask you also to say “goodbye”,—equally in the etymological

sense of the word and in that of the Sanskrit ‘Svaga’ a salutation that

expresses the wish “May you come into your own", that is, may I know

and become what I am, no longer this man So and so, but the Self that

is also the Being of all beings, my Self and your Self.



IN MEMORIAM

ANANDA K.COOMARASWAMY
Ex divina pulchritudine etse omnium derivator

Ananda Coomaraswamy’s mind was nourished by two extremely

distinct cultures, the cultures of India and of the Occident. We may

doubt whether such a duality is always a blessing in terms of peace and

happiness, because the abundance of impressions and the tension of

contrasts may sometimes be too heavy a burden. But in the case of

Ananda Coomaraswamy the tension—which certainly existed in this

sensitive soul—was of a productive kind ; it was a challenge under which

his own personality developed into depths and height? generally unknown
to weak mortals and from which we all have profited who are here

assembled to pay homage to a great and dear friend. For through inter-

preting the East to his Western contemporaries he has helped them to

better understand their own West, and through interpreting the West to

his Indian compatriots, not only in its greatness, but also in its menace,,

he has helped them to better understand their own oriental culture.

But merely as an analysist of cultures Ananda Coomaraswamy would

not be sufficiently characterized. There are, though not many, but

nevertheless a few, who have done the same. Perhaps he could achieve

his mastership in analysis only because he was one of the last great

polyhistors, or men of universal knowledge, as far as our time still allows

such always relative achievement. We know that as a young man he

was one of the most promising scientists trained by the University of

London, and entrusted with the difficult task of exploring the geology

of his native country Ceylon. During all his life nature and its beauty

were for him a source of unending inspiration and recreation. In the

company of his wife who, as we all know, followed him not only along the

4
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paths of Nature, but also along the paths of the Spirit, he liked to show^

to his friends the plants he cultivated at his home.

But he soon extended his search into nature over into the search

for the creative forces which work in the appearances of the Mind,

though he never separated the two, for there always was a grain of

pantheism in Ananda Coomaraswamy as in all great mystics. In one of

his addresses he calls himself an orientalist who is “in fact almost as much

a Platonist as a Mcdiaevalist’’. But what did it mean for him to be an

orientalist ? It meant for him to become one of the greatest experts of

Oriental art, not only Indian, but Arabic, Persian, Chinese, and Japanese

as well. It meant being a philosophical as well as a philological knower
of the great sources of Indian religious insight, a philosopher not in the

sense of a mere historian of ideas, tut in the true sense of an Indian

“Guru”, a “destroyer of darkness”, who understands how to keep the

torch of light burning so that it can be carried unhurt from ancient to

ever new generations, and a philologist not in the sense of an expert in

words, or a literary critic, but of an expert in meanings, capable of

following the significance of a term through the ancient languages of the

East and the West up into our great modern literatures. Thus the

Platonist and Mediaevalist merged in him with the Orientalist, and in

consequence of the greatness of the fusion it will be diflBcult to state in

which field he excelled more.

But even the wealth of comparative knowledge explains by no means
the uniqueness of Ananda Coomaraswamy’s mind and his influence on
his friends. Also here there may be other men, though only a very,

very few, who possess a similarly vast knowledge. The miracle rather

is how a man with a knowledge extending over so various fields of nature

and culture could avoid becoming an encyclopaedist in the quantitavc

sense of the word. How could his pansophia, his familiarity with so
many things and ideas, develop into such a profound synthesis and
unity that every part in this wide expanse could become a symbol and
representation of the whole ?

In asking this question we come, it seems to me, close to the centre
of Ananda’s personality, so far, at least, as friends can understand each
other. In going through an unusual wealth of experiences and in leading
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Tiis mind into the most distant fields of knowledge, he not onl/

broadened, but also found himself. And he could do so only because

lie was given the grace and he knew that it was grace of uniting his

ever-growing self with the spiritual Centre of the world for which,

we have only symbolical expressions such as the Brahma of the Indians,

the Logos of the Platonists, and the Urquell of Meister Eckart. Thus,

to use a phrase of Ananda Coomaraswamy’s friend, the French

philosopher Rene Guenon, ‘I’ordre cosmique et I’ordre' humain’ became
one and the same in the thought and work of Ananda.

In consequence of this firmly established order of values he threw
overboard rigorously all that seemed to him unessential, becoming one
of the sharpest critics of our modern quantitative civilization and its

destructive influences on the souls of men, and an uncompromising

defender of the cultures he considered still to be embedded in the deeper

matrix of life, as against those he considered uprooted. At the same
time the unity he felt in the order of the cosmos expressed itself more
and more also in his own creations. There are few men whose style

of writing is so cogently expressive of their style of thinking as his.

As in old pieces of rare craftsmanship there is not a part in his sentences

that could be taken out of its context without destroying the whole
meaning ; there is not one of his hundreds of quotations from many
nges and literatures which could appear as a mere display of scholarship.

Nor is there any comparison in his writings which moves merely on
the horizontal level—just adding one idea to the other because of some
external similarity. All his comparisons point toward a common centre

in which the individual phenomena participate so that one can be

explained with reference to the other. Finally, all the essays written

by Ananda Coomaraswamy are linked together like the pillars and girders

in a beautifully constructed edifice, though he never wrote a philosophical

^‘system" in the usual sense of the word.

Needless to say, this unio mystica between Ananda’s individual

mind and the Universal Mind would not help us to explain his thought

and style unless it gave us also a clue to the understanding of his perso-

nality. Everyone who met him was impressed by the dignity and kindness

which radiated from him like rays of warmth from a gentle fire. Yet, as
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with all great men who are really kind and not only polite, one also felt

that this gentle fire could burst into flames of passion if the sanctuary of

his beliefs was violated by people of bad will or ignorance. Therefore

he dared tell any Western audience, however illustrious, what he
thought about Western imperialism, its cultural arrogance and its false

misssionary zeal. But even in his hours of ire the great “Hen kai Pan”,,

or the Universal Spirit, stood behind him as a force of reconciliation. He
rarely attacked the sins of Western men without saying at the same time,

“Why did you not listen to the better men in your own midst ? Not to

Lord Macaulay and Rudyard Kipling, but to the reverential wisdom of

James Tod, Sir George Birdwood, and Sister Nivedita ?”

No one can express himself in this continuous unity of devotion

and objectivity, of attachment and detachment, no one can act so valiantly

as Ananda Coomaraswamy, and at the same time retain the broad

perspectives of rationality, unless he has achieved the unio mystica of

which we spoke and has opened the windows of his soul to the influx of

the Divine. Few men, therefore, were so entitled as he was to explain to

us the sacred writings of his home country, especially the Bhagavad-Gita,

in which we find :

Thus action is of Brahma, who is One
The Only, All-pervading ; at all times

Present in sacrifice. He that abstains

To help the rolling wheels of this great world.

Glutting his idle sense, lives a lost life.

Shameful and vain

•••Therefore, thy task prescribed

With spirit unattached gladly perform.

Since in performance of plain duty man
Mounts to his highest bliss.

It was not a humble resignation on the part of Ananda Coomara-
swamy, but rather the deepest fulfilment of his proud belief in the
ultimate superiority of the Spirit that he said to us at his seventieth
birthday, “I wish to tell you that I have added nothing new.” Through
achieving in his own life the inner unity which exists essentially
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Tjetween Being and Becoming, Mind and Nature, Art and Craftsmanship,

Attachment and Detachment, Action and Contemplation, Ananda
Coomaraswamy has become for us the living symbol of the Philosophia

Perennis, in which he behevedi an oasis in the deserts of modernity, a

living truth of the words which he used as the motto for his essay on

The Mediaeval Theory of Beauty and which we quoted at the beginning :

Ex divina pulchritudine esse omnium derivator.

5





INDIAN PAINTING IN THE MUSLIM PERIOD:
A REVISED HISTORICAL OUTLINE

by H. GOETZ

Introductory Remarhs : The purpose of this outline is not simplj

to recapitulate, condensed and corrected, the results of existing publica-

tions, books or articles, but to unrol the history of Indian painting during

the Muslim period in its political and culture historical setting. This

has already been done for Mughal art in the 16th and 17th centuries.

But Rajput painting was treated with hardly any regard to the political

vicissitudes of the Hindus under Muslim domination, or to the history

of Hindu civilization in this period. The relation and many inter-connec-

tions between Mughal and Rajput art have been completely ignored,

chiefly as the result of an arbitrary classification and chronology. The
links between ancient and later Indian painting have been traced, but

not their actual relation which can be understood only against the

background of the other contemporary arts. Muslim painting of the

13th-early 16th centuries has been a terra incognita. Moreover, much
new material on the early and late history of Rajput painting, and recent

researches on Maratha art have been incorporated. On the other hand

is it not the purpose of this outline to go into all the details of the

better known schools and their artists, as this would have upset the

balance of the general culture historical picture to be unrolled.

Historical Background : All aspects of Indian cultural life during

the Muslim Period which for our purpose may be reckoned from the

battle of Tarain in A, D. 1192 to the definitive disappearance of the

Mughal Dynasty in A. D. 1858, were determined by the conflict and
interplay of two races, Hindus (including the Jains) and Turks (as the

group dominating Arab, Persian, Habshi and even European adventurers
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and Indian converts to Islam), two religions, Hinduism and Islam, and two
civilizations, half-nomadic Central and Western Asian, and mainly

agriculturist Indian culture.

The Indian society overrun by the Muslims was a feudal aristocracy

served by and supporting an exclusive priesthood with esoteric teachings :

In the North the Rajputs— Indian frontier tribesmen swept by the Mongols,

Hunas and the Scythian Gurjaras into North-Western and Central India

and there mixed with other tribes of early Indian or Kushano-Scythian

ancestry ; in the South mainly warriors coming from the mountainous

back areas neglected in the preceding periods. This feudal society

collapsed before the Muslim invasions in consequence of a latent social

and religious revolution, the refractoriness of the provincial squires

against the refined court aristocracy, and the stirrings of a new popular

religiosity of predominantly Vaishnava character (Krishna and Vithoba).

When after the Muslim victories Hindu society recovered, the old

dynasties had disappeared or retreated into inaccessible mountains and
deserts, and new families claiming to be scions of former ruling houses

had risen.

The Hindus of the Deccan recovered first, thanks to the civil wars

which in the 14th century broke up the gigantic Tughluq Empire into

a number of quarrelling successor sultanates. They formed the

Vijayanagar Empire which, backed by a vast, hardly affected hinterland,

withstood the Muslims until 1565. The renaissance of pre-Muslim
Indian civilization attempted at by the Vijayanagar rulers, however,
was increasingly interpreted in a new popular spirit, in art, in Telugu
literature, in bhakti religiosity. After the fall of Vijayanagar part of
its heritage was handed down, through refugees, to Bijapur and Ahmad-
nagar, and after the disintegration of the latter under Mughal pressure,

to the rising Rajput states.

During the Muslim civil wars of the 14th century also the Rajputs,

began to reassert their independence
; but sandwiched between the

warring Muhammedan kingdoms, and forced to start practically anew
in the cultural field, their progress was much slower but also much
sounder than that of Vijayanagar. By the middle of the 15th century
their position was consoUdated, early in the 16th they had become rivals-
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to all the surrounding sultanates. After having broken a very obstinate

resistance, Akbar the Great finally made them his vassals, under very

honourable conditions. In the course of the 15th century a new cultural

life had developed in Rajputana and Bundelkhand, first leaning on the

remnants of Mediaeval Hindu tradition surviving in Gujarat and

Kathiawar, but first evolving its own national style after assimilating

other influences, especially from Malwa. When the Rajput princes

grew rich as Mughal generals and governors, they began, however, to

adopt more and more of Mughal civilization and when early in the

18th century the empire began to disintegrate, Rajputana became the

principal heir of Delhi, Lahore and Agra. But when after the disappear-

ance of Mughal control the Rajput states and clans started fighting

against each other, and the Marathas, overrunning Northern India,

plundered Gujarat, Rajputana, Malwa and Bundelkhand, the increasing

poverty forced the artists and artisans to find work at the Maratha

courts. Only after the last Maratha wars and the subsidiary alliances

the Rajput states and Rajput civilization recovered, until the impact of

modern life destroyed an already degenerated tradition.

The Rajput states in the Himalaya were of far less importance.

They, too, recovered with the decline of the Tughluq Empire, and

imitated the ]5th-16th century renaissance movement. Only a few

princes such as the rajas of Nurpur or Basohli played a modest role as

Mughal oflScers, but Nurpur rebelled against Shahjahan and was, like

Kangra, crushed and occupied by Mughal garrisons. In the cultural

field these states had to be content with whatever the greater Rajput

princes discarded in favour of Mughal civilization. Their opportunity

came with the Persian and Afghan invasions since A. D. 1737 and

1747 ff., and the Sikh guerilla war against those invaders who relieved

them from political pressure and enriched them, as trade was forced to

follow the more difficult, but safer hill route. Thus they built up the

three federations of Jammu, Chamba and Kangra, with their modest,

hut refined civilization. When, however, since the end of the 18th

century the expanding Gurkha, British and Sikh powers converged

towards the Western Himalaya, most of these small states were

swallowed up except Garhwal, the Simla group, Chamba and Jammu
6
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( under a side line of the dynasty in the Sikh service ), and their civili-

zation was absorbed by the kingdoms of Ranjit Singh and Gulab Singh.

The Arab conquest of Sind in A. D. 711 was followed by the disintegra-

tion of the ‘Abbasid Empire a century later. And the Ghaznavid

conquest of the Punjab ( ca. A. D. 1000 ) was paralyzed by the Saljuq

invasion of Iran. In the event both proved to have been no more

than a mere preparatory phase. From backward outposts of Hindu

culture both provinces became not less unimportant outposts of Muslim

civilization.

First with the advance of Muhammad Ghori and of his generals

into the heart of Hindustan, Bengal and Rajputana a real Muslim polity

in India was founded. The Mongol invasion of Turkistan, Iran and

Iraq, spilling over into the Punjab, hindered the expansion of this Mamluk
kingdom, but, by isolating it from the rest of the Muslim world, shaped

also its individual character of a colonial military state conserving a
late Saljuq culture until deep into the I4th century. When the danger

had been averted, its concentrated military power exploded under the

Khaljis and Tughluqs over the whole of India in a megalomaniac

imperialism which annihilated both Mediaeval Hindu society and its

own colonial aristocracy. When India was at last completely disorganized

and exhausted, this predatory imperialism collapsed. Unable to collect

the taxes and threatened with a cruel death, the governors rebelled, and
the impoverished sultans were helpless visavis the general revolution

of the exasperated provinces.

The overwhelming majority of the Muslim aristocracy of the
successor states were Indian converts, children of the soil whose attitude

towards Hindu civilization was one of religious toleration, economic
consideration and cultural adaptation as far as religious bigotry permitted

it. Only the Bahmani kingdom in the South, frontier march against

Vijayanagar, preserved a colonial mentality, attracting adventurers from
the Muslim world and cultivating contemporary Muslim ( i. e. early

Timurid-Persian ) culture. However, after the fall of Vijayanagar also

the successor sultanates of the Bahmani state followed the lead of the
North in the matter of toleration and cultural synthesis.

With the foundation of the Mughal universal state this process
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Treached its apogee. The first, “colonial” and purely Central Asian-Turkish

phase of Mughal conquest had lacked stability. By entering into an

alliance with the proud Rajputs, Akbar the Great stabilized the Mughal

state, but opened also the gates to Hindu influence. The Mughal state

and Mughal civilization retained a genuine Indian character even after

Shahjahan and Aurangzeb had relapsed into an increasingly one-sided

Muslim policy. When after Bahadur Shah’s death in 1712 the empire

disintegrated into a mixed Muslim-Hindu federation at last dominated by

the Marathas, this civilization became that of all the courts of India, from

Kangra and Jammu in the North to Tanjore in the South.

The invasions of Nadir, Ahmad and Timur Shah were a political

failure. They broke up the Mughal Empire in favour of the Marathas,

smashed the latter merely to be expelled by the Sikhs, and achieved no

more than a short-lived control over Kashmir. But for some influence on

Kashmiri civilization and on the 19th century Indo-Muslim costume they

have left no direct heritage.

The British, however, who actually took over the heritage of the

Mughal Empire, expanded their control very cautiously. For thirty years

after the Mughal emperor had become their pensioner, they maintained

the fiction of acting as his representatives, and European influence

likewise infiltrated almost imperceptibly. Thus peace and economic

recovery permitted a last cultural renaissance until with the Mutiny and

the construction of the railways also this last echo of the Indo-Muslim

period disappeared.

Social Background : Both the Hindu and the Muslim societies of

this period were feudal, the first of a hereditary character, the latter a

military hierarchy. Both were bound by religion and custom to treat

their correligionists well, but there existed practically no check on the

power of the military classes except the personal ideals and goodwill of

the rulers, the respect of the nobles and the old experience that you

should not kill the goose laying your golden eggs. In this society the

painter occupied a very modest place, a small artisan working in the

personal employ of a ruler or noble, or in the bazar. He was poorly

paid, and obliged to please his protector or protectors with presents (nazars)

of some small (genre or religious) pictures on the occasion of the
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principal festivals. Not seldom he was expected to work for nothing in-

acknowledgment of the protection or toleration he was enjoying, and

could risk ill-treatment if he refused to do so. He could feel lucky if he

was taken into the personal service of the mighty, either individually or

as a hand in a larger establishment (kar-khana). If he was very lucky, he

might be granted some land and obtain some small office as a member
of the court gentry.

Such artists, of course, could not consciously cultivate a personal

style, though their individual capacities and interests come out on closer

investigation. Their style was formed by the taste of their employers,

and whoever could not adapt himself, risked to lose his job. Thus Hindu
painters worked for Muslim employers, and Muslims executed Hindu
religious pictures for Rajput of Sikh maecenes. Hindu painters tried to

adapt their style to the Persian or naturalistic ideals of the Mughals and
Mughal artists endeavoured to satisfy the predilection of Rajput thakurs

and rajas for a musical linearism and romantic emotionalism. As the
fortunes of Hindu and Muslim aristocracies rose and fell with the

vicissitudes of war and politics, few permanent schools developed, and
even these were influenced by the work of interlopers from outside.

Moreover, the altitude towards painting of the classes giving work
to the painters was very different, though they influenced each other.

For the Hindus and Jains it was a predominantly religious art, though
the latter—wealthy merchants—were before all interested in a costly

execution, especially gilding, whereas the ^aivas and Vaishnavas expected
an emotional appeal in harmony with the bhakti attitude of their faith.

For the Muslims it was a secular art which the more bigoted ones regarded
as prohibited by religious law, whereas the more tolerant ones regarded
this prohibition as referring only to religious subjects. Thus painting
was more or less an art to amuse the ladies of the zenanas, or to illustrate

scientiffc books. But both Hindus and Muslims needed painters for a
practical purpose, as a sort of “press photographers” taking the portraits

of prominent people and pictures of important events.

The Early Indo-Muslim Schools : Very little is known of Muslim,
painting in India before the coming of the Mughals. Literary evidence
shows that it flourished, but only a few examples are known, all of the
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early 16th century. However, when carefully examined in the light of

what we know of the general cultural trends of those centuries, these

latter permit a reconstruction, at least in great outlines, of those early

schools. And it is probable that when the general style type will have

been ascertained, also actual examples of the 13th 15th centuries will be

found amongst the many still unidentified local schools of “Arabic and

“Persian” painting.

Under the Mamluk, Khilji and Tughluq sultans of Delhi a variety

of the “Baghdad school” of the 13th and 14th centuries must have been

in fashion. On the disintegration of the Tughluq Empire this style

was continued at least under the sultans of Gujarat where it assimilated

some characteristics of local Jain and Hindu painting. When the

Ahmadabad sultanate likewise declined and at last was conquered by

Akbar, some artists working in this manner must have emigrated to

Marwar, Bikaner and other Rajput courts, where the last vestiges of this

style can be traced in some early Rajput MSS. In other early Rajput MSS.

also slight vestiges of the Saljuq-Iranian style, apparently handed down

in Malwa, can be traced, whereas some early Mughal tombs at Sarhind

reveal slight reminiscences of the Mongol ( Nestorian-Uigur ? ) style of

the Jami-at-Tawarikh MS. in London and Edinburgh, probably conserved

in Kashmir. When the beautiful “Timurid” Persian miniature style

of the late 14th and 15th centuries reached India, is diflScult to say.

It was known in Malwa and Bengal at least in the early 16th century,

and probably also at Delhi under the Lodls and Sayyids. Under the later

Bahmanis it must have been common, as it forms one of the ingredients

traceable in the style of the earliest known miniatures from Bijapur and

Ahmadnagar ; this Bahmani variety differed from its Persian model by

a stricter geometrical composition, such as it is found also in early

Rajput miniatures.

The Survival of Mediaeval Indian Painting : As far as the few

surviving fragments from Bengal, Bihar, Kulu, Madanpur and Gujarat

permit us to judge. Mediaeval Indian painting must in the centuries

preceding the Muslim conquest still have conserved most of the Gupta

tradition. The style had become more mannered, the treatment as a

whole more summary and elegant, with strong, sweeping outlines, flat

7
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surfaces and often overcrowded composition. All this was now
annihilated. The painters of the more sophisticated “Eastern School”

flourishing in the Ganges plains took refuge in Nepal, Tibet and Ladakh,

but lost contact with India after the submersion of Buddhism there.

Kashmir painting, originally forming part of the “Western School”, fell

after the Muslim conquest of the Panjab under the influence of the

“Eastern School”, but at last was likewise pushed back into Ladakh.

The “Western School” flourished in Rajputana, Central India and Gujarat,

survived in inaccessible retreats of the Thar Desert, the Aravallis,

Kathiawar and Eastern Gujarat. But under the unfavourable conditions

it was quickly petrified to a set of purely ornamental formulas for the

illustration of religious palm leaf manuscripts which, alone, had a chance
to escape Muslim iconoclasm. Only in the Southern Deccan the great

Mediaeval fresco style was continued under the protection of the rajas

of Vijayanagar, but it, too, underwent a gradual transformation into a

folk style. Its final stage is known to us only from the reliefs of the

great throne terrace at Hampi, but must have been the same in painting,

to conclude from its introduction into the pictorial art of Bijapur and
Ahmadnagar after the disaster of Talikota.

The Gujarat School in the 15th and early 16th Centuries : Under
the toleration of the sultans of Ahmadabad the ossified West-Indian
palm leaf style first assumed a rather fashionable elegance and then,
with the greater facility of drawing provided by the introduction of
paper, was transformed into a vivid folk style of a very charming naivete.
However, as their typology was already fixed, the Jain illustrations
relapsed, after a shortlived renaissance, into a dead mannerism, and came
to a modest life only much later, under the influence of Mughal and
Rajput art. But with Hindu book illustration the case was diflFerent.
The popular mass enthusiasm of bhakti mysticism reduced the respect
for tradition and facilitated a direct sympathetic approach to the
favourite religious themes of this time. The Devi Mahatmya and the
Bhagavata Purana had played a very subordinate role in pre-Muslim
Hindu iconography. On the other hand Krishna bhakti developed
such a vogue of lyric literature simply calling for illustration, but
unknown to tradition that the painters were forced to follow their
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own inspiration. Already in the Jain Kalakacharya Katha the painters

had ventured to depict the §aka protectors and later converts of the

Jains in contemporary Muslim costumes. Now they had to go much
farther, had to fill with a new life the ossified types of Jain iconography,

and to compose them into new scenes ( e. g. Balagopalastuti, etc. ).

After the creative initiative of the artists had thus been kindled again,

the process of a free treatment of tradition, of simplification and
transformation of the old types and invention of new ones went on
and on, leading towards a new art which, however, was to unfold itself

not in Gujarat, but in Rajputana. The civil wars of the late Ahmadabad
sultanate and its conquest by the Mughals were not favourable to the

peaceful cultivation of art.

The Old Bengali School : Parallel with this religious and artistic

revival in Western India went a similar movement in Bengal. As in the

first countries Narendra Mehta and Mira Bai had been the protagonists of

a fervent Krishna mysticism, Chaitanya became the prophet of Krishna

bhakti in the east. And also here the religious revival inspired, under

Muslim toleration, a new art. As the Mediaeval “Eastern School” flouri-

shing under the Palas, Senas and Varmas had disappeared, its starting

point was the art of the neighbouring province of Orissa, which had never
been permanently subjected by the Muhammedans. Orissa had, like

Gujarat and the South already developed a popular reinterpretation of

ancient Indian painting, though this folk-style had been strongly

influenced from the South, especially Vijayanagar. This Bengal style

developed on lines parallel to Rajput art, probably even influenced by
the latter via Mathura. But like early Rajput painting, it degenerated

with the ebbing down of the mystic movement and lingered on as a rural

folk art. There were no such influential Hindu courts as in Rajputana

which regained their independence in the decline of Mughal power.
However, a last renaissance was to ensue also in Bengal, though
on a very modest scale : The Patas of the late 18th and early

19th centuries.

Early Rajasthani Schools : When Gujarati painting broke through
the traditions of Jain iconography, the Rajput kingdoms emerging since

the 14th century had acquired sufficient strength for an artistic life of
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their own. Even in the 15th century their native art had not yet

progressed beyond a very primitive folk art level. However, as in the
12th centuries they had adopted and developed post-Gupta art,

they now accepted the surviving Mediaeval Gujarati tradition and
later also contemporary Malwa art. When and where a genuine Rajput
style first evolved is not yet ascertained. There are reasons to assume
that this happened at Chitorgarh somewhere in the time between Rana
Kumbha and Rana Sanga, the age of Mira Bai and so many other
passionate mystic singers. But it spread first in the early 16th century
and reached its zenith in Akbar’s later reign.

The Hindu-Gujarati style of the early 16th century was now
freely developed in the spirit of contemporary Rajput folk art ( especially
the Paliya reliefs ). The composition of the individual figures as well
as of the enclosing scenery follows the same principles as those found
in the early Egyptian wall relievos or on the black-figured archaic Greek
vases. What endows this new style with a special charm, however,
is the passionate feeling penetrating faces, poses, the symbolic by-work
and the glowing colour scheme. A later centre of this first type f with
predominantly dark red background ), so far known only in a few
Ragmala sets, was Orchha under raja Madhukar Shah.

Another type ( with predominantly yellow background ), under
considerably stronger Gujarati influence, seems to have flourished at
Jodhpur under rao Maldev and at Sirohi under Surthan Singh, a third
group ( likewise with yellow background, but slimmer and larger figures )may tentatively be assigned to Amber under Bhagwandas, a fourth
group, later absorbed into Akbar’s ka'rkhana, must be postulated for
the court of Man Singh Tomar of Gwalior, whereas at Bikaner and
Jaisalmer were executed merely very primitive outline illustrations of
considerable linear verve. Towards the end of the century new
influences resulted from the absorption of refugee artists from Gujarat,
Malwa and Ahmadnagar. Vijayanagar influence, via Ahmadnagar.
seems to be responsible for the female type characteristic of the early
Amber school. Muslim as well as Jain-Gujarati and Malwa style
elements can be traced in Marwar between ca. 1560-90. Bikaner under
Rai Singh who collected many illustrated MSS. during his stay in Gujarat
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and at Burhanpur, and probably also Bundi started at that time local

schools of their own.

The Bhagavata Purana, the Ragmala and the Rasikpriya of Kesava-
das Sanadhya Misra are the favourite subjects of these paintings,

occasionally also Surdas, Kalidasa’s Meghaduta, Devi-Mahatmya, and
portraits. The style varies from crystal-clear composition, of “Egyptian”

construction, sweet outline and exquisite colour balance to muddled
composition, careless drawing and harsh colour dissonances.

The Early Mttghal School : The Mughal princes had been lovers of

painting already before they had established their empire in India. Babur
had been interested in the creations of Herat under Husain Baiqara

;

Humayun employed painters from Turkistan, but during his exile in Persia

engaged two prominent masters of the court of Shah Tahmasp, Mir
Sayyid Ali and Khwaja Abdas-Samad. Akbar’s policy of Indianization as

well as the increased demand for artisans needed for the execution of

his many art schemes resulted in the employment of many indigenous

artists, Muslims and Hindus, from Kashmir, Gwalior, Gujarat, but
especially from Amber. Though these Indians were trained in the

official Persian court style, they could not completely abandon their

traditional training. Moreover, Akbar’s own ideas on art underwent a

complete change. Of manysided interests and above the prejudices of

his time, he appreciated not the special Safavi mannerism of his Persian

master artists, but the finish, elegance and naturalistic details of their

work. A keen observer and lover of nature, he encouraged his artists

to study nature above all, and it was from this point of view that the

Flemish and Italian prints brought by the Jesuit missionaries from Goa
interested him, so far as they did not attract his theological curiosity.

Thus whereas the earliest Mughal style was purely Turani-Persian, though
with an increasing admixture of Indian details, its second phase revealed

many clumsy Indian imitations by the side of the first type, until both
were more and more fused in a new naturalism ; though it is true that

this naturalism was limited to the details of the pictures, their general

composition, nay even the build-up of the figures being laid down by the
traditional conventions of Persian and early Rajput art.

The Imperial Mughal Style of Painting : Of great indirect importance

8
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for the formation of the classic Mughal style was the revolution in Persian

painting early in the 17th century. The style of Riza ‘Abbasi which

became the fashion under Shah ‘Abbas the Great, was inspired by the

drawings on the blue-and-white china ware of the Mings and early

Manchus then imported in large quantities from China. Its Far Eastern

flow of line and sophisticated elegance could fit well into the Persian

tradition such as it had grown since the Mongol invasions, but not into

the Indian, and whatever direct impression it left was the identification

of black-and white drawings, occasionally heightened by some indications

of colour, with the “Irani Qalam”. But the Riza ‘Abbas! fashion met, in

pictorial art, the new taste in architecture for white marble inlaid with

costly stones, and of delicate white muslin costumes embroidered with

gold, silver and small flowers, ushered in by the empress Nur Jahan.

Thus it discredited the earlier colourful Safavi influences which had

dominated the court studios under Akbar and in the early reign of

Jahangir so that Rajput composition and figure build-up now could

become the foundation of all Mughal pictorial art What remained of

the earlier Persian tradition, was the minute care in drawing and

ornamenting every smallest detail of the miniatures. Finally it facilitated

European influence, as in those times of difficult overseas communications

contemporary European art became known chiefly through the medium of

prints which were executed in great quantities, especially at Antwerp, for

missionary propaganda.

Thus the classical Mughal style developed, on a Rajput substructure,

with delicate and very careful decoration, and a certain tendency

towards naturalism, pronounced in all details, tentative and mannered
in the treatment of shadow and night effects, occasionally also in

composition, where it was merely clumsily copied from European prints.

Under Jahangir the chief accent was still laid on the careful, detailed

observation of nature favoured by Akbar. To this interest of the

emperor we owe those excellent portraits and other studies from
nature, mammals, birds, fishes, insects, flowers which form such a

famous aspect of Mughal art. But most of the output of the imperial

studios under Akbar and in Jahangir’s early reign had been illustrations

of historical, romantic and didactic books. This book illustration now
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went somewhat out of fashion
; but it was replaced by representations

of court life, official as well as intimate, collected in beautifully adorned

albums. From Shahjahan to Farrukhsiyar portraits of the rulers and

grandees, durbar, battle, hunting and religious scenes, and finally zenana

pictures, all solemn and etiquette-bound, dominated Mughal art. Thus
the naturalistic tendencies were again forgotten, in favour of another,

very decorative mannerism.

Painting in the Deccani Sultanova : In the Deccani sultanates

there existed no Hindu influence comparable to that of Rajput art.

The artificial galvanization of Mediaeval Hindu painting as practised

in the South could neither appeal to the Muslims nor adapt itself to

changing demands. The folk style which had developed in the late

Vijayanagar Empire, was introduced after the disaster of Talikota by

refugees in Bijapur under ‘All I and Ibrahim II. in Ahmadnagar under

Husain Shah I and especially queen Khunza Sultan, regent for Murtaza I,

and probably also in Golconda ( to conclude from paintings of the

early 18th century perpetuating that tradition ). Mixing with the

existing local Turco-Persian court style it created a very charming, but

short-lived hybrid art ( several Ragmalas, Nujjum-ul-Ulum, Tarif-i

Husain Shah! ) which disappeared again, at least from the courts, after

two decades. But part of those Hindu artists seem later on to have

found a refuge at the rising Rajput courts, for their influence is felt in

varying degrees in early paintings at Amber, Bikaner and Marwar. More
lasting probably was the indirect influence of the Vijayanagar jewellers

and brass workers both on Deccani architecture and painting since the

end of the 16th century.

Under Ibrahim 'Adilshah II the Akbarl Mughal school got a hold

on the Bijapur court, by the side of Safavi-Persian painting. Later
the Riza ‘Abbasi style came into fashion, European artists worked in a

clumsy imitation of Titian and Veronese, and the longer the more the

imperial Mughal style made its impression on the art of a divided

kingdom. In early Golconda paintings which we know only through
their echo in the Masulipatam “pintadoes”, Rajput and early Mughal
features appear superficially mixed with Persian and Deccani Hindu
elements. Then the Jahangir and Shahjahan taste must have fixed
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the style of the later Golconda school. But all Deccani schools differ

from Mughal painting by a rather flat conception, pronounced sweeping

outlines, strongly contrasted colour surfaces and a romanticism reminding

one of Rajput art.

Rajasthani Painting under Mughal Influence : As the leading Rajput

princes spent almost more time at the Mughal court or on the frontiers

of the empire than at home, Mughal court and provincial art could not

fail to impress them strongly ; as the principal theatre of war in the

17th century was the Deccan, the provincial style influencing them

most was that of the rich, but quickly disintegrating sultanates of

Ahmadnagar, Bijapur and Golconda. Practically all rajas brought home

collections of Mughal and Deccani arms, jewellery, miniatures and

manuscripts. South Indian idols, etc. They had their portraits painted

by artists of the imperial court, and soon engaged also some of the

less prosperous Mughal or Deccani artists themselves. Already Jai

Singh I Mirza Raja had aroused the wrath of the aging emperor Jahangir

by imitating the new imperial marble architecture in his palace at

Amber. Mughal architecture conquered Rajputana first in the last

quarter of the 17th century when Aurangzeb’s puritanism, long absence

in the Deccan and financial difficulties left most artists at the imperial

capitals without or with insufficient employment

But the Mughal pictorial style began to infiltrate at varying degrees

already from the third decade of the same century This infiltration

was effected in two opposite manners. Mughal painters in the service of

the Rajput princes had to adapt themselves to the taste of their new
masters developing more sweeping outlines, flatter surfaces, simpler colour

harmonies. The Deccani masters introduced their predilection for

excessive gilding, besides minor details of their own tradition. The Rajput

painters, on the other hand, while retaining their tradition in depicting

the favourite Hindu religious and literary subjects, were forced to

introduce all the delicate and refined ornamentation of Mughal art.

The most important centres where this mixed style developed, were
Orchha under Bir Singh Deo, Amber under Jai Singh I, Jodhpur under
Gaj Singh, Bundi under Chhattarsal, Bikaner under Karan and Anup
Singh. In the last years of Aurangzeb this assimilation had gone so far
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as to leave only little difference between Mugbal and Rajasthani painting.

And even this disappeared when the subsequent disintegration of the

Mughal empire and the parallel impoverishment of its capitals forced most

artists to find an employment at the raja courts. This movement reached

its maximum between 1731 and 1754 when Marathas, Persians and

Afghans overran and plundered the unhappy empire. Jaipur gave refuge

to the artists of Delhi and Lahore, the Pahari states to those of the

Panjab. But when the splendour of Delhi had disappeared, the Mughal

influence ceased and was absorbed and transformed into later Rajput art.

The "Basohli" School

:

The victory of the Mughal style in Rajputana

resulted in the eviction from court service of all painters adhering to the

early Rajasthani style. They were forced to return to the bazar or to

work for some minor princes or feudal lords. Thus the early Rajasthani

school has survived, only slightly modified, in a number of not yet

identified places into the early 19th century ; but most of these remnants

were likewise absorbed or disappeared in the course of the 18th century.

Only one acquired importance because of its isolation in the Panjab

Himalaya, the so-called “Basohli” School.

Like their mightier compatriots in Rajputana, also the rajas of the

Himalaya had joined the Mughal service. However, most of them were

too small or backward to play any role. The rajas of Kangra, once

' the overlords of the other hill states, were reduced after several revolts to

petty zamindars. The Pathanias of Nurpur rose high in the favour of

Jahangir and Shahjahan, only to be broken after their rebellion and the

siege of Taragarh by Shahjahan in 1642. Only the rajas of Basohli

( Balor ) remained loyal to the Mughals and, thus, reaped the fruits which

Nurpur had sown.

Nurpur and Basohli had engaged masons, painters and other artisans

/ from Rajputana, probably from Amber and Bikaner. When Basohli

was temporarily overshadowed by Nurpur, and when afterwards Nurpur

was punished, part of the artists there emigrated to Jammu, Chamba,

Mandi and Kulu. This earlier Pahari school fell under the influence of

the local wood sculpture which had survived the collapse of Mediaeval

court art and which had evolved a rather exaggerated, but charming and

expressive manner of its own when, towards the end of the 17th century

9
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Mughal control and the contact with Rajputana came to an end. By tke

middle of the 18th century it was superseded first by Mughal influence

and then by the “Kangra” style. In Basohli it was fused with new Mughal

elements under raja Amritpal ( 3rd quarter 18th century ). After 1775

Kangra art conquered also Basohli, but the “Basohli” manner was continued

in the small states of its neighbourhood up to Sikh times.

The Late Mughal Style : Since the end of the 17th century Mughal

art underwent a subtle change. The repression exercised by the stern

puritan emperor, the quick succession of short reigns and of dictatorial

governments, the breakdown of a well-ordered administration, the

defection of vassals and governors, and foreign invasions created a sense

of frustration and insecurity and, with it. a desire to escape from reality.

Amidst a growing chaos, the fashionable Mughal court was preoccupied

with erotic pleasures, Persian and Urdu poetry, music, dance and refined

luxuries. With singers and dancing girls in the centre of social interest

and even as official imperial favourites, Urdu poetry and Hindu music

in fashion, and the boundaries between art at the imperial and the

Rajput courts completely obliterated, Hindu mentality and Hindu subjects

were bound to invade late Mughal painting. It assumed the summary

treatment, the sweeping linear flow, the sentimental romanticism of

contemporary Rajput art, imported yogi and yogini, Ragmala, Nayika

and even Radha-Krishna scenes, but in a spirit of romantic sentimentality

and a weary “night” mysticism, more in harmony with Richard Wagner’s

“Tristan” than with the enthusiastic raptures of Mira Bai, Chandidas

or Chaitanya.

After the deposition of Ahmad Shah, however, the cultivation of art

became impossible in an insecure impoverished and decaying “capital” of

a few districts, and most of the painters emigrated to Faizabad and other

residences of now independent nawabs. In the early 19th century the

Delhi school of painting could be revived again. Under the protection

of British sepoys and with the funds of a British pension the last two

Mughal emperors could think of restoring at least a shadow of the

splendour of their ancestors. And painting was obviously the least

expensive of all arts. Thus a considerable activity was started, but it

was merely of an imitative character, so careful, that many of its creations
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have been accepted by less ttained connoisseurs as genuine works of the

17th and early 18th centuries, though proportions, poise, expression,

composition everywhere reveal the lack of sufficient firsthand observation.

Nor could the artists avoid the intrusion of contemporary Afghan and

European fashions in life as well as in art. To the latter belonged the

oval portrait miniatures on ivory which after the Mutiny were to be, in

the bazars, the chief survivors of this last Mughal renaissance.

However, in the same way in which Mughal art had captured the

Rajput courts, it became established also at the residence of the Muslim

governors when these latter became practically independent and hereditary

nawabs. The earliest of these provincial centres was Hyderabad where

the Mughal style, under the influence of the previous Deccani schools,

developed a magnificent rhythm and vivacity in the reign of the great

Asaf-Jah, but quickly degenerated already under Nizam ‘Ali. The Bengal

school at Murshidabad and Patna cultivated a certain refined languor ;

but after the establishment of British rule the artists had to make a

living chiefly by working for European officials, and thus fell under the

successive influence of Classicist, Romantic and even Preraphaelite

British art until they were absorbed into the modern Bengal school.

The Oudh school ( Faizabad and Lucknow ) continued the Delhi school

of Muhammad and Ahmad Shah’s reigns. It was correct and careful, but

of a rather academic coldness, often working older models into its pictures.

Since Sa’adat ‘Ali Shah it began to be transformed under European

influence, and part of the artists seem to have transferred their activities

to Jaipur. Smaller centres have existed at Benares, Rampur, Kashmir

( under Afghan influence ), Merta, Surat, Bhopal, Mysore, etc., and

itinerant Mughal artists have until the 19th century frequented the

various Rajput courts. To attempt a characterization of all these

ephemerous style groups is impossible in the present context.

The Late Rajput Schools in Rajputana and Bundelkhand : When
Delhi became a mere ghost of its former splendour, the Rajput style began

to re-emerge from the inundation of Mughal art. The rajas, now
independent, were no more impressed by an impoverished and helpless

court, the tool of whoever wanted and could misuse for his own ambitions

the last shreds of past authority. The emigration of artists bad also
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come to an end about 1754. Though the Mughal technique was not

abandoned, its aesthetic interpretation relapsed more and more into the

old Rajput course, though with a decisive difference. The Rajput courts

had now likewise become infected by the general decadence of India,

corrupt and voluptuous, like the Delhi of Muhammad and Ahmad Shah.

And the old mystic-romantic themes of art and poetry had sunk down

to a pretext and masquerade for zenana pleasures. Gods and goddesses

are no more symbols of cosmic forces, not even their incarnations, they

are dressed-up dancing girls and pleasure-boys. The zenith of this very

fashionable, very mannered and artificial but also in its own way perfect

art was reached between 1820 and 1840 when the British subsidiary

alliances secured the leisure and necessary funds for a luxury life not yet

affected by modern influences. In a decadent form, however, this art

continued its life into the seventies and eighties of the last century, and in

some states is lingering on even to-day.

The history of the individual schools is so far little explored. Under
Sawai Jai Singh the ‘Alamgiri-Mughal style dominated Jaipur painting

completely. Under Sawai Isri Singh the first indications of returning

Rajput ideals became visible, but in the early reign of Sawai Madho Singh

there followed an irresistible irruption of the “Baroque” late Mughal
taste which gave the late Jaipur style its distinctive note. Under the

licentious Sawai Pratap Singh, Jagat Singh II and Jai Singh III the Jaipur

style reached its very fashionable, but somewhat cold and pompous perfec-

tion. Many miniatures of this time are of exceptional size, apparently

influenced by the measurements of contemporary British engravings.

Famous are the life-size Radha-Krishna cartoons
( royal portraits of

the same type are in the Pothi-Khana), a re-transposition of wall paintings

and embroidered kanats into the “miniature” technique. Towards the
middle of the 19th century Jaipur painting became commercialized, many
artists had already emigrated to other parts of India, the style grew crude
and expressionless, and the subjects were not seldom of a repulsive
coarseness.

Earlier Jodhpur painting had almost completely disappeared in

consequence of Aurangzeb’s occupation of the town and fort. Ajit and
Abbai Singh revived it with the help of Mughal artists from Delhi and
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Ahmadabad. First under Bakht Singh the Rajput note broke through,

to become more emphasized under Bijai Singh. At last under Man Singh

the high style of the Jodhpur School was complete, less finished than

the Jaipur style, and with a somewhat shrill colour scheme in which

orange, yellow and dark green dominated, but of an overwhelming linear

verve, with unnaturally exaggerated leaf-shaped eyes with drawn-up

corners, full chins, heavy breasts protruding from exaggerated chests,

wide costumes standing off like old Spanish farthingales. Here also

some paintings are large, some even life-size, destined as wall hangings

for Vallabhacharya temples. Under Takhat Singh a mass production set

in, of careless execution, but its linear verve is driven to the very extreme

of rhythmic vitality. Under Man Singh religious subjects had

predominated, ^aiva, ^akta, Nath ( Kanphata ) and Krishna-bhakta ; under

his successor the never-ending dancing girl amusements of the zenana

occupied the entire sphere of interest.

Closely related to the later Jodhpur school is the Kishangarh school

which, however, had preserved into the late 18th and even early 19th

century characteristics of the early Rajasthani style by the side of a

certain provincialism. The late work which comprises also large-size

hangings is distinguished from the Jodhpur style by a lankness apparently

inspired by the body constitution of raja Kalyan Singh, (Some characteristics

of the Kishangarh school can be traced also in miniatures from Bikaner ).

The Bikaner School under Sujan Singh had reached the pure Mughal

style which under Zorawar Singh became somewhat sickly and neuras-

thenic. Gaj Singh revived it with the help of refugees from Delhi and

Lahore who executed also wall paintings in the Fort Palace. But in

his later years the Rajput tendencies came again to the foreground.

The best and purest period of the late Rajput style was the reign of

Surat Singh ( end of the 18th and early 19th centuries ) to which

belong also the “cranes and clouds panels” published by A. K.

Coomaraswamy, Since Ratan Singh the decay set in, though even

to-day the tradition is still alive.

The Jaisalraer school had never been important, few paintings of

the 18th century are known, those of the 19th excel by a wild, but undis-

ciplined linear rhythm.

10
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The Udaipur School in its earlier phases is still unexplored. The

continuous wars with the Mughals had not been favourable, and the

early revival under the ranas Amar Singh, Sangram Singh II and Jagat

Singh II showed little originality. Then the complete exhaustion of

the state by the raids of the Marathas and Pindaris paralyzed most

artistic activities so that painting began to flourish first under British

protection, especially under Bhim, Jawan and Sarup Singh, however,

with all the characteristics of the decadent style of that period.

Of the Haraoti School only fragments survive. The pure Mughal

style was probably introduced at Bundi by Budh Singh and changed

into the later Rajput manner in the reign of Umed Singh. The pure late

Rajput type was reached under Bishan Singh and degenerated under

Ram Singh, whereas the main period of the same style at Kctah falls

into the reigns of Umed, Kishore and Ram Singh. The school was

not very important, and in its later creations reveals similarity with

the Jaisalmer style.

The early Bundela School which soon after Bir Singh Deo’s death

had adopted the Mughal style, had not survived the rebellion of Jhujhar

Singh against Shahjahan. However, several Ragmala sets are known
which, to conclude from the type of architecture depicted, seem to come

from Bundelkhand, ca. A. D. 1740-60 ; they reveal Rajput style

tendencies surprisingly strong for that date which may have been due

to the weakness of Mughal influence in consequence of the long

guerrilla war. But during the hightide of Maratha oppression this

charming school withered away and was late in the century superseded

by late Mughal imports. They dominate even in the ceiling frescoes

of the late Lakshmi-Narayan Temple of Orchha. The miniatures

published by N. C. Mehta, though revealing a very individual note, are

characteristic of the late reign of Shatrujit Singh ( 1762-1801 ), but

not of the average style of the late Datia school.

The Maratha School : During their victorious campaigns all over

India under Baji Rao I and Balaji Baji Rao the Marathas began to

appreciate and imitate the arts and luxuries of the other Indian courts

for which purpose they employed, in a very eclectic manner, Mughal,

Rajput, Gujarati and South Indian artists. The portraits of early
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Maratha rulers and leaders reveal not much quality or individual style.

However, in the late 18th century also a distinctive Maratha school

of painting developed, a degenerated, and rather boorish variety of

the late Rajput style. Of greater interest are the Maratha underglass

paintings which came into fashion under Sawai Madho Rao and Baji

Rao II. They represent a Chinese import, and in successive examples

the transition from Chinese to Rajput, Maratha and at last European

types can easily be followed.

TTie Kanf/ra School : Already the invasion of Nadir Shah, 1737-38,

had induced some Mughal artists to flee from the Panjab to the Beas

Valley. They found a refuge with Govardhan Chand of Guler, the small,

but senior Katoch state south-west of Kangra. and founded the Guler

school of painting. But when Ahmad Shah Durrani devastated the Panjab

in campaign after campaign, Mughal civilization there came to an end.

The painters working for the nawab’s court at Lahore emigrated to

Bikaner and other Rajput states, but the minor masters had to be content

with finding jobs in the Himalayan Rajput states. Thus after 1750 small

Mughal schools turned up in Punch, Raronagar, Basohli, Chamba, “Kangra ,

Mandl and even Garhwal. The style of most of these is very provincial,

only Punch and “Kangra” reveal a decent standard. Within a decade

or two all of them again disappeared, superseded or assimilated into the

new Paharl-Rajput style of "Kangra”.

Kangra then was still a Mughal Fort, but the Katoch rajas who

then resided at Alamnur. Tira-Sujanpur and Nadaun became the leading

power of the Beas Valley already before they recaptured the capital of

their ancestors. Under Ghamand Chand ( 1751-75 ) the style of the

immigrated Mughal painters was transformed into the thoroughly Rajput,

early Kangra style which, though rather crude and timid in line, colour,

movement and expression, already foreboded all the characteristics of its

classical phase under Sansar Chand II, between 1775 and 1806. The high

Kangra school, melodious, bright, romantic, in many ways comparable to

the Sienese Trecentists of Italy, is one of the finest expressions of Indian

art. It lacks grandeur and tragedy, but it evokes the raptures of a

dreamland of love, not genuinely mystic, but neither sensuous : pure and

healthy where all nature sings with the happy heart.
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Already in the eighties the Kangra style expanded over all the

surrounding states, and when the Gurkha war dispersed most of Sansar

Chand’s artists, many local schools arose, from Basohli to Garhwal. Most

famous of these later artists has become Mola-Ram ( 1750-1833 ), the

great master of Garhwal who started in the “Basohli” manner ( 1769 ff. ).

experimented in the Mughal technique ( 1771 ff. ) and finally brought to

perfection the Kangra style of the beginning 19th century.

The Gurkha war ( 1806-13 ) bad broken the power of the hill

Rajputs, and the Sikh conquest following on it broke this art. State after

state was annexed, and those still surviving lived, impoverished and

exhausted, in daily fear of extinction and, what seemed worse, of being

dishonoured by the plebeian Sikhs. “Kangra” art did not die, but it grew

old. Its happy, gallant and romantic spirit was broken, it became formal,

solemn and over-ornamental, like a heavy dream sought in drugs in order

to forget the nightmare of life.

Sikh Painting ; In this late form “Kangra” painting was taken

over by the Sikhs, at that time rather vulgar upstarts, boisterous, realistic,

puritan. There was no room for Rajput romanticism and mystic

symbolism. Like the early Mughals they appreciated a realistic portrait,

enjoyed a foul zenana jest, or could use a few religious pictures where
Hindu mythology had intruded into the Sikh cult. Later they began
to appreciate the whole range of Kangra themes, like the Hindus
living under that rule. But then the Sikh kingdom was already

disintegrating and Indian painting everywhere declining fast.

The End : Through the whole second half of the 19th century tradi-

tional Indian painting was dying a lingering death. With every railway,

canal or trunk road foreign goods came in, not yet in large quantities,

but just the type of luxury articles likely to alter the tastes of rulers,

nobles and rich merchants, of all those who had been the employers,

and customers of the native artists. Even where new artistic predilections

were not awakened, the former sureness of taste and connoisseurship
disappeared ; demands for new techniques, for perspective and strict

nature imitation, for light and shadow, for exotic “W^estern” accessories

and other inessential superficialities came up. But they did not offer any
substitute for the perfect line, rhythm, colour harmony, strength of
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expression and suggestion o£ some higher reality behind the visible things

of this world. And these are the essence of all art, and had been the

essence also of Indian art through the centuries whatever technical short-

comings and conventions those styles of a Mediaeval society may have

had. Thus painting was relegated to the bazar, however without becoming

a real folk art ; it is now disappearing without hope for a revival, though

it may help to inspire a new national art.

OXUSTRATIONS

:

1. Gandhtk Vjuha, Knia, Uth century. Bv. Boerioh collection.

8. Elopement. lUjpatana, end ot 15th century (?). Diaintegration of the “Jain”>Gnjaratr style

into BSjpnt folk art Bharat ETala Bhawan, Benares.

3. Devalis ( Paliyas ), dated A. D. 1435, Eodamdeaar near Bikaner.

A nioatration of Biginl. Ahmadnagar, oa. A. D. 1570. Iiallgarh Palace, BIkSner.

5. lUnstration to the Basikpriya of Eesavadsa Sanadhya Miiia of Orchha. Chitorgarh cr OrchhS,

Srd quarter of the 16th century. Bikaner, Lallgarh Palace.

6. Childhood of Krishna. From a Bhagavata Pnrapa Album, Tularam Collection. Delhi. Marwar,

oa A. D. 1680>1590, mainly 15th century Ahmadabad style, partly adapted to the

Bajasthanl taste.

T. lilnstration to the Basikpriya of Kesavadas Sanadhya Misra of Orchha. Amber, oa. A. D,

1680-1690. Lallgarh Palace, Bikaner.
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GANDHIJI ON ART

By NIRMAL KUMAR BOSE

Many people carry the impression that Gandhiji had no sense of art

or of beauty in him ; that his life was so rigidly drilled and spartan ia

character that there was no room left for any of the softer graces of life.

Among those who formerly shared such a view, the artist Nandalal Bose

was one. But there was an occasion when Nanda Babu had an

opportunity of completely revising his opinion in this respect.

It was during one of the Congress sessions that Nandalal Bose had

been invited by Gandhiji himself to undertake the task of decoration with

such materials and genius as was available in the surrounding villages.

An exhibition in which village arts and crafts were displayed, had just

been opened and Gandhiji came to visit the stalls. When he entered the

exhibition, Nanda Babu was there to receive him. Everything had not

yet been completely arranged, and a few retouches yet remained to be

made here and there. As Gandhiji entered the room, the first remark

that he made, put the artist and his co-workers there almost to shame.

Beneath one of the tables on which the exhibits had been arranged, there

was a tin bucket which had been hurriedly shoved into a corner before

the distinguished guest arrived. Gandhiji noticed the thing and remarked

that it fitted very badly with the atmosphere of the place. It was, of

course, immediately removed.

Nanda Babu accompanied Gandhiji as he moved from one table to

another examining the exhibits carefully. It was indeed surprising to find

him take such a keen interest at each of the objects, as well as about

the men who had been responsible for their manufacture. But, within a

few minutes time, Nanda Babu noticed that Gandhiji had become absent-

minded and stood gazing at the earthen floor of the exhibition halL
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The hall had a thatch of leaves, which shut out the sky rather imijerfectly-

It was a bright, sunny day ; and the beams of sunlight which had made
their way through the leaves succeeded in creating a playful pattern upon
the dull grey of the earthen floor. Gandhiji stood gazing at this, and

then broke the silence with the remark, “Nandalal, you cannot make

anything approaching this, can you ?”

It was then that Nanda Babu realized in a flash how deep a sense of

the beautiful Gandhiji carried in his bosom. It might have needed no

outward form or symbol for its satisfaction, but it was there all the same.

Perhaps its primary function was to transform Gandhiji’s own life and

character until it shone like a poem of great beauty and of epic grandeur.

It was only on very rare occasions that Gandhiji was ever called

upon to express his views on art. But there did come such occasions,

when he said all that was significant in his own judgement about this

aspect of life. We can do no better than share with the reader a number

of such passages as they will throw an unexpected light on this aspect of

his thoughts.

There are two aspects of things—the outward and the inward.

It is purely a matter of emphasis with me. The outward has no meaning

except in so far as it helps the inward. All true art is thus the expression

of the soul. The outward forms have value only in so far as they arc

the expression of the inner spirit in man. Art of that nature has

the greatest appeal for me. But I know that many call themselves

artists, and are recognised as such, and yet in their works there is

absolutely no trace of the soul’s upward urge and unrest.

All true art must help the soul to realize its inner self. In ray

own case, I find that I can do entirely without external forms in my
soul’s realization. My room may have blank walls ; and I may even

dispense with the roof, so that I may gaze out upon the starry heavens

overhead that stretch in an unending expanse of beauty. What
conscious art of man can give me the panoramic scenes that open out

before me, when I look up to the sky above with all its shining stars ?

This, however, does not mean that I refuse to accept the value of

productions of art, generally accepted as such but only that I personally

feel how inadequate these are compared with the eternal symbols of
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beauty in Nature. These productions of man’s art have their value

only so far as they help the soul onward towards self-realization.

All truths not merely true ideas, but truthful faces, truthful

pictures, or songs, are highly beautiful. People generally fail to see

beauty in truth, the ordinary man runs away from it and becomes blind

to the beauty in it. Whenever men begin to see beauty in truth, then

true art will arise.

Truly beautiful creations come when right perception is at work.

If these moments are rare in life they are also rare in art.— Younff India,

13.1124, p. 377.

True art takes note not only of form but also of what lies behind.

There is an art that kills and an art that gives life. True art must be

evidence of happiness, contentment and purity of its authors,— Young
India, 11.8 21, p, 253.

We have somehow accustomed ourselves to the belief that art is

independent of the purity of private life. I can say with all the

experience at my command that nothing could be more untrue. As
I am nearing the end of my earthly life I can say that purity of life is

the highest and truest art. The art of producing good music from a

cultivated voice can be achieved by many, but the art of producing

that music from the harmony of a pure life is achieved very rarely.

—

Marijan, 19238, p. 10.

i



KHARAVELA AS KING AND BUILDER

by B. M. BARUA

The name of Kharavela as the greatest monarch and ruler of Kalinga

has been well-known since it was correctly read by Bhagawanlal Indraji

and made out from the Hathigumpha and Manchapuri Cave Inscriptions.

He does not stand alone as the donor of the caves on the twin hills of

Udayagiri and Khandagiri ( Kumari-Kumara-parvatas ) on the Khurda

Road, about two miles north-west from the Lihgaraj' Temple of

Bhuvaneswar in the district of Puri. There are other donors including

his chief queen, king Kudepa, probably son and successor of Kharavela,

prince Vadukha, the town-judge Bhuti, and others connected with

Kharavela as his officers and personal attendants. The caves that do not

bear any inscription may be treated as those donated by him. Two caves

on the Khandagiri Hill containing the statues of twenty-four Tirthan-

karas appear to be later additions. The rest may be safely relegated to

Kharavela’s time. Altogether how many caves were excavated in

Kharavela’s time we cannot say. Those which are hitherto discovered

and visible on the two hills are enough for our present purpose. On the

summit of Khandagiri there is to be seen a square ground containing

a few rows of small and low pillars of rude-hewn stone. These are

apparently memorial stone-pillars and their number may be taken to

indicate the number of distinguished Jaina saints who died while they

were residing on the two hills and in their neighbourhood.

The “Namakkara” formula of the Hathigumpha Inscription is

typically Jaina. None of the four symbols—the Crown ( Vardhamana ),

the Svastika, the Taurus ( Nandipada ) and the Railed-in-tree ( Chaitjra )
—

is distinctively a Jaina emblem. The supreme objects of veneration are

the Arahants and Siddhas meaning the Tirthankaras who were the great

12
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pioneers and founders of the Jaina religious order and school of thought.

The recluses for whom the caves were made are described as those who

professed their faith in the Arahants.^ Kharavela is represented as a lay

worshipper of the Arhata saints who had completely exhausted the

cause of gliding in the course of transmigration and fulfilled the ascetic

vows.^ They were high personages well-established in the principles of

piety and conduct, honoured, wise,—the revered ascetics and sages.

Although the Ajivikas too passed as Arahants or Arhatas. and as cave-

dwellers, they do not appear to have been in view of the inscriptions of

Kharavela and his queen consort. The earlier inscriptions of Asoka

and Dasaratha go rather to prove that if the Ajivikas were meant, they

were distinctly mentioned as such. The occurrence of the word Nigamtha

( Nirgrantha ) would have decided once for all the case in favour of the

Jaina recluses. In its absence the question is to be kept open until

something decisive is forthcoming. If we decide the matter in favour of

the Jainas, we have yet to answer the question concerning their sect.

The Hathigumpha Inscription seems to represent them as the Samghiyas

who were “yapujavakas” ( ‘yap^-udyapakas’ )® during the rainy season. If

these really mean a clue to their identity, it is possible to connect them

with the adherents of a Yapana-satpgha.^

The purpose of the caves was the same as that of the ‘kubhas in

the Barabar and NagarjunI Hill-caves dedicated by Asoka and Dasaratha

to the Ajivikas, and it was to provide shelters for the saintly recluses

who needed them during the rains ( ‘vasasitani varshasritanam ).

In the inscriptions other than the Hathigumpha the caves are denoted

1. ‘Bhagavati Sutra' or 'Viy^a-pannatti', I. 1. 1.

2. Manohapuri Cave Inaoription of Kharavela’s Chief Queen : ‘Arahamta-pasadauam Kaliihganam

gamananam lenam karitain’. Wrongly read ‘Arahainta-pasadava’, bv B. D- Banerji.

3. Hathigumpha Inacription, line 14 : "arahate [hi] pakkhina-samsitehi...chinavatini

4. Ibid., line 15 : ‘sakata-8amana.RUvihitanam’...‘haninam tapagi-igina[m]’.

5. Ibid., line 16 ; ‘sarnghiyanam’’.

6. Ibid,, line 14 ; ‘yapnj [a] vakehi’.

7. The ySpana or Yapaniya Sanigha is known as a Jaina sect whose distinctive oharaoteristioa

connect them with the ^vetamharas rather than with the Digambaras. The inscription contains certain

phraseologies, ‘kalanani’ and the like, that are deSnitely Jaina.
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by the word ‘lena’ ( Sk. ‘layana’ ) and the fully equipped ones are said

to have consisted of a ‘pasada’ ( facade in the shape of an open-pillared

verandah ), ‘kotha’ ( inner chamber or chambers in the shape of cubic

cells ), and ‘jeyya’ ( pent-roof in the shape of a fixed shelf ).^ In the

Hathigumpha Inscription itself they are called ‘nisidiya’ ( line 15 ) and

‘jivadeha-s(a)yika’ ( shelters for embodied souls ).^ They were expressly

intended to serve as places for comfortable bodily rest.* It is clearly

stated that the caves were excavated for the accommodation of the

Samghiya ( Samghika ) recluses, ascetics and sages hailing from a hundred

( i. e. all ) quarters.* This laudable work was done in the thirteenth

regnal year of Kharavela-

In the fourteenth year and as his last memorable work, Kharavela

caused to be built at the cost of 75,00,000 a magnificent religious edifice

which was provided with a beryl chamber ( hall ) with its quadrangular

floor and painted ceiling® and its walls partitioned by the best of

artistic skill into sixty-four panels containing the peaceful scenes of

music.® And for this purpose stones had to be quarried out of select

quarries and collected from a vast and extensive area ( ‘varakara-

samuthapitahi aneka-yojana-ahitahi silahi’ ). The edifice was erected

on a slope—in the vicinity of the caves on the Kumari Hill ( Udayagiri

)

serving as retreat for the Arahants or Arhatas ( ‘Arahata-nisldiya-

samipe pabhare’ ).

1. Barua, ‘Old Brahmi 'Insoriptioog in tbe UdaTSKlil, and Khandagiri Caves*. Calentta

University, pp. 63 ff., revised edition in I. H. Q. XTV, pp. 261ff. B. D. Banerjii makes out the word as

‘ajeyya’ in the sense of “impregnable’’ ( E. I., Vol. XIII, pp- 169 ff. )

« 2, Sayika=Sk. ‘stayya^i’ meaning shelters. Here we are not to suppose that the oaves were meant

as sepulchres or resting places for dead bodies, an interpretation of 'Jivadeha savikd’ which is prevented

by the fact that the caves were to accommodate the recluses needing shelter during the rainy season.

3. The reading is either ‘Kayya’ { 'kalya’ )-nigTdiySya or kaya-nisidiyaya.

t. Hathigumpha Inscription, line 15 : ’sakata-samana-^uvihitana^ ohaBata-( sava ) disanaip-

saqighiyanam Arahata-nisidiya’.

5. Ibid., line 16 : ‘patalake ohatare oha ve<jluriya-gabbe ’thaipbhe patithapayati’. This may be

taken also to mean that there was a roofed qnadrangle with its painted ceiling and colonnade of pillars

apart from the beryl chamber.

6. Ibid., line 16 : ‘mukhiya-kala-vochhlne oha choyathi aipge sanitikaqi tnriyaqa npadayati.
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Evidently then the last mentioned work achieved by Kharavela

in the world of religious architecture at an enormous cost stood apart

from the rock-cut residential caves. To accomplish it choicest stones

had to be procured as materials and the best available skill of art to be

employed. The pithy description in his inscription places before us

a clear idea of its costliness and a vivid picture of its magnitude and

grandeur. The beryl hall with its colonnades of pillars was spacious

enough to allow its walls to be bedecked with sixty-four panels, each

presenting a piece of sculpture. As for its cost, 75,00,000, we can easily

ascertain what was really meant. Professor D. R. Bhandarkar has

conclusively shown that “in early Buddhist works when any big sums of

money are specified, no name of coin is adduced, that of ‘karshapana’ being

understood as is quite clear by its occasional mention. ‘Karshapana’ was,

therefore, looked upon as the standard coin.”^ Dr. V. S. Agrawala, too,

has successfully established the same fact while commenting on Panini’s

Sutras, IV. 5. 135, V. 1. 27, V. 1. 29 and the ‘Mahabharata’ expressions '•

‘ayam sahasra-sammito vaiyaghrah’ ( Sabha, 54. 4 ) and ‘wtena nishka-
ganitam sahasrena ca sammitam’ ( Anusasana, 93. 437 ).2 Thus the cost
of the great erection amounted to 75,00,000 ‘Karshapanas’ or punch-
marked silver coins.

Unfortunately a portion of the description of the great edifice

cannot be made out from the existing inscription^ and a portion is missing
for good. Even from what now remains of it, it cannot be doubted
that the memorable erection was a shrine or temple without any image
installed in it. I went through the manuscript of a ‘Purana’ in the
possession of a local Panda of Bhuvaneswar in which the present Lingaraj
Temple of the place is claimed to have been erected by Kharavela. I

could not place any reliance on it as it seemed to me to be a modern
composition. The manuscript is purchased for the Mayurbhanj State
Library. One striking fact about the Lingaraj Temple is the absence

1. ‘Ancient Indian Numiamatics’, Cal. Univeraity, p. 79'. -

2. ‘Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute’, ’Vol. XXI, pp. 287 f.

3. Probably the intended name for the edifice is 'chetiya*.
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of any image or phallic symbol in its ‘garbhagriha* or sanctum sanctorum.

Be that as it may, it is undeniable that the edifice raised by Kharavela

stood as the prototype and precursor of the present temples of

Bhuvaneswar.

Among the larger caves on Udayagiri, four only, namely, the

Manchapuri, the Chhota Hathigumpha, the Jaya-Vijaya and the Rani-

gumpha, appear in the shape of buildings. Three of them ( to the

exclusion of the Chhota Hathigumpha ) are two-storeyed. The Rani-

gumpha is the biggest of all the caves and the richest in its wealth of

sculpture. The very first sculpture in this cave gives us a good idea

of what was meant by the scenes of peaceful music artistically produced

on the walls of the great temple. The Hathigumpha description of the

edifice is not applicable to the Ranigumpha for the simple reason that

it is a rock-cut cave and not a construction of a large number of

stones.

The names by which the caves are known are all modern. The
inscriptions do not contain any such names. They are significant,

nevertheless, inasmuch as they are intelligently devised to suggest what

appear at first sight to be the distinctive features of the excavations to

which they apply. The central cave on Udayagiri bearing Kharavela’s

inscription is called Hathigumpha from its frontal appearance with its

hanging brow suggesting a sitting elephant. Another cave is called Chhota

Hathigumpha for having before it in the courtyard two seated figures

of young elephants. The upper storey of the cave donated by Kharavela’s

chief queen is appropriately called Manchapuri and the corresponding

lower storey donated by king Kudepa Patalapuri. A small cave bears

the name of Vyaghragumpha for its frontal appearance is a tiger-face

with its gaping mouth and distended jaws. The caves called Sarpagumpha,

Ajagaragumpha and Bhekagumpha have for their cognizances respec-

tively a snake-hood, the figure of a boa constrictor, and the frontal face

of a frog. The elephant, the tiger, the cobra, the boa constrictor and

the frog are apparently the denizens of the hills on which the caves were

excavated. The figures show that they were produced at ease and thus

bear evidence to an advanced state of the stone-cutter’s art in Orissa.

The name of Manchapuri ( Heavenly Abode ) is suggested not only

13
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by the fact of its applying to the upper storey of the cave concerned

but by a frieze containing a lively picture of a flying Vidyadhara on the

wall of its verandah.

The Jaya-Vijaya^ cave on the slope of Udayagiri and on the left

side of the Ranigumpha derives its name from the standing figure of

its two sentinels wearing high boots, each of them being therefore,

the typical Sun-god. The name of Ranigumpha is devised for the

other cave guarded by a similar sentinel since it appears at its first sight

and from its architectural design, sculptural decoration, quadrangular

courtyard and size to have been a residence for a queen. Similarly the

name of Anantagumpha is applied to a small cave on Khandagiri on

account of the fact that the outer side of its door bears the figure of

two crawling serpents facing opposite directions. It might as well have

been called the Suryagumpha on account of its having for its distinctive

feature a noteworthy sculptural representation of the Sun-god driven

in a chariot drawn by seven horses. The modernity of the names is

evident from the name, Durgagumpha, devised for a cave on Khandagiri

having at its entrance a figure of Durga which is an addition of recent

times.

The residential caves and the great shrine are the excavations and

erection in which Kharavela and his wife and family were personally

interested as lay worshippers of the Arahants and lay supporters of the

Arhata recluses. Consistent with his principle of religious toleration,

Kharavela caused the ‘devayatanas’ ( Hwen Thsang’s ‘Deva temples’ ) to

be repaired. These abodes of the gods and demi-gods must have been

popular places of worship other than the Jaina shrines ( chaityas ) ; they

were ‘Hindu temples’ as we now call them. As may be ascertained from

literary and monumental evidences, these old-world sanctuaries mostly

consisted of the
^

Yaksha and Naga shrines. The pantheon must have

included in it Sri ( Lakhi of the' Hathigumpha Inscription), and ^iva

1 Jaya atid Vljaya are the legenday dcor^keepefs oi VaikuOt^aputi ot the patadiiioal city

pi VUhpu.
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and Vishnu among others The very first work of importance done by

Kharavela since his coronation as the great king of Kalinga and in

the first year of his reign was the thorough repair of the capital city called

Khibira, and of all its residential and religious buildings, parks and gardens,

including the banks of its famous Rishitala Tank ( Isitala-tadaga-padiyo ).

The gate-houses and walls ( gopura-pakara ) mentioned in this connection

are to be associated as much with some of the residential buildings

as with the temples in the city. The gate-houses and gate-towers

containing the figurines of the goddess of Luck in their niches ( Jathara-

lakhila-gopurani siharani ) erected in the twelfth regnal year at the cost

of a hundred visikas ( measures or coins of gold and silver ) are significant

as proving the existence of what was later to become the South

Indian style of temple architecture terminology, in the capital of

Kalinga.

In addition to these works of piety, Kharavela caused to be built

in his 9th regnal year a new royal palace by the name of “The Great

Victory Palace” ( Mahavijaya-pasada ) at the cost of 38,00,000

( Karshapanas ), while the work of repair of the capital city cost him

35,00,000 ( Karshapanas ). Thus the cost of erection of the great shrine

( 75,00,000 ) was a little less than the double of that of the palace, a fact

which eloquently speaks of the preponderance of religious architecture

over secular and semi-secular ( residential and sepulchral ) in royal as

well as popular estimation of the age. Evidently the new royal palace

was built on the two banks of a stream called Prachi ( Prachi : ‘ubhaya-

Prachl-tate’ ).^ This palace had, like other royal palaces, the Vaijayanta

Palace of Indra for its heavenly prototype, and its very name is suggestive

of this fact.

If such be Kharavela’s historical position as a builder, it may be

worth while to reconsider his position as an Indian monarch and ruler.

He is represented in his Hathigumpha Inscription of 17 lines as well as

in that of his chief queen as a paramount sovereign of Kalinga. To all

1. See the plate, leotion I in ‘Seleot Inseriptlone’ edited b; D, C. Siioar, VeL I, Cal. Univenitjr,

between pp- 208 and 209.

33182
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appearance, Kalinga of his time is the same country as that which was

conquered and annexed by Asoka in the latter half of the third century

B. C. in about 251 B. C. Kalinga was known to Asoka as a country which

remained unconquered and independent before the 8th year of his reign

( R. E. XIII ). It is roughly co-extensive with the modern province of

Orissa if we judge it by its extension along the sea-coast from the river

Vaitarani in the north-east to the Languliya in the south-west. Its

ancient traditional capital, known as Dantapura ( Dantagula, Dantakura,

Palura ), was situated in the south, near about Chicacole, while in Asoka’s

time Tosali ( Dhauli ) became the headquarters of the northern or major

division and Samapa in the district of Ganjam that of the southern or

minor division of the province. In Kharavela’s time the capital of
^ Kalinga was Khibira ( Kalinganagari-Khibira

; line 3 ), a name having a

verbal affinity with Khiching, Khijjinga of the Bhanja copper-plates in

the state of Mayurbhanj. It cannot be located far in the south, even
anywhere in the district of Ganjam. It had its connection with a river

near it by a canal opened up three hundred years’ back by a king called

Nanda ( ‘Namda-raja-oghatita’ ). It was brought into the heart of this

capital by its further extension from the Tanasuliya Road ( Tanasuliya-

vata ). The name of this road is Odiya, and it seems to have been a

local name for the Tosali Road. From the location of the new royal

palace, it appears that the capital was situated on the banks of a stream
then as now known by the name of Prachi.^ The city had within it the
famous tank called Isitala-tadaga mentioned in the Jaina ‘Brihat Kalpasutra’

ascribed to Bhadrabahu^ and placed in the Sailapura city of the territory

of Tosali, the major or northern division of Asoka's province of

1. The expression ti.vasa*sata’ may be taken also to mean one htmdred and three years. But
normally it stands for three hundred years, cf. 'Mahabharata’. ii. 15. 136 : ‘tribhir varsha-satair

balam.’

2. Mr. Faramananda Aoharya, Superintendent of Archaeology, Mayurbhanj State, writes to me
to say that there is a river called Praohl on the northern part of the Puri district showing many temples
in ruins on its both banks. It flows southwards within five or six miles east from the Lihgarsja Temple.

3. This is really a much later composition attributed to Bhadrababu who is said to have
doutiehed in the time of Cbandragupta Maurya.
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Kalinga. Thus seen, the Tosali area could not but be the outer zone of
Ae city of Khibira, a local non-Aryan equivalent of Sailapura^ just as

ichinga may be that of ^ailasringa. Like Khibira, the name of the
city, the personal names of Kharavela, Kudepa and Vadukha seem quite
alien and outlandish to the world of Sanskrit unless they be respectively
the dialectical equivalent of the Pali Kalavela=* and the Sanskrit Kudeva
and Va^ka.

Kharavela is extolled as a great scion of the Cheta or Cheti race
which could boast of a long line of royal sages, may be from Vasu
( Uparichara ).* He is connected with the Mahameghavahana dynasty
and represented as the third king in the direct line of the royal family of
Kalinga* His chief queen was the daughter of one king Lalaka of
Hathisaha,® of a neighbouring but hitherto unknown territory. It appears
that this queen and her two sons, the elder king Kudepa and the younger
prince Vadukha, cooperated in completing the Manchapuri group of caves.

W^e have no record as yet of Kharavela to take us beyond the 14th year

1. Bphat Kalpaaatra’, edited by Chatorrijaya and Punyavljaya, Bhrl Atmananda Jata Gianth
Batnamala Serial No. 84, Vol. Ill, p. 883, yenaa 3149-3150 ;

Tosali yisae

—

‘Selapnre Isitaldgammi hotl a^tbahiyd mahdmahimS’
| Saipghad&sagani’s oomm t ‘Tosaliyiahaye

^ilapnie nagare {llahita^ga^ nama aara^. Tatra yarshe yarsbe bhuyan loko’ ghtahlkfiinahiin4ip

karotl’’.

This goes to prore tbat KbSroyela's oapltal Khibira was just a local non-Aryan word lor Sailapura

( kbi^saila*, hill, hilly, ‘bira = pura’ 7 ), and the l^ishita^iga was a saored tank in Tosali like the

Gaya Tank mentioned by Buddhagho^a ( Papanoha-sudanI, i, p. 178 ). According to the ’Bpihat
Kalpasutra’, the Rlshl Ta^dga ol ^ilapnra in Tosali was a sacred lake like tank to which the people ol

Kalinga, if not of India, came annually In large numbers for the purpose of bathing and performing the

'atthahika' { Pali ‘a^thakd’ Sk. ‘ashfakit’ ) ceremony in the interest of the deceased ancestors.

Bindu Saroyar on the north side of the Lihgaraj Temple of Bhuyaneswar took eyidently the place

of the Jiishi Ta^aga of old as the saored tank, while the ancient tank itself may bo confidently

identified with the big tank now known as Kausalya Oanga, the biggest in the locality, which is now
completely silted up and lies at a distance of about two miles south-east from the IiingarAj Temple.
The annual congregation of pilgrims and yisitors assumed the form of a large 'mela' or fair,

3 ‘MahfiyaipBa’, it. 33.

8* K. P. Jayaswal reads—^‘Tajisi-Vasn-kula-yiularito’. I read 'TAji8iya[qi]sa-kala-yinisrito’.

4. Tatiye Ealiipga-rdjayaipse purisa-ynge’.

6 Aco. to B. D. Banerjee’s reading, of king Lalaka. grandson of HathisAha ( Hastisiqiha ).

14
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of his reign or any literary tradition to tell us anything about the royal

dynasty after Kudepa.

Kharavela’s time may be determined on the following data of

chronology ;

1. Close resemblance of the rhythmical prose diction of the
Hathigumpha Inscription with that of the Pali ‘Milindapanha’ to be dated
in 500 B. E. ( ca. A. D. 17 ), say the 1st century.

2. close palaeographic similarity between this inscription and the
Nanaghat Cave Inscriptions of the time of Satakarni I

;

3. first rise of the Andhra-Satakarnis placed by the Puranas
immediately after the fall of the Kanvayana-^ungabhrityas and 304 years
from the date of Chandragupta Maurya’s accession, say in 29
B. C. ( 323-294 ) ;

4. contemporaneity of Kharavela with one Satakarni, say Satakarni F
whose territory was by-passed by the former when he had marched west
to terrorise the city of Asika from the bank of the river Kanhabemna
( Krishna ) ;

5. contemporaneity of Kharavela with Bahasatimita ( Brihaspati-
mitra ), king of Magadha, better Anga-Magadha, who is probably
mentioned as the nephew of king Ashadhasena of Ahichchhatra in one of
the Pabhosa Cave Inscriptions

;

D. contemporaneity of Kharavela with a Greco-Bactrian ruler
( Yavana-raja

) whose name appears to he (H) i (ra) mavo^ corresponding
to Heramayo

( Greek Ermaiou ) of the legend on the coins of Hermaios
( ca. A. D. 20-30 ), and not Dimita as made out by Dr. Sten Konow and
identified with Demetrios, son of Euthydemos.

VL j' .

sculptures in the caves of Udayagiri and
.
agiri tu those of the Bharhut and earlier Bodhgaya stone-railings

from the chronological as well as the stylistic point of view.

1. (A. D 4-14 ) according to the Purfinas. Pargiter, ‘Dynastiee of the Kali Age’, pp, 70-71.

the last two letters aredefinitely ‘mavo’ or ‘mevo’. Bee D. C. Sircar’s Plate, eection II.
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It goes without saying that all the above data of chronology point

to one and the same conclusion, namely, that Kharavela’s reign began

and probably also ended in the first quarter of the first century A. D. *

It is in vain that Jayaswal has tried to identify the Magadha ruler

Brihaspatimitra with Pushyamitra who is known as the traditional

founder of the §unga dynasty. The Greco-Bactrian king Demetrios must

be ruled out of court not only because his name does not occur in

Kharavela’s incription but also on the ground that his activities remained

confined to the western side of the Sulaiman range. The Purana list

of the ^unga kings is altogether misleading. It is very strange indeed

that the Puranas take no notice of the several Mitra kings who find

mention in inscriptions and on coins. The word ‘mitra’ is invariably a

surname-like part of their personal names, but this is not the case with

all the ^ungas mentioned in the Puranas. We must at once liquidate

the business of the SenanI Pushyamitra as the founder of the Suhga

dynasty which supplanted the Maurya if he were the same personage

as Marshall Pushyamitra of the Ayodhya Stone Inscription of Dhanada

or Dhanadeva. Here Pushyamitra is introduced as a performer of two

horse-sacrifices, and, Dhanada-Dhanadeva,^ the ruler of Kosala and son

of Phalgudeva, as the sixth man in descent from the illustrious Marshall

( Senapatih ).* Thus ‘mitra’ is not the common surname-like appendage

to all the names. The pure Sanskrit diction of the record and its Brahmi

letter-forms cannot but connect it with an age which witnessed the

production of Rudradaman’s Junagadh Rock Inscription of A D. 150.

The discovery of an inscription representing any Indian monarch as the

performer of a horse-sacrifice save and except about the beginning of

the Christian era and later is unexpected. If the performance of a

horse-sacrifice by a Pushyamitra were mentioned by Patanjali he should be

placed after Christ. On other grounds Dr. D. C. Sircar feels himself

1. The fourth letter elone i» really miaeed.

3. The above interpretation of the expreision 'Senapatel} Puehyamitraija ahaehthena Kausiki-

putre^a’ is justified by the Purapa statement ; ‘Aguimitral? sutas ohuhtau' meaning Agnimitra and

his eight descendants. Pargiter, op. oit., p. 31.
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justified in placing the present text of the ‘Mahabhashya’ somewhere in

the second century A. D.^

Among the earlier Mitras, Brihaspatimitra was definitely a

rival and contemporary of Kharavela’s. If Bahasatimita of the

Hathigumpha Inscription, represented as the king of Magadha ( Magadha

raja ), be one and the same ruler as Bahasatimita of the Pabhosa Cave

Inscription, represented as nephew of king Ashadhasena of Ahichchhatra,

as seems most likely^ the relevancy of the mention of his name

presumably lay in the fact that the cave was excavated by his maternal

uncle within his dominion.^ The case in point is afforded by the

Bharhut East Gateway Inscription in which the donor, king Dhanabhuti,

had to mention the name of the Sunga territory, inasmuch as the place

where the erection was made was situated within it ( Suganam raje ).

The donor himself, as may be inferred from some of the Mathura

Inscriptions, belonged to the Mathura region which abutted on the

Sunga territory. Similarly in the other instance, Ahichchhatra and

Mitra dominions were neighbouring but independent territories.

Brihaspatimitra as king of Magadha or Anga-Magadha had at least

two predecessors, namely, Brahmamitra whose queen NagadevI donated

1. D. C. Sircar, ‘Indian Hiatorical Quarterly’, Vol. XV ( 1939 ), B. 633. Dr. Biroar’e real

position ia that Fatanjali hlmaelf waa a contemporary of Puahyamitra-^unga, but hie work, the

original Vahabhaahya*, was revised and enlarged later by early grammarians of hia own school. The
i2nd Century date for the extant form of the work ( which is not earlier than the 2nd century A. D. ).

ia based on such facts as . ( 1 ) reference to the ^akas and Yavanas
( Greeks ) as two foreign peoples who

became Hinduised and counted as the beat among the Madras of the time ( Comm : Panini, 11. 4. 10 ) ;

(2) reference to a fully developed form of the Vyuha-doctrine of the Satvatas which is not traceable
in any pre-Christian Indian inscription. The grammatical example, ‘iha Pushyamitrain yajayamah’,
has been quoted from the work of an earlier poet who "wrote after the epic legend of Bagara and his
sons had become quite famous ’’ In the opinion of L. de la Vallee Poussin ( ‘L’Inde aux temps dea
Mauryas’. etc , pp. 199f. ), "Patanjali was later and probably much later than the middle of the 2nd
century before the ( Christian ) era."

2. There is a close affinity between the two inscriptions as regards their language and palaeography.
3. Theoocurrenoeof the proper name Udaka without the suffix correctly made out as yet in the

Pabhosa Cave Inscription on the rock outside creates a difficulty when it is taken to denote the fifth
Sunga ruler of the Puranas. Obviously the mention of another unconnected ruler in the record is not
necessary, and Udaka, like Khalatika of Awka’s Third Barabar Hill Cave Inscription, may be treated as
the name of the rook : Udaka { si ), Kha ( latikasi ).
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an important pillar of the old Bodhgaya stone-railing and Indragnimitra

whose elderly queen Kurahgi largely donated this particular erection

in the country and kingdom of Magadha. The very first pillar of the

Bharhut outer stone-railing was similarly donated by Chapadevi, wife

of Revatimitra, evidently a prince of the Mitra royal house of Vidisa,

These Mitras were not Buddhists by their religious faith, although

tolerant enough to allow their wives to donate Buddhist foundations.

But none of them is extolled as a performer of a horse-sacrifice. The

performance of a horse-sacrifice gained in prominence in the Indian

inscriptions under the influence of the Great Epic legends in its later

redaction.

The Hathigumpha Inscription not only refers to a Nanda King

( Namdaraja ) who had opened a canal from the Tanasuliya Road to

connect it with a river near by some three hundred years ( in a round

figure ) before the regular reign of Kharavela but affords us a clue to his

connection with the kingdom of Magadha or Ahga-Magadha along

with his suzerainty over Kalihga. Immediately after the statement

concerning the fact of subduing the Magadha king Brihaspatimitra and

before that concerning the riches brought from Anga-Magadha there

occurs a statement which was read by Jayaswal as : ‘Namdaraja-nitam

cha Ka(lim)ga-Jina-saninivesam’ and taken to mean that Kharavela

brought back to Kalinga the Jina image of Kafinga which was taken away

by the Nanda king. This is unacceptable now, because, first of all, the

word ‘samnivesa’ never means an image, and, secondly, the reading is

wrong. The third letter of the word read as ‘Kalihga’ is other than ga ;

it is clearly ‘ta’ and more accurately ‘tu(m)’. One must read ‘Narndarajani-

tarn cha Ka(liin)ga’ as ‘Na(m)daraja-ninhavam cha(ka)tum’. For the

combined letter to be now read ‘nha’, we have to compare it with that

in the word Kanhabemna in line 4\

Kharavela did something very important in Magadha in the interests

of the Nanda royal line, although what was actually done cannot be

clearly made out ;* it is just to be imagined or conjectured from the trend

1. D. C. Sircar’s Plate, Seotiea II.

SU After two or three letter! we get four letter* that haye hcen and can be read ae’eaqi nWeea’.

15
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of the statement as a whole in connection with Kharavela’s north-western

campaign in his twelfth regnal year, and it is quite reasonable to surmise

that he reinstated the Nanda ( i. e., Maurya ) line in the sovereignty

of Magadha. If so, it must have been from the hand of a ruler of that

newly set up line that Marshall Pushyamitra seized the sovereignty and

founded a later and irregular form of Mitra dynasty,—irregular in the

sense that the names of all its kings had not the sumame-like ‘mitra’

for their indispensable adjunct. This conjecture, if correctly made, can

well explain why Marshall Pushyamitra became so keenly interested in

performing a horse-sacrifice. The performance of the second horse-

sacrifice on his part signalises the recovery of his position which was

probably endangered by a Yavana invasion of his territory from the

Punjab and Mathura region. If there were an earlier Pushyamitra

who became the founder of the Sunga-Mitra dynasty, he must be treated

as Pushyamitra L The history of the kingdom of Magadha between

Brihaspatimitra and the Imperial Guptas is yet to be written. The

hiatus may perhaps be satisfactorily filled in by the career of the

Sehapati Pushyamitra and his successors.

Kharavela arose in the wake of the Great Epic idea of ‘digvijaya’

meaning the periodical military expedition on the part of men of the

warrior race and ‘dharmavijaya’ which consisted in subduing weaker

rulers, exacting tribute, collecting riches and obtaining presents but not

in depriving them of their territories. There is no instance on record

in which any territory was permanently annexed to the kingdom of

Kalinga. Kharevela’s was a meteoric career. What to think of this

that he felt proud to be represented in his famous epigraph as a mighty

warrior who possessed the quality, capacity and equipment for plundering

and looting the whole of India, traditionally the earth extending as far

as to the four seas ( ‘chaturamta-luthana-guna-upeta’ ). How far was
this consistent with his pious Jaina faith is still a riddle of the Sphinx

So far only that he is nowhere represented as a warrior with military

zeal who meant wanton destruction and annexation of any territory,

abduction of women and raping. He just marched with his large and
well-equipped army,—horses, elephants, chariots and foot-soldiers,

knocked at the gates of important cities in the north and south, besieged
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them and triumphantly returned with riches and booties for increasing
the wealth of his State and spending it for the joy and happiness of his

people, for giving them all manner of reliefs, for granting them
exemptions of all kinds,^ for entertaining them with all kinds of varieties

amusemets and exciting games and sports, for enriching and improving the
art and architecture of his country, and for advancing the cause of the

progress of his country’s culture and civilization. The performance of

a Rajasuya or Asvamedha sacrifice and the holding of a Durbar on such
an occasion was foreign to his idea. His showy and ostentatious

nature found its satisfaction just in making displays of the signs of his

royal glory and prosperity ( ‘rajaseyam samdamsayamto’ ). The liveliness

and zeal of his dynamic and fluid character were manifest in all spheres
of his activities. And, upon the whole, it may be said that historically,

his reign and career, methods and policies formed a very remarkable
transition between the unostentatious but educative Dharmavijaya ^

career of Asoka and the pompous, ostentatious and awe-inspiring
Digvijayas alias Dharmavijayas, of later days.

Kharavela emulated the fame of the Magadha king Asoka both as

a builder and a ruler who honoured and helped all sects ( ‘savapasamda-
pujaka’ ). I have also sought to maintain that the Nanda king who is

credited with the opening up of the Tanasuliya Road Canal is Asoka,
and not Mahapadma Nanda, and the main reason for it is that Kalinga
was altogether an unconquered and independent country before Asoka

( R. E. XIII ). The Nanda king cannot be treated as a local chief of

Kalinga in view of the fact that as appears from Kharavela’s inscription,

his main connection was with the kingdom of Magadha. The interval

of time ( 300 years in a round figure ) between him and Kharavela

is rightly applicable to Asoka.

Near about the time of Patanjaii, author of the ‘Mahabhashya’, there

1. I find that Jayaswal'a reading of sara-gabanaQi oba karayituip brabma^anaqi jati-paribaraqi

dadati’ is to be preferred, to my 'jnye papharaip’ Cf. ‘sava jata-pariharika, sabbajati-paribara, sava*

paribarebl’, and 'garva-kara-pariharai^' in D. C. Sircar’s ‘Select Inanriptions’, Vol. 1, pp. 193 ff
, 408 f£.,

135 ff. 106.
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were some degenerate Maurya rulers who “devised the expedient of

replenishing their royal cofifers by the selling of images of three gods

called Siva, Skanda and Visakha,—the images that were being sold in

his time for the purpose of worship “( Comment on Panini’s aphorism,

V. 3. 99 ). “Of the tree gods, the first finds mention in the ‘Arthasastra’,

and the first two in the Jaina ‘Jnatadbarmakatha Sutra’ ( as also in the

Jaina ‘Aupapatika Sutra’ )”.* If these Mauryas be supposed to have

been the rulers who came into existence since the reinstatement of the

Nanda ( Maurya ) line by Kharavela, the information supplied by

Patanjali becomes easily intelligible. The ‘Artha^stra’ as a ‘Sutra-bhashya’

Sanskrit treatise on royal polity by Vishnugupta deserves to be considered

as a literary production of the reign of Pushyamitra II and the Nanda-
raja who fell by his political weapon as a late Nanda ( Maurya ) ruler

ousted for good by this very Pushyamitra.

From the record of the 7th regnal year, it is evident that when
Kharavela led his north-western campaign and besieged the city of

Rajagriha ( modern Rajgir in South Bchar ), the Greco-Bactrian ruler

Hermaios marched south-east with his army and armaments from Uttara-

patha ( Punjab ) through Mathura for an encounter with him in the very

heart of Magadha. The retreat of the latter to Mathura may be

treated as a fact in evidence of the existence or continuance
of the Greco-Bactrian suzerainty over the place. The record of the

12th regnal year goes to prove that Kharavela had to take heed of his

rivals in the north-west region, the rulers of Uttarapatha ( CJttarapatha-

rajano ) before he could think of safely dealing with the then ruler of

Magadha.

As for the extension of his power in the south, it is clear from the

I

fact that the contemporary king of Pandya ( Parnda-raja ) was compelled
I to send him valuable presents in the shape of pearls, gems, jewels and

I
rich apparel of various patterns. The southern extension of his kingdom

/ of Kalinga, too, can be easely inferred from the fact of inclusion in it

1. Baioa, 'The Atthai^lra’

:

Vol. I. pp 115. ff.

‘A Blend of Old and New’ in the ‘Bharata-Kaumudi’,
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of a place called Pithmja or^Pithudaga, probably the same as Pihunda,

a town near the sea-coast which finds mention in the Jaina ‘Uttaradhya-

yana Sutra’, may be near about the river Langala, modem Languliya,

and no less of a big marshy area called Tamira-daha or Tramira-daha

whose modern identity seems to be preserved in the name of Tamrihand
at a south-east corner of the Eastern Patna States to the north-west

of the district of Ganjam.

16



THE COLOSSAL BUDDHAS AT BAMIYAN

by BENJAMIN ROWLAND JR.

Certainly the most impressive feature of the religious establishment

at Bamiyan are the two giant statues of Buddhas that look out from vast

niches across the deserted valley. At the east of the great cliff is the
smaller of the two colossi which the Chinese pilgrim Hsuan-tsang identi-

fied as ^akyamuni ( Fig. 1 ). It must at that time have been the
principle cult image of a large monastic community : surrounding the
niche of the Buddha and connected with it and with one another by
a system of galleries and staircases are the chapels and lecture halls where
the monks carried on their religious routine.

Around the top of the niche of the big statue are painted the Seven
Buddhas of the Past ( including Sakyamuni ), and Maitreya, the Messiah ;

on the soffit of the vault is the wellknown fresco of a sun god in his

chariot, a solar symbol of the Buddha or Maitreya that I have discussed

at length elsewhere.^ The conception of the smaller colossus at Bamiyan
and the paintings that surround it is already that of a ‘mandala’ in an
embryonic stage. The main image can definitely be identified as

Sakyamuni from Hsiian-tsang’s description mentioned above, but, as the
size of the statue alone indicates, this is no longer Sakyamuni, the
mortal teacher of the primitive religion, but a vast magnification, almost
twenty times the size of a man, a superhuman being, a ‘Lokottara’

;

Nothing in the fully enlightened Buddha is comparable to anything in the

1. Rowland, B., “Buddha and the Sun God’’. Zalmoxis, I, 1938.
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world, but everything connected with these great sages is supramundane,^
The vast size of the images at Bamiyan is meant to suggest the immea-
surable dimensions of the Buddha Lokottara : they point in a direct

way the moral contained in Hsiian-tsang’s story of the Brahmin who
doubted that the Buddha was sixteen feet high and, on endeavouring to

measure the Master’s stature, found it continually growing beyond the

lengths of his yard stick and although the Brahmin climbed ever upward
the lord at last overtopped the highest mountain.® It is precisely this

docetic theory of the nature of Buddha that is a contribution of the

Lokottaravadins of Bamiyan to later Mahayana doctrine : Hslian-tsang

tells us, speaking of the community at Bamiyan, “There are ten convents
and about 1000 priests. They belong to the Little Vehicle and the

school of the Lokottaravadins”.* What has survived of the decoration

around the top of the niche of the 120 foot Buddha—the Sun God.
together with the seven Buddhas and Maitreya—is the most usual

Hinayana iconography. Even in Early Buddhism, judging from HsUan-
tsang’s account, giant images of Buddha were not unusual.^

However, in addition to the paintings around the head of the

Buddha, a few fragments of frescoes lower down on the sides of the

niche indicate that once the entire alcove was decorated with rows ^ of

seated Buddhas. This whole vast scheme was conceived directly in

relation to the statue of the Buddha who stands like an axis, a Mount

Meru, between heaven and earth : that such a conception of the Buddha

as the very pole of the cosmos was intended is further suggested in

1. Thomas, E I., 'History oJ Buddhist Thought’, New York, 1933, p. lli. On the term

‘Lokottaravadin’, see also Watters, T., ‘On Yuan Chwang’s Travels in India’, London, 1904, p. 117.

What would seem to be a late, “material”, and definitely untraditional attitude toward the making ol

such giant statues might be found in the ‘Ratnakutasutra’ ( T. 310, LXXXiX. See ‘Hobogirin’, III, p.

213 b. )

:

“0 Bhagavat, en fabriquant une image du Tathagata, haute de quatre doigts on s’acquiert dea

m^riles incaloulables. combien plus inoonc^vable le m6rite d’en laire ime grande ocmme le Sumeru.’’

By “untraditional” I mean that there is no indication of any understanding of the fundamental idea

in making a colossus to imply the identification of the Buddha with the primordial governing axis or

pole of the world and the suggestion, by size alone, that he is the universe and coextensive with it like the

ancient Puruja. The iconography of the Bamiyan images, as will be shown, indicates that these ideas

were not entirely lost.

2. Kramrisoh, St., “Emblems of the Universal Being," JISOA, 1935. Ill, 2, p. 150.

3. Beal, S. ‘Buddhist Records of the Western World’, New York, London, 1906, I, p. 50.

4. Ibid. I. pp. 21 and 134.
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the painting of the Sun on the “sky” which is the vault over the head

of the image and as though “supported” by it. The conception is already

that of ^akyamuni as the transcendent ruler of the universe, and yet

it is through him, the Buddha, who once walked on earth—or appeared

to do so—that all these immortal Buddhas of the Ten Worlds are

accessible.^ With reference to the multiple images of Buddha that once

decorated the walls of the enormous niche, it may be pointed out that

the Lokottaravadins initiated the idea of the Buddha’s power of sending

out replicas of himself : these fictitious apparitions are called ‘paropaharas’

or ‘nirmitas’—the latter perhaps related to ‘Nirmana Kaya’.

This is a concept on which is built much of the transcendental

mechanism of the Saddharmapundarika.^

1. Mtu, p., ‘Barabtiijtir’, Hanoi, 1935, p. 544. "nn cnlte I’adreaiant anx Tath&gata abatraita a

travera la peisonne ou la statoe du Buddha historique.” n>id. p. 646, “Le Buddha hiatorique, on

plutot ion corps glorienx.-a multlplie sa parsonna a tous las points du oompas.” "tie Buddha prfeohant

s’ 4gale pour un temps anx Tathagatas das dix regions da 1* espace."

This seems to present already fully developed the Mahayana concept of the unity of the multiple

Buddhas in the transcendent person of ^akyamunf : ‘iohi hntsu Issai hutsu'. ( Cf. ’Hohogirin’, p. 194 ).

2. Shastri. H. P., "Introduction to the Advayavajra-saipgraha”, Gaekwad’s Oriental Series

XL p. xviii. See also Senart, E., ‘Le Mahavastn’, Paris, 1882. 1, p. 181, 1, 9 ( p. 620n. ) and p. 206.

3. ‘Taisho Issaikyo’, 262, Vol. IX, p. 32 c, col. 4-3 from end : "The moment has come to assemble

here all the Buddhas { which I ) produced by dividing my body ( Jap., 'bunshin' ), and who teach the law

in the ten regions of space." The ‘bunshin’ or 'kebutsn’ are creations of the Buddha’s mind, replicas

indivisible from his substance which he has created in all worlds : "Therefore, Mahapratibhana, have

I made many Tathagata-frames which in all quarters, in several Bnddha-fields in thousands of worlds,

preach the law to creatures. All those ought to be brought here ( Kem, p. 231 ); or ( Mus, p. 602 ), “C’eet

pout oela, o Mahapratibhana, qu’il va falloir que je r^unisse id toutes les formes de Tathagata

( tath8gat5visraha )
que j’ai moi-m§me miraouleusement cremes ( sic ) de mon corps et qni, dsns les dix

points de I’espace, enseignent la loi aux creatures, cbacime dans des terres de Buddha distinotes, dans

des milliers d’univers”. Miss Antoinette Hodnette has kindly furnished me the Sanskrit and Tibetan

texts. ( Kem, text, p. 242. 11, Wogihara and Tsuchida, p, 209. 26 ) : “I tan maya’pi Mahapratibhana

bahavas ‘tathagatavigraha nirmita’ ye dasasu dikju anyonyegu buddhakgetregn loka-dhatu-sahasregu

sathvanam dharmam desayanti te satve khalu ih’anayitavya bhavigyanti” ; the Tibetan equivalent for

the term in question is ( Polio, 106a 5, small ), “de-lzhi-gsegs-psbi-gzngs”.

A good example of the use of this term, ‘bunshin’, almost as an equivalent of ‘kebutsu’ may be
found in the ‘Joruriiodohyo( ‘Hohogirin’, Taisho index, 929); Komnra, ‘‘Horyuji kondo hekiga no meidai
ni tsuite

, Bijutsu to Shiseki’, no. 70, p. 513. Bee also the ‘Keitokudentoroku’, Nanjio. 1624 and
‘utai , Selganiji Dai bogatau...cbiko no kage hiroku ga, Ittai bunshin arawarete, shujo saido no go
honzon nari”. In an unpublished fresco at Tun-huang that evidently represents this moment in the
Saddharma-pun<^arika

, just before the opening of the miraculous stupa, small Images of Buddhas are
seen in a swarm around the head of the central ^akyamnnl. The term, ‘bunshin’, could be used
here as it is in Japan to designate these emanations that are more usually described as ( Jap .

)

Eebutin •

( Skr. ) ‘Nirmana Buddha’.
’
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Of peculiar interest and significance for the character of the

Buddhism that flourished at Bamiyan is Hsuan-tsang’s description of the

smaller colossus : this sentence has been translated by Beal, “It has been

cast in dififerent parts and joined together, and thus placed in a completed

form as it stands”.^ The same interpretation has been given by Watters

and the latest translator, M. Pelliot.* A fact that seems to have been

overlooked by these writers is that the two characters, ( Chinese

)

‘fen shen’ ( Jap. ) ‘bunshin’, form what is a regular compound in Buddhist

terminology and designate the smaller Buddhas or emanations of the

universal Buddha as seen on the haloes of innumerable Japanese statues

of all periods.^ Read in this way the passage takes on a totally different

meaning : “The ‘Nirmana’ ( divided-bodics-of Buddha ) ‘Buddhas’ have

been separately cast and joined together." It has always been difficult

to reconcile the translation of ‘t’u-shi’ as ‘‘brass’’ or “bronze” with the

obvious stone and mud figure that has survived to the present day/

If we accept the alternate translation of ‘bunshin’, it is easy to imagine

that smaller images in metal were attached somewhere about the colossus.

Since there is no room for them, nor any evidence that such attachments

1. Beal, p. 51.

3. Watters, T., ‘On Tiian Chwang's Travels in India’, London, 1904, p. 118. Pelliot, P., ‘Memoires

de Hinan-tsang, Notice snr Bamiyan,’’ Paris, 1934, p. 56, and in Haokin, I. and Godard, A. and Y., Les

Antiqnit^s Buddhiques de Bamiyan’, Paris, 1928, p. 80.

S. In vulgar Japanese this combination oi characters means parturition ;
they embody the same

suggestion of the “division of the body” that is implied in the Buddhist sense. The possibility of the

translation “emanations” or ‘Nirmana Buddhas’ has been suggested by Professor Ono Gemmyo in his

commentary on Hsiian-tsang’s Memoirs, ( ‘Kokuyaku Issaikyo’, ‘Shidenbu’, XVI, p. 66 n. SI ). Takakusu

( 'Taisho Issaikyo', LXI, p, 2087 ) retains the old reading of these characters. Cf. an inscription of 776

from Tun-huang, ( Ohavannes, ‘Dix Inscriptions Chinoisee de I’Asie Centrale, Memoires Present's par

divers savants a I’Aoad6mie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres’, 1892. Tome XI, Pt, 2, p. 62 ). E.

Ohavannes ( p. 78 ) translates this, “les milles Buddhas divisent leurs corps se rassemblent et se r4alisent

dans les mondes ( nombreux commes des grains ) de sable” ;
this might also bo rendered as, “the

emanations of the thousand Buddhas gathered and manifested themselves in the worlds numerous as

grains of sand”.

4. In the ‘Life of Hiuen-tsiang’, however, ( Beal, 8., London 1911, p. 63 ) the statue is described

as “a standing figure of ^akya, made of calamine stone, ( or covered with brass plates In Group E

at Bamiyan, there is a roughly shaped stone foundation or armature of a seated image : the now completely

flat surface is pitted with deep holes intended for wooden pegs to hold in place either a clay or metal

shell. Watters { p. 119 ) translates ‘t’u-shi’ as ‘'bronze',

17
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ever existed inside the niche, it might be possible to conjecture that they

were fastened around the outside of the cave. Professor Ono Gemmyo

in his book on Mahayana art, insists that the “bunshinkebutsu” were

“separately cast” and attached to the halo of the image,^ and proposes a

comparison with the Daibutsu of Todaiji ( Nara ) and the Roshana

( Vairocana Buddha ) of ToshodaijP.

The larger of the two colossi at Bamiyan is housed in an enormous

cusped niche at the western end of the great cliflF ( Fig. 2 ). It was carved

presumably at about the same time as its smaller companion.® Although

the hands are now broken oflf, it seems likely that originally the right

hand was raised in ‘abhaya mudra’, and the left, as in so many Buddha

statues of Mathura and Gandhara was shown holding a fold of the robe.

It is notable that, in his description of this statue, Hsiian-tsang refers

to it merely as 'Fo hsiang’ ( Jap , ‘butsuzo’ ), or “Buddha image”, whereas

the reader will remember he specifically designated the smaller idol at

Bamiyan as ^akyamuni.^

The scheme of painted decoration in the interior of the great vaulted

chamber originally was even more extensive and complicated than the

cycle in the niche of the smaller Buddha ( Fig. 3 ). Standing on the

head of the colossus, we can see ornamenting the ceiling above the images

of numerous enthroned Bodhisattvas with attendants and musicians.

On the haunch of the vault at the right and left again are rows of these

1. Ono Gemmyo, ‘Daijo bukkyo geijutsushi no kenkyu’, Tokyo, 1929, pp. 11-12.

2. Ibid. p. 12.

S, The drapery style oi tha smaller { 120 foot ) statue is an enormous enlargement of the formula

of deeply channelled folds with sharp crests seen in Gandhsra images of the third and fourth centuries

A. D. ( Cf. Baohhofer, L., ‘Barly Indian Sculpture,’ New Ycrk, n. d., PI 155 ).

Allowing for a time-lag between Bamiyan and the main centres of Graeco-Buddhist art, it

may be even later. The wall paintings decorating the niche of this image are, as I have shown elsewhere,

certainly no earlier than the sixth or seventh century A. D. ( Cf Rowland, B., “The dating of the Sasanian

paintings at Bamiyan and Dukhtar-i-Nushirvan”, ‘Bulletin of the Iranian Institute,’ Deo. 1946,

pp. 3S-42 ). The larger ( 175 loot ) image is a magnification of Mathura statues of the Gupta period in

which the drapery is reduced to a pattern of string like loops. ( Cf. Coomaraswamy, A. K , 'History of

Indian and Indonesian Art/ London 1927. Pig 158 ). Phis figure at Bamiydn may, therefore, be Jatel not

earlier than the fifth century A. D.

4. Beal, 'Buddhist Records', I, p. 50.
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seated deities. Immediately below are painted Buddhas in multicoloured

haloes and in various ‘mudras.’ Looking up from the feet of the giant

statue we can see that the under surfaces of the cusps of the arches are

painted with representations of trinities of flying deities in medallions.

Below these again are the fragments of row upon row of Buddhas,

differentiated from one another by their ‘mudras’ and the trees under

which they are seated. At present the first seventy-five feet of wall

surface is devoid of any painting.

I repeat here that the very scale of this great image at Bamiyan
implies that the religious of this centre considered the Buddha as a more
than mortal teacher and is thereby thoroughly in keeping with the

transcendent nature attributed to him by the Lokottaravadins. We
should also consider in this regard the possible influence of classic

antiquity on the fashioning of enormous images of the gods not only in

Christian iconography, but also as here on Buddhist art. I need only

mention the statue of the Olympian Zeus and the effigies of the divinized

emperors of Rome among the logical artistic prototypes for the practice

of magnification to suggest a supra-terrestrial power.^ There is a possible

parallel and explanation for the making of colossi in the beginnings

of Christian art. In the West, the Early Christian conception of the

Lord as the Good Shepherd was in Byzantium of the fourth century

and later replaced by the conception of the superhuman Christ reigning

in majesty above the skies. Under influences almost certainly emanating

from Iran, the emperors as early as Constantine had assumed the title

of Kosmokrator ; the founder of Byzantium himself was portrayed in

statues of giant size, dimensions deemed appropriate for the Lord of the

Universe. When the emperor himself had thus grown to colossal

stature, it was hardly possible to show any longer the Light of the World

as a mere man ; there evolved immediately the Christ Pantokrator,

1. On this problem in Esrly Christian art, consult Visser, W. J. A., ‘Die Entwioklung dea

Christusbildea in Literatur und Kunst in dor Fruhchristlichen und Frithbysantisohen Zeit,’ Bonn, 1934,

p. 61. It must be remembered— eapeoially in regard to what follows—that the Mahasahghika sects

regarded the Tatbigatas as having limitless ‘rupakaya.’ ( Gt. Kimnrs, B 'Historioal Study of the Terms

Hinayana and Mahayaua and the Origin of Mahayana Buddhism.’ Calcutta 1927, p. 6.
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Ruler of All and regal embodiment of the Word of the Father. Since

colossi do not appear in Buddhism before the Gandhara school, it may

be that among the contributions of this hybrid art was the plastic

realization of the superhuman nature of the Buddha contained in the

texts, aided and abetted by the Graeco-Roman artists’ knowledge of over

life-sized figures of gods and kosmokrators in the West.

One very good reason for creating colossal images of Buddha even

at a very early period would be the conception of the Lord as

Mabapurusa. Buddha and Cakravartin, with whom he early became

identified, are essentially the Purusa ( Prajapati ) of Vedic mythology

and mysticism : the ‘laksanas’ are derived from the distinctive marks of

the Cosmic Man.^ They are in no sense physiological features but

“cosmognomical emblems.”^ The Great Person is at once the year, a solar

myth, and contains all worlds within his mystic anatomy.* One could

look on this concept as a synthesism with ideas already expressed in the

‘Bhagavad Gita where we read ( XI, 13 ) “There in the body of the

God of Gods, the son of Pandu then saw the whole universe resting in

one” and ( XI, 20 ) “The space betwixt heaven and earth and all quarters

are filled by Thee alone. ..( XT, 18 ) Thou art the Ancient Purusa.”^

As M. Mus has remarked there is a suggestion of just such a cosmological

stature in the Buddha’s flattening the earth with his footsteps, in the

likening of his head to an umbrella indeed. Dr. Coomaraswaray has

shown that the early icons symbolizing Buddha by a parasol, altar, and

footprints are really likenesses of the “mystical” body of the Great Person,

respectively, sky, air and earth—or, in other words, the cosmic anatomv

of Prajapati.® It becomes clear with this that, as cosmic god and universal

1, Cf. Senart.E., 'La legends du Buddha,’ Paris, 1875, pp. 122-123 ; this author indicates ( p. 123 )

how the ‘Lallta Vistara’ assimilates N^rayana to the Buddha.

2. Kramrisoh, St., “EmHems of the Universal Being," JIBOA, HI 2, Deo., 1935, p. 160.

8. For the list of the marks of the Great Person, see RV X, 90 ( Gri-wold, H. D , ‘The Religion
of the Rig-veda,’ London, 1923, p. 344 ).

i Swami Swarupananda, ‘^rlinad-Bhagsvad-Gfta,' Mavavati. Almora, 1933.

5. Mub, pp. 633-634.

6. Coomaraswamy, A. K., ‘"Ujriija and Chatra,” ‘The Poena Orientalist,’ III, 1, April, 1938, p. 7.
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ruler ( Purusa-Cakravartin ) equal to all space, Buddha could appro-

priately be shown in enormous size as though literally filling a whole

“cosmos.”' That cosmos is—in the case of the Bamiyan Buddhas the

shrine or niche that, like the ‘chaitya,’ the elevation of which it

reproduces in cross section, may be understood as the cosmic house—its

portals broad as the earth, its roof the sky :* “Cut in the vertical

direction, the massive world fabric shows its net where everything is

fixed in its place.”®

This idea of the Buddha-Purusa is already present in the chapter

on ‘‘the vision of the Universal Form” in the ‘Bhagavad Gita’ and

corresponds to the conception of Vairocana in the *Kegon-kyo’ in which

text the Tathagata’s body is described as comprehending all the directions,

all space, all living beings a similar text, the ‘Bommokyo,’ determined

the iconography of the ‘Daibutsu’ at Nara.® On the Nara ‘Daibutsu’

the various Buddhas and worlds contained in Vairocana’s universal form

are represented on the petals of the lotus throne ;® at Yiin Kang the

colossal image of Vairocana in Cave 18 has its body clothed in a veritable

garment of small Buddhas exactly in the same way that the multiple

emanations of Lokesvara cover the statues of this deity in Indo-China.’

1. Or, in other wordi, “Altogether ooimognomioal the Buddhs image oomprehenda the universe”

( Krsmrisch, p. 163 ).

2. Coomaraswamy, p. 16.

3. Kramrisoh. pp. 161-162.

4. Matsumoto, B., ‘Tonkoga no Kenkyu,’ Tokyo, 1937, p. 801-307 and Taisho, no. 278. The

pictorial concept of God composed of Adam and Eve, etc. that parallels this concept is studied by

K. Salomon, “Das Weltbild eines Avignonischen Denkers,” ‘Vortraege der Bibl. Warburg, 1925-26,’ Berlin,

1928, p. 145, Taf. VII. app. 12 ( Cod. Pal. lat 1993 ).

6. Eliss^eff, S., ‘'The ‘Bommokyo’ and the Great Buddha of the Todaiji,” ‘Harvard Journal of

Asiatic Studies,' Vol. I, No. l,April, 1936.—[For typographical reasons some of the accents, etc., had to be

omitted on French and Japanese words. Ed.].

6. Ibid., p. 91.

7. Tokiwa D. and Sekino T., ‘Buddhist Monuments in China,’ Tokyo, 1925, PI. 41. Matsumoto,

pp. 813-314 ;
and Getty, p. 73, There is some question in my mind as to the validity of Matsumoto’s

identification since not only is there an inscription of the year 489 A. D. ( Tokiwa and Sekino, II, pp. 54-56 )

with a specific reference to a dedication of a group of Buddha and Prabhutaratna and a Maitreya trinity

but also there are on the walls of the cave repeated representations of the two Buddhas in conversation,

a factor which might lead one to suppose—-as it did Sekino—that the whole cave is an illustration of the

Lotus ‘sutra.’ It is equally possible that private dedications such as these may have been completely

independent of the main image—even inspired by a different scripture.

18
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It is perhaps not too difficult to see that, as on the Nara ‘Daibutsu’ the

worlds are engraved on the petals of the lotus throne so at Bamiyan

these creations of the Cosmic Lord’s are painted, row upon row, on the

sides and vault of the niche. Although it is of course impossible to state

categorically that the colossus in Afghanistan already represents a

production of the worship of Vairocana or Universal Buddha as

understood by the esoteric sects, the implications of what we see at

Bamiyan—an enormous image surrounded by paintings of multiple Buddhas

and Bodhisattvas—certainly suggests that the idea of Vairocana is there

in all but name.

It is safe to say that the concept of Buddha as Mahapurusa, present

even in Hinayana texts, and the role of ‘lokottara’, assigned to him in the

Mahasanghika sects, can be seen as working together to produce these

first colossi of the Buddhist world.^ The giant statues of Yiin Kang and
Lung-Men are the full development of this ideology and show us the

Universal Lord of the Lotus Sutra and the Avatamsaka-Buddha as

Brahma, the Father of the World.

Since the great Buddhas of Bamiyan were already hewn and painted

and gilded when Hslian-tsang visited the site in 632 A. D . it becomes

apparent that this contribution to Mahayana iconography—and obviously

to Mahayana thought—might well be credited to the monastic community
at Bamiyan. Although the Master of the Law describes the monks there

as following the Hinayana— precisely the school of the Lokottaravadins

—

it is apparent that their beliefs, as witnessed by the icons, were almost

indistinguishable from those of the followers of the Great Vehicle.

In the Mahasanghika sect of which the Lokottaravadins were a

branch, there were already evolved certain definite Mahayana concepts.

All the Buddhas were regarded as superhuman
; and these Tathagathas

have no worldly attributes
; limitless are their ‘Rupakaya’ and

powers. Some germ of the ideas of the ‘Sambhogakaya’ and ‘Dharmakaya’
are already manifested in these schools that flourished at Bamiyan, as is

1. In this connection, I quote Ch’ang Min on the two colossi of Vairocana at Bisakka { Ayodhya 7 )

“Among the gods there is none greater than the Buddha” ( Hohogirin, 3, Paris, 1937, p. 213a ).
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at least suggested in the very conception that we have been studying.

The ‘Mahavastu’, indeed, presents us with the idea of a Buddha between

the mortal creature of the early religion and the quasi-eternal Tathagata

of the later faith.

Of particular interest is Hsiian-tsang’s mention of the jewelled

ornaments of the colossal Buddha : “To the north-east of the Royal City,

there is...a stone figure of Buddha, erect, in height 140 or 150 feet. Its

golden hues sparkle on every side, and its precious ornaments dazzle

the eyes by their brightness.”^ That these decorations, almost certainly

of metal, were attached separately and perhaps long after the making of

the statue, is obvious enough from their disappearance today. As a

matter of fact, at the back of the upper part of the niche there may still

be seen traces of painted ribbons forming part of the Buddha*s turban

( Fig. 4 ). Hslian-tsang’s description of the Buddha’s original appearance

cannot help but remind us of M. Mus’ penetrating analysis of the

“bejewelled Buddha” in the development of the Mahayana faith * The
existence of these necklaces and jewels on the great statue at Bamiyan
seems to imply that the Buddhism of this monastic city was on its way
to the fully developed conceptions of the Great Vehicle—the idea of

bestowing jewels on the image as a symbol of his heritage from the

Cakravartin and the assumption of the transcendental aspect of a King of

Kings ( "The Tathagatas of the Past and Future are worthy to be equal

with the King of Kings”* ). In the same way the painting of Maitreya in

the niche of the great Buddha shows the Messiah richly costumed with

necklaces and a jewelled turban—symbols of the idea that Maitreya

resides in the Tusita Heaven in the person of the transcendent

Cakravartin : indeed it was once suggested, though with no very convin-

1. BesI, I, p. 50.

2. Mm, “Le Buddha Pai4,” pp. 153 and 275. Both the scale and the originally magnificent

decorations of the image make it appear certain that we hare here a representation of the ‘Samhhogakaya’

of Buddha. I haye hinted before that, as the art of Batuiyan suggests, it was from the Mah'sSnghika

beliefs on the limitless form and powers of the Tathagatas that the Mahayina concepts of the

Sambhogakaya and Dharmakaya derire.

3. Ibid., p. 363.
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cing evidence, by Professor Ono Gemmyo, that the colossus itself

represented the Buddha of the Future.*

On the shoulders of the large image at Bamiyan are structures with
niches like openings in a dove-cot ( Fig. 4 ). A possible explanation for

these edifices is that thev may have formed the armatures for shoulder

flames symbolical representations of the Buddha’s magic ‘tejas’ as it is

often shown in the statues of Gandhara.*

Another suggestion which may at first appear audacious arises

partly from the lack of evidence for such small figures ever having
ornamented the smaller colossus and partly from the occasional inaccuracies
in Hsuan-tsang’s descriptions of what he saw : this suggestion is that
the bunshin’ actually formed part of the decoration of the larger Buddha

perhaps indeed, may have occupied the curious niches in the hitherto
unexplained structures on the Buddha’s shoulders. That these construc-
tions would have been placed there after the Buddhist period seems
impossible

; likewise it is apparent that in such an inaccessible position
they could never have fulfilled any functional purpose and must in other
words have had some connection with the decoration of the statue or
the ritual of its worship. That the little arched openings in these dove-
cot like structures might once have sheltered numerous small metal
images considered as emanations of the Buddha appears on the surface to
be an acceptable hypothesis and a confirmation of the proposed reading of
Hsiian-tsang’s text.

More than one detail of the niche of the great Buddha with its

painted figures of scores of divinities suggests the descriptions of the
Lotus Sutra : a hint of such a connection is seen in the trinities of flying
figures scattering flowers and jewels : one of them indeed carries a purse

1. Ono, p. 13 a. The identification was based mainly on the fact that a oolosius of Maitreya i«
known to have existed at Darel and was described by Haiian-tsang

( Beal. I, p. 134 ).

TT V
tin Gandhara,’ Paris, 1918, Vol. II, fig, 463. Poucher,

trayanx de la d^l^gation arch^Iogique francaise en Afghanistan**, RAA, XII 1.
1938, PI. VI, fig, 21.
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or bag, ( full of jewels ? Y This latter personage calls to mind the passage

from the eleventh chapter of the ‘Saddharmapundarika’, “Thereupon thirty

‘kotis’ of worlds in each direction were occupied by those Tathagatas

from all the eight quarters. Then, seated on their thrones, those

Tathagatas deputed their satellites into the presence of the Lord

^akyamuni, and after giving them ‘bags with jewel flowers’ enjoined them
thus

;
go, you men of good family, to the Grdhrakuta mountain, where

the Lord ^akyamuni, the Tathagata, etc., is •• salute him reverentially, and

ask, in our name, after the state of his health, etc., strew him with this

heap of jewels.’’^ These flying deities could then be regarded as a link

between the painted Buddhas and the colossal statues of the Lord. It is

certain at least that this whole enormous complex of statue and related

paintings in intended as a concrete illustration of one of the Mahayana
texts describing an assembly of the Buddhas of all the worlds and all the

‘Kalpas’ together with the hosts of the Bodhisattvas.* The most usual

feature of the illustrations of the ‘Saddharmapundarika,’ namely the

dialogue between ^akyamuni and the extinct Tathagata, Prabhutaratna,

is missing. At any rate, we may be sure that the whole is definitely

a Mahayana conception in which the Buddha is seen only as a reflection

of a transcendental personality. Admittedly the Buddha is here conceived

of as a Lokottara
; it seems, indeed, colossal images such as these at

Bamiyan and the similar giant statues in China were specifically intended

to portray the universal nature of the Buddha, to incorporate in material

form for the worshippers something of the power and glory of the

unknowable mystery of the Sambhogakaya and the Dharmakaya, or

Buddhist Logos.^ Their aim, like the aim of all Mahayana art, was to

present in knowable shape something of the essence of the Eternal

Dharma ; “through the Buddha one sees the Dharma.”

1. Haokin, J., ‘‘Baddhiit Alt in Central Alia," Indian, Iranian and Chinese Inflnenoes, ‘Studies

in Chinese Art', London, 1938, pL III. fig. 5.

3 Kem, p. 335.

3. The Mahavastu credits Buddha with the power of sending out emanations : Shastri, M. B-
‘Maharastu,* OaeVwad Or. Ser., XL, Baroda, 1997, pp. XYiii-iix.

4. Taketaro and Nakagawa, 'Book Carvings of the YUn-kang Caves,’ Tokyo, 1931, plates 149, 197^

198. These are illustrations of Oaves XV and XYII at Ta-t’ung.
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A CARVING MOTIF AND ITS PROBABLE
PHILOSOPHICAL RELATION

by V. RAGHAVAN

It is well understood that our art is rooted in our philosophy and

religion, ‘^ilpa sastra’ is oftentimes found as part of the ‘Agamas.’

Dance, music, literature, painting, sculpture, architecture,—all crowded

at and had their consecrated fulfilment in the temple. The artist was

no less a ‘sadhaka’ than the ‘yogin.’ The tenets of a system and the

symbologies of the worship were in his mind when he produced his

creations. As the painter or sculptor was filling the temple wall with

his drawings or carvings, on his ears were falling the words of the teacher

sitting in the ‘matha’ or the ‘prakara’ of the temple, explaining to his

pupils or the devotees some grand conception of his philosophical system

or illustrating some doctrine with a telling analogue. Some apparently

random piece of work done by him in a corner of a wall in the temple

may, on investigation, be found to have its own significance which would

specially justify it.

In some of the temples in the Deccan and South India we find a

dexterous carving in which there is a single head with two diflFerent bodies,

of an elephant and a bull ; viewing it from the elephant side or with the

elephant-idea in mind, one discovers an elephant's head, trunk, etc. ; viewing

from the bull’s side or with the bull-idea in mind, one discerns a bull’s

head ;—a skilful execution of sculptural ‘double entendre,’ a ‘slesa’ in

‘silpa’, to borrow a figure from rhetoric. It is found in temples

in the Deccan (Pattadakal) and South India : in Srisailam ; Acyutaraya

temple, Hampi ; Srimusnam and Darasuram ( Rajarajesvaram ) near

Kumbhakonam, etc. The carving reproduced on p. 76, by permission of

the Archaeological Department, Southern Circle, is from Srimusnam.
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This recurring subject of the sculptors is probably not haphazard.

It is not unlikely that it is a pictorial gloss on some basic idea or

philosophical tenet which was very well known and was frequently

stressed and explained with illustrations by the teachers moving in the

temples. Nothing would be more important than to find the evidence

which would make us understand our artistic achievements in their

proper background, find the spiritual basis of some of these motifs and

view them from their appropriate philosophical perspective.

Such a spiritual basis and correlation with doctrine are traceable

for this piece of elephant-bull carving. Goraksa, alias Mahesvarananda

is a gifted poet and philosophical writer who hailed from a well-known

religious centre and shrine on the banks of the Cauvery in Coladesa.

He was the son of Madhava, a pupil of Mahaprakasa. and a follower

of Abhinavagupta of Kashmir in both poetics and philosophy. He
expounded the Saiva monistic philosophical system of Kashmir known

as Pratyabhijna or Anuttaradvaita. Of his works, the Maharthamanjan

in Prakrt Gathas and Sanskrit gloss is available and has been published

in the Trivandrum Sanskrit Series ( No. 61 ). a work “sweet like the

Cauvery, fragrant like a lily, and grand like the dance of Nataraja” as the

author himself says.^

One of the basic doctrines of this Pratyabhijna school of non-dualistic

^aiva philosophy is that §iva and Sakti, Prakasa and Vimarsa, are

essentially one, but they appear to be two and different ; how this

duality of Siva and ^akti is only apparent and how they are, in reality

and ultimately, one is explained by Mahesvarananda in the following

verse and commentary :

m>Te|ITT^t VI ^ Hdfd ?T^T

I
I?# JTOT »T3fl«nWt:

1. p. 203.
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?R% fi^: ^
<<Mfdt*>l>dt^»<fdtK l*q iqrWT^mRts^r:, ^ qr^wTR ^a^qTqwqTqqg: gt^qqf-

q<ii>«it**ftg4 . 5RJ.5W:, 5n*ftfft q^rmtsgfe’ssur^ i ^ h
74 .

Mahesvarananda says that in the same single object we adopt by

imagination the distinction of Siva and Sakti, just as we do the appearance

of the two animals, elephant and bull, in a particular drawing. It is a

well-known practice of the artists, he continues, to show their skill by

drawing a picture which seen from one view point gives the image of

one animal like the elephant, and seen from the other, yields the image

of quite a different animal, the bull. Even so, from one angle of vision,

we call the same Truth ^akti and Vimarsa, from another, we call the same,

^iva and Prakasa.

The illustration of an elephant-bull painting or carving was perhaps

an old one traditionally handed down by the teachers, and though in the

gloss, Mahesvarananda draws it from the field of paintings done by skilful

artists, the recurrent theme suggests that its further popularisation in

the temples was due to its employment by the philosophers. This

‘Gaja-Vrsabha-Citra’ was evidently figured on the wall as an aid to the

‘raanana,’ ratiocinative contemplation, of the apparent duality and ultimate

one-ness of ^iva and ^akti, or any of the shades of difference-unity, Bheda-

Abheda, adopted by the different ‘darsanas.’

c



THE IDENTIFICATION OF AN ANCIENT CHINESE JADE

by A. SALMONY

The practical purpose of most

ancient Chinese bronzes is fully

established by their shapes, while

many jades of like age fail to tell their

story in an equally obvious manner.

As a consequence, some jade forms

are still without a place in the repertory

of material culture. Confronted with

such a quandary, Chinese archaeologists

of the Xlth and immediately following

centuries would have indulged in more

or less fanciful speculations. The
present-day investigator has more reliable avenues of inquiry at his

disposal.

A form new to the present day observer has recently appeared

among Chinese jade shapes It is the disc with a comparatively large

central opening, from which a short rim projects on both sides forming

a central tube. An example in the S. H. Minkenhof Collection, New
York, can be considered as a perfect representation of the type. It has

in common with many others, but not all, concentric furrows on both

sides of the disc. In this example they number three The type

entered the literature on jade when Laufer discussed a fragment of a

disc ( B. Laufer, ‘Jade’, Chicago, 1912, p. 167 and pi. XXV, 6 ). He
expressly mentions the “projecting ridge over the perforation on both

sides” and calls it “a unique specimen, none like it being illustrated in

any Chinese book”. A complete example was later included in a study

20
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by Pope-Hennessy ( U. Pope-Hennessy, ‘Early Chinese Jades’, New York,

1923, pi. XXXII, 1 ) and described as a “primitive object of unknown

use with flaring lips on both sides”. Both specimens are of relatively late

origin, as will be demonstrated in due course. When Laufer finally

illustrated two jades, similar in form to the one under consideration, but

without the furrows ( B. Laufer, ‘Archaic Chinese Jades’, Chicago, 1927, p*

26 and pi. XI, I and pi. XII, 1 ), he identified them as “wheel discs” and

read a non-existent geometric pattern in the particles of vermillion

accidentally adhering to one of them.

The type represents a ceremonial cup-stand, as the present writer

intends to demonstrate. For this purpose, he suggests that first a search

be made of the texts of Chinese antiquity. They provide two pertinent

references. The Chih King describes a present of value as “a bowl, fixed

on a jade-tablet” ( S. Couvreur, ‘Cheu King’, Ho Kien fou, 1896, p. 409 ).

The Li Ki must have the same object in mind when it records that “one

employed the jade vase, fixed on a large jade-tablet for libations”

( S. Couvreur, ‘Li Ki’, Ho Kien fou, 1899, vol. I, p 730 )• These quotations

establish the existence of an ancient implement to enhance the dignity of

a cup or vase-like recipient, although without giving any information

concerning the aspect of such “tablets”.

Chinese excavations have yielded objects of circular shape for which
the usage as cup or vase support is at least a distinct possibility. Loehr
mentioned white stone discs, which were found in the prehistoric and
largely neolithic “Black Pottery” site of Ch’eng Tzu Yai as well as at the

bronze age capital near Anyang ( M. Loehr, “Neue Typen grauer Shang-
Keramik”, ‘Sinologische Arbeiten’, vol. I, Peking 1943, p. 56 ). His
description reads significantly : “These white chalk rings with black

circles in the center are produced with the circumstantial exactitude and
care of objects serving a magic ceremonial

; invariably, their form recalls

the ring-discs of jade, called Pi”. It is conceivable that the black circle

of a chalk ring indicated the part that supported a cup and was thus
hidden by it. The elimination of that section through perforation,

practised on particularly valuable material, such as jade, requires no
stretch of imagination. Since a Shang date will be presently assigned to
the type under consideration, it is well to note that in this period appear
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two slightly diflFerent versions of the same object of material culture.

One, the stone-ring with black centre, continues a pre-historic form.
The other, the jade disc with short projecting cylinder appears as an
innovation based on the shape of the past, as befits the notoriously

traditional character of Chinese ritual art. Presuming that these cylinder

discs fulfilled the function just suggested, the theory set forth in this

paper is further solidified by China’s oj£cial and unofficial archaeology,
which supplements the disc-shape. However, the Shang date of the
second type requires supporting arguments.

Laufer was aware of the archaic character of the jade type under
discussion. In his second consideration of it, he coupled it with the
term Chou

, this being as far as one dared to go back at the time he was
writing ( Laufer, ‘Archaic Chinese Jades’, loc. cit. ). Shortly afterwards
such jades began to appear on the art market with Shang labels, which
designation in itself means little. The fine quality of the material and
the perfection of the carving, in the cases where furrows are present,

may be typical of the period ; they, however, are insufficient proof of

such dating. Only the decoration itself gives the decisive clue and makes
the same dating also reliable for some of the plain pieces. These
concentric grooves occur frequently in the black pottery of Ch’eng Tzu
yai ( Academia Sinica, “Ch’eng Tzu yai”, Nanking, 1934, pi. VIII ) and
were taken over by Shang ceramists ( F. S. Drake, “Ancient Pottery

from Shantung”, ‘Monumenta Serica’, vol. IV. 1, pi. XXIII-XXV ). For

the pre-historic civilization that came into possession of the potter’s

wheel, they constitute a contiguous ornament, easily produced while the

ware was turned. Being extensively used by the Shang potter, they

offer themselves to the Shang jade carver as a traditional decor. Beath

has shown that these furrows are even encountered in bronze-casting.

He published a pottery cup “attached to the saucer” from a pre-historic

site in Chekiang, the Southern deviation of the Ch’eng Tzu yai stage,

and compared it with a similar bronze combination ( St. B. Beath, “Black

Pottery of the Liang chu site near Hangchow”, ‘The China Journal’, vol.

XXXI, 1, Dec. 1939, fig. 23 a-b ). The latter displays two sets of

incised double circles on the saucer. It was labelled Han, an attribution

that was changed to Shang, when the same author re-published both
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composite pairs ( St. B. Beath, “Black Pottery Culture in Chekiang ,

‘Asia', January 1941, p. 49-50 ). Unfortunately, descriptions and illustra-

tions do not permit one to select one of the two dates. They also fail

to give information about the base and the rim of the saucers, thus making

it inadvisable for the time being to inter-relate the pottery saucer and

the jade cup-stand. The bronze of uncertain date has been quoted only

because it carries the concentric furrows, a simplified version of a

Neolithic and Shang ornament.

While bringing together Chinese epigraphical and archaeological

material, pertaining to the ritual use of a cup-stand, and to its disc form,

the cylindrical part of the illustrated example so far had to be disregarded.

This aspect can, however, be traced among the ancient civilizations of the

Near East and of Europe, which, by the same token, furnish proof for the

existence of such objects outside of China.

At first, one finds only the disc. Childe extracted information from

excavation-reports of the al ‘Ubaid stage, as the Neolithic bottom-layer

of Mesopotamia is called, according to which pottery discs are used as

“ring stands for tumblers and dishes” ( V. G. Childe, ‘New Light on the

Most Ancient East,’ London, 1935, p. 143 ), A functional explanation

of their existence can be deduced from the fact that many early pottery

shapes of the West have pointed or rounded bottoms and are thus in

need of a stabilizing device. Vinca in Yugoslavia, one of the earliest

Neolithic sites on the Balkans, contributes “stone bracelets with a

triangular cross-section, considered as vase-supports by the discoverer”

( V. G. Childe, 'The Danube in Pre-history,’ Oxford 1929, p. 31 )
Finally,

partly or totally vertical versions of the device from Western and Central

Europe are discussed and illustrated by Hoernes and Menghin

( M Hoernes and O. Menghin, “
‘Urgeschichte der Bildenden Kunst in

Europa”, 3rd ed., Vienna, 1925, p. 260). They mention “cylindrical or

conical supports, topped by a ring or bowl-shaped enlargement which

serves to hold the vessel, an elaboration of the simple pottery-ring, which

was originally used for this purpose, and which is frequently found in

pre-historic hearths”. Here one meets at last with a tube, combined with

a disc, although topped, not bisected, by it. It also emphasizes the

vertical extension over the horizontal one, One rather late jade example
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of such proportions is known from China also ( Pope-Hennessy, op.
cit, pi. XXXIX ).

In the West, as in China, the cup-stand persisted far into the metal
phases of culture. While digging up Hittite sites in Anatolia, Kocay
found round ring-shaped supports for pointed vessels” ( H. Z. Kocay,
A Contribution to Central-Anatolian Pre-historic Ceramics”, ‘Artibus
Asiae X, 1, p, 40 ). Nearly a thousand years later, “a bronze-disc which
served as a ring-stand for a lost vessel” was used in Bulgaria ( B. D. Filow,
Die Grabhiigelnekropole bei Duvanlij in SUdbulgarien,’ Sofia, 1934, p. 139,

fig. 167, 5 )

As a result of these examples chosen at random, it is possible to set

forth a world-wide distribution of the cup-stand. This does not
necessarily imply contact or migration, because early civilizations are

known to have in common many objects of material culture and many
symbols. It would also be futile to try to establish a time-sequence from
the functional usage to the ritual significance of the object. Coomara-
swamy demonstrated time and again that practical usefulness and symbolic

values are inextricably interwoven.

As an object of distinction, the cup-stand follows the glorification

of a spherical receptacle, exemplified by Buddha’s Begging Bowl, the Holy
Grail and the Chalice of the Eucharist. The last one originated with
an elongated stem, pertinent for an advanced metal-culture. But long

before the discovery of metal something was needed to elevate a

consecrated container of food or drink above the ground or its own base.

The earliest form chosen for such purpose was a disc. If one chooses

to call it an ornament, this can be done only in the sense given to this

term by Coomaraswamy, namely as something to “glorify” and to

“magnify” ( A. C. Coomaraswamy, ‘Figures of Speech and Figures of

Thought,’ London 1946, p 89 ). W^ith or without an open centre, such

a circular plate was fit for many uses and carried varied symbolic

connotations, so that Laufer’s first interpretation of the jade as an
axle-end and Loehr’s allusion to the Chinese symbol of Heaven are

justifiable.

As in the West, the shape also survived a long time in China. It

can be assumed that only the finely grooved or the delicately cut cup-

21
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stands are of Shang date. They were followed by Early W^estern Chou

objects of rougher make, always devoid of decoration. Jade-collections

abound in examples illustrating this second stage, although the difference

is not easily recognized through illustration. Such an evolution is in

line with the stylistic sequence traced among early Chinese bronzes.

No specimen of the cup-stand from the Middle and Late Eastern Chou

periods has yet been identified. But the resurgence of the type during

Han is proved by finds from across the Southern Chinese border. These

Han discs differ from preceding examples mainly by the short, rounded

projections on both sides of the central cut-out, a technique which

affects not only the disc, but all ring-shapes ( V. Goloubew, “L’Age du

Bronze au Tonkin et dans le Nord-Annam”, ‘Bulletin de 1’ Ecole Francaise

d’Extreme-orient’, vol. XXIX, Hanoi 1930, pi. XIII a ).

It is to this group and period that the examples published by Laufer

in 1912 and by Pope-Hennessy in 1923 belong. However, the original

shape of the cup-stand was well enough remembered during Han times

to influence the formation of a one piece pottery bowl with disc

( R. L. Hobson, ‘The G. Eumorfopoulos Collection, Catalogue of Chinese,

Corean and Persian Pottery and Porcelain’, vol. I, London 1925, pi.

XIII, No. 13 ). During the following periods of Chinese ceramic art,

the disc becomes a saucer with concave rim, set on a tall and frequently

elaborate stand, but still with the former bisecting the latter. Although

these modest potteries find their way only accidentally into publications,

at least two are known from T’ang times ( Hobson, op. cit., pi. LXXI,

No. 451 and pi LXXII, No. 490 ). Sung examples are quite numerous

and their stands are occasionally provided with a short plain upper

cylinder, into which the cup fits ( Hobson, op. cit. vol. II, pi. L,

No; B173 and pi. LXIV, No. B256 ). Korea carries the bisected pottery

cup-stand still further ( A Eckardt, ‘A History of Korean Art,’ London,

1929, pi. CXVIII, fig. 376 and pi. CXXXVI, fig. 423 ).

With these last references to Chinese cup-stands, this study returns

to the art of the potter, which provided the prototype for the Shang jade.

Prehistory had initiated the use of this ceremonial object. When it was

rendered in the material which China considered the most precious, jade,

it retained the original shape and decoration of its pottery model, the
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reason being, as Coomaraswamy remarked, that “in a craft like that of

pottery, now so little valued, but which once, as being the oldest of arts,

enjoyed the highest favour, we should expect to and do indeed meet with
forms and symbols of a plane other than that of the field of architecture

and sculpture” ( Coomaraswamy, op. cit, p. 254 ).

ILLUSTRATION, p. 77 i

-w. Cup-stand tan jade Shang period.

Diameter : inches

Height ; J „

Collection : S. H. Minkenhof, New York.



THE BUDDHIST CAVE OF LONAD

by R. V, LEYDEN

The village of Lonad is situated north of the Uhlas River a few

miles from Kalyan.* Lonad itself and surroundings are full of antiquities

belonging to the later medieval period.* About a mile north of Lonad,

a small Vihara cave is excavated in the side of a low hill facing west

over a wooded valley which, in spite of its smaller dimensions, is some

what reminiscent of the Ajanta gorge.® The cave is 150 feet up and

almost entirely obscured by masses of fallen stone and shrubs. The
inside verandah is free of debris while the inner hall is usually more

than ankle deep in water and slimy mud.

The inside of the cave was never finished. The outer porch has

fallen and without its protection, the few sculptured panels have suffered

extensively by atmospherics. The inside verandah is about 45’ long and
is screened oflf from the outside by four pillars and two pilasters The
two outer pillars are of a plain square type ; the two inner pillars are

of a peculiar shape ( only one is still standing ). Over a square and low
base rises a double ‘cushion’ capital. The ‘cushions’ are square, not round.

1. T1i6 visitor should follow the Bhivandi Hoad from Kalyan and before reaching the bridge turn

into a cart track on his right where he will soon see three Towers of Silence, twojpf which date bank to

the 16th and 18th centuries. The track leads to the ferry across the river and continues on the other side

through the hamlet Chaudarpada to Lonad.

2. The Eamesvara Temple of Lonad belongs to the Deccan style of the 11th or 12th century.

A ^iva-Parvati image belonging to the same period is found in a wayside temple at Chaudarpada. Three
hundred feet east of this temple is a land-grant stone dated A. D. 1239 ( ^ka 1161 ). Several mounds
in the surrounding fields hide the remnants of temples and other buildings.

3. The cave is accurately described in the Bombay Gazetteer, Vol. XIV, part III, 1882, p 211. ff.

It is also mentioned in the Register of Ancient Monuments, Arch. Survey of India, but has, to my
knowledge, never been published with illustrations.
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but fluted like those in Elephanta, Badami, Ellora and other places. The
total height of the pillar is Brackets spring from each pillar or

pilaster. The brackets are ribbed and decorated with a centre band

carved with flower patterns very similar to those in Ajanta, Ellora and

Aurangabad, The shape of the pillars is peculiar and does not compare

with any others found in Western Indian cave temples ( Fig. 2 ).

In spite of their squat proportions and massiveness, they are elegant

in their plasticity by which they appear to cushion the heavy load of

the roof. The change from the plain square shape below, to the swelling

cushion-capital forms in the centre, gives rhythmical organization to the

front of the cave. Three doors lead to the inner hall. The two side

doors have sitnple recessed door frames with crudely carved Dvarapalas

at the foot of the jambs. The centre door is framed by two slim pillars

with the ‘cushion’ and lotus capital familiar from the paintings in Ajanta.

They carry a lintel decorated with ‘caitya’ windows. Against the jambs

are placed two stone stools consisting of circular seats carried by plump,

curly-wigged ‘Ganas’. Nothing similar is known to me in other caves

of Western India.

The hall inside measures about 19' by 47' and is plain and

undecorated. At the back are the beginnings of two cell entrances and

an unfinished shrine in which are placed some crude stones and images

worshipped by the villagers.

The cave is decorated with a long frieze of small carved panels in

the outer fallen porch just under the roof, and with a large sculptural

panel at the south end of the porch which is the centre of attraction.

The frieze : The carvings run along the whole length of the

verandah. They are subdivided into panels 10" high and 25" to 35"

long. The carving is extremely lively and in some panels full of

movement. Considerable portions are destroyed. The various panels

seem to illustrate Jatakas but most are of such general nature that identi-

fication is difficult. The second and third panel from the north may be

telling the story of Buddha subduing the ferocious elephant. The other

panels show court scenes, processions of chariots and horses, teaching

scenes featuring bearded ascetics and their disciples. The last three

panels on the south end show a queen lying on a couch attended by maids,

22
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Buddha (?) sitting in “European fashion” surrounded by what looks

like threatening hosts ( temptation ?) and a full bellied king and his queen

on their throne with their courtiers and women.
The large panel : The large sculptural panel on the south end of

the outer verandah has been exposed to rain and sun for countless

years. The carving has suflPered and all details such as the faces have been

obliterated or blackened. However, enough is left to prove that the

Lonad panel must be counted amongst the finest monuments of classical

sculpture in Western India. The panel is about 4' IT'’ high and

7' 8" wide. The height of the female figure standing in the centre is 3' 5 .

The panel is framed by pilasters which support ‘makaras’. A scroll

issuing from the mouth of the monsters forms the upper border of the

panel. The pilaster and ‘makara’ on the right have been obliterated.

The carving shows a picturesque court scene with a prince

surrounded by his courtesans, friends and ministers. The prince who has

a soft, full body sits comfortably on his throne, one leg raised up and

supported by a sling of his belt, the other resting in the lap of a small

serving woman who seems to massage his foot. In front of the throne

stands a vessel which might be a spittoon. The king’s head is inclined

towards the chowri bearer on the left whom his hand seems to be

caressing. On the right a slender woman carries the king’s sword. Further

to the right is a group of two men, one leaning on the other. The portion

above them is completely destroyed.

On the left is a pair of ministers engaged in serious discussion.

Their bodies seem to be bare except for loin cloths and looped belts.

They have their hair done in elaborate curls. Especially the right figure

of this group, the one next to the king, is remarkable for its natural and

animated pose (Fig. 4)

Above this group (Fig. 5) and surrounding the prince^ are seven or

eight maids. Of most of them only the heads can be seen with ornate,

wheel-like coiflFures on top or at the back of their heads, decorated with
ribbands. They are seen to carry vessels, whisks and instruments of the
king s toilet Two or three hold one finger over their lips which may be a
sign of respect. In the extreme left stands a man with his hand on the
shoulder of one of the girls.
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Ground plan of Lonad Cave

Pig. 1.

The panel is worked in bas-relief. The bodies must have had, in

their original state, the soft, pliable modelling which invites touching and

which gives lightness and warmth, in spite of the compactness and

solidity of form. Poses and gestures have been keenly observed. They
give to the whole group an atmosphere of natural ease, comfort and

relaxation although it is tightly composed and full of corresponding

rhythms. Follow the line from the arms of the ministers on the left

through the king’s belt-loop, and his arm to the shoulders of the standing

girl sword-bearer, and down her arm to the group on the right—

a

continuous rhythmic flow with its marked cadences.

The heads of the girls in the background surround the king like the

blossoms of a bouquet of flowers. The arrangement betrays the origin

of or the inspiration for this panel in several similar scenes painted in cave

17 in Ajanta. The composition is pictorial, not really plastic and has

little in common with the dramatic rock sculptures of the Brahmanical

caves in Western India,^ or even with the exuberant sculpture of the

Buddhist caves of Aurangabad which may be contemporary.

1. Gf. howerer the affinity of the scnlptaral context, in Elephanta (Fig, 3) and lionad (Figa. i and 5).
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In the absence of inscriptions, the dating of the Lonad cave is

conjectural. The sculptures, in their easy elegance, seem to ask for a

date contemporary with caves 1 and 2, or even 16 and 17, in Ajanta, i. e.

the sixth or seventh century. On the other hand, the fluted cushion

capital of the pillars points to a later age, possibly the first half of the

eighth century.

The small Vihara cave of Lonad was, it seems, an intermediate

station on the long pilgrim and trade route which led from Sopara via

Kanheri and the other Buddhist monasteries on Salsette island to the

Nanaghat pass and on to the higher Deccan.-X

ILLUSTRATIONS

1. Plan of Lonad Gave.

3. Lonad Cave, inner verandah with cuahion-capital pillar and square pillar.

3. Sllephanta, Ealyanasundara murti
;
detail.

4. Lonad Cave, sculpture panel at south-end of outer verandah
;
detail : conversing ministers,

6. Detail, group of men and women, immediately above the ministers.



TWO ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS IN THE
ASUTOSH MUSEUM OF INDIAN ART

by MONOTOSH MOOKERJEE

Recently the Asutosh Museum of Indian Art, University of

Calcutta, has acquired by purchase an illuminated Nepalese manuscript

(No. T. 1055 ) containing several sacred texts pertaining to the worship

of the goddesses of the Pancharaksha Mandala.^ They are :

1. MahasahasrapramarddanT-nama-mahayanasutra (Fol. 1-18) ;

2. Mahamayuri Vidya (Fol. 18-40) ;

3. Mahasitavati-nama Mahavidya (Fol. 40-41)

;

4. Mahapratisara Mahavidya (Fol. 42-57) ;
and

5. Mahamantranusarinl Mahavidya (Fol. 57-59).

TTiese goddesses known as Mahavidyas form a group of five and

are collectively known as the Pancharaksha Mandala. According to the

colophon at the end, the manuscript was copied in (Newari) Samvat 225,

i. e. 1105 A. D., during the reign of Sihadeva, King of Nepal. The

colophon is important as it throws a new light on the history of Nepal

during the first half of the twelfth century A. D. ( The history of the

period is rather vague and uncertain, and this colophon furnishes us with

an indubitable historical fact which has remained unknown up till now ).

The manuscript is written on some kind of paper, the composition of

which has to be investigated. The use of paper at so early a date is

unknown and doubts may be entertained regarding the genuineness of

the date given in the manuscript. The date, however, has been given

1. I am grateful to the autoritiea of the Asutosh Museum of Indian Art, University of Calcutta,

for lending me the use of the Manuscripts and to 8j. S. K. Saraswati of the Pine Arts Department,

University of Calcutta for his kind assistance. Prof. Kramrisch drew my attention to the earliest instance

of the use of paper ( Ms. A ) in India, known as yet.
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unequivocally and leaves no doubt as to its being the date of the copy.

A palaeographical examination of the letters also corroborates the

genuineness of the date. Bendall has given a chart of the letters and

numerals used in the Nepalese manuscripts preserved in the Cambridge

University Library. It will be found that the figure numerals in the

manuscript under examination for 200, 20 and 5 exactly correspond to

those in the Cambridge manuscript dated in the 1 1th and 12 centuries

A. D. The figure for 200, as given in our manuscript, is not known after

the 12th century A. D„ and that for 20 undergoes a radical change in

form in the 13th. The figure for 5, as it is in our manuscript, was

current in the 11th and 12th centuries A D., and survives, in stray cases

till the early part of the 13th after which the form is greatly modified.

As for other letters it will be found that they have a close resemblance

to those of the 11th and 12th centuries A. D. A student of palaeography

is aware that the 13th century generally, and in some specific cases

even the 12th, bring in significant changes and modifications in the

forms of the Newari letters but such modified forms are totally absent

in our manuscript. From a close resemblance of the palaeography of this

manuscript with those of the 11th and 12th century A. D. there is no

reason to doubt the authenticity of the date given in the manuscript.

Copied in 1125 A. D. this is perhaps the earliest instance of the use of

paper in India. The manuscript antedates the earliest known paper

manuscript by at least 300 years. In this manuscript ( specified here as

Ms. A. ) there are ten illuminations, the first and the last on the inside of

the two covers and the rest on the folios themselves. The size of these

illuminations is Zi" x 3J".

( 1 ) The front cover shows a god of yellow complexion standing

in ‘tribhanga’ pose within a circle of flames. Of the two hands, the right

is shown in ‘varada-mudra’ and the left holds a lotus with a manuscript

over it. The figure is heavily bejewelled with anklets, bracelets, armlets,

necklace, earrings, and an elaborate ‘ratna-mukuta’ crowns the head. The

god wears a red-coloured ‘dhoti’ with one end hanging down between the

legs A scarf of the same colour passes round the body with the ends

hanging down from the left arm. The upper part of the body is

entirely bare.
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( 2 ^ The illumination on the first folio represents the Buddha

seated in Vajra-paryanka’ on a double lotus throne with a highly elabora-

ted back with flame borders. The upper part of this throne shows two

swans with foliage like plumes and a ‘kirtimukha’ at the top with serpents

issuing from its mouth. In this and in the next eight illuminations a

tree with green foliage is shown behind the back of every throne.

The figure wears a red garment, covering the whole body. The hands

are placed near the breast in ‘dharmachakrapravartana mudra’ symbolising

the first sermon at Sarnath. Behind the figure of the Buddha there is a

green cushion with designs resembling embroidered ones.

( 3 ) The next illumination ( Fol. 2b ) shows a goddess, deep blue

in colour, seated on a cushion upon a lotus in ‘lalitasana’ within a flame

background. She has four heads, the additional heads being white, yellow

and green in colour. Each of the heads has three round eyes with fierce

looks and the hair is shown as rising upwards in flame-like curls..

The goddess wears a cloth, purplish in colour, the upper portion of the

body being bare. She has eight hands of which the lowest right is

placed on the thigh with a ‘vajra’ on the palm ; the other right hands

hold an ‘ankusa’ ( elephant goad ), an arrow, and brandish a sword.

The main left hand is in ‘tarjanx’ pose, while the other left hands hold

an axe, a bow, and a lotus with an uncertain object ( perhaps a jewel )

on it. The goddess wears the usual ornaments, namely, anklets, armlets,

bangles, bracelets, neck-chains, and earrings (PI. facing p. 91).

( 4 ) Next we have the representation of a three-headed goddess

( Fol. 18b ) yellow in colour, seated in ‘vajra-paryanka’ on a cushion

supported on a lotus. The background is red with white borders. Of

the additional heads, the right one is blue, and the left is red. All the

heads have three eyes each, and bear a pleasant mien. Of the eight hands

the main pair shows ‘varada’ in the left and a cup with the effigy of a

figure on it on the right. The additional left hands hold from below

a waterpot, a ‘chakra’ and a sword, while the other right hands bear the

tail of a peacock, a pot with a four-pronged object and a bunch of

banners being jewels respectively in the same order. The goddess wears

the usual ornaments and a highly bejewelled crown.

{ 5 ) On Fol. 19a may be seen a goddess, green in colour and with

fj
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three heads and six hands, seated as above. The additional head to the

right is white, and that to the left red. All the heads have three eyes

each. The main pair of hands shows ‘vyakhyana’ in the right, and ‘tarjani’

in the left, while the additional hands to the right bear ‘vajra’ and arrow,

and those to the left a staflF and an arrow in the same order. The

ornaments and crown are similar to above.

( 6 ) We have next ( Fol. 40b ) a representation of a three-headed

and eight-handed goddess, white in colour, seated crosslegged, as above.

The additional head to the right is dark blue, and that to the left is light

yellow. All the heads have three eyes each. The main pair of hands

is held near the breast, the right damaged and the left in ‘tarjani-mudra’.

The additional hands to the right from below bear ‘vajra’, arrow, and

sword, while those to the left, ‘trisula’, bow and an axe. The ornaments

and crown are as above.

( 7 ) The white-coloured three-headed goddess on folio 41a has

twelve hands. The additional head to the right is blue, and that to the

left is red. All the three heads have three eyes each. The main pair

of hands is in ‘dharmachakra-pravartana mudra. Another pair of hands

is shown in ‘samadhimudra’. The additional right hands from below
have ‘varada, abhaya,vajra’ and arrow, while the left hands bear ‘tarjani’

pose, water vase with flowers, a crest with a jewel on it and a bow in

the same order. The ornaments and the crown are the same as

above,

( 8 ) On folio 59b is illustrated a group of three figures, each
standing in ‘tribhahga’ pose with two hands and with a halo round the

head. In the background is a tree with its foliage spreading upwards
behind the heads. The central figure is that of a god, yellow in colour.

The right hand exhibits ‘vyakhyana mudra’ and the left holds a flower by
the stalk with a water-pot on it The hair is tucked up in ‘jatamukuta’
in front of which may be seen the representation of a ‘stupa’. A deer
skin is seen hanging down from the left shoulder. The god wears a red
cloth ( the upper portion of the body is bare

), and the usual ornaments.
The figure to the right is that of a white-coloured god. The right hand
is shown in jnana mudra and the left holds a lotus by the stalk. Over
the head is the jatamukuta’ with ‘purita’-shaped ornaments. The dress
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and ornaments are as above. The figure to the left is brownish in colovir.

The right hand is in ‘jnana mudra’ while the left holds a blue water

lily. The hair is raised up over the head with jewelled clasps in front

and the sides. Dress and ornaments are as above. What, however,

is interesting is that each of the gods wears different types of ‘kundalas'

or earrings (PI. X).

( 9 ) On the next folio ( Fol. 60a ) may be seen a four-handed

goddess, reddish in colour, seated cross-legged on a lotus The main pair

of hands are in ‘dharmachakrapravartanamudra’. The upper right hand

holds a rosary and the corresponding left a lotus over which is placed a

manuscript. She wears a red doth, and the upper part of the body is bare,

except for an ‘uttarlya’ the ends of which are seen passing round the arms

of the main pair of hands. The background is white edged with red

fiames. She wears all kinds of ornaments and a highly elaborated crown.

( 10

)

On the inside of the back cover is a six-handed god,

yellowish in colour, standing in ‘tribhanga’ pose. The right hands, from

below exhibit ‘varada’, a rosary, and ‘namaskara mudra’. The left hands

hold from below a lotus by the stalk, a ‘ghata’, and a three-pronged staff.

The figure wears a dhoti and usual ornaments
;
the upper part of the body

is bare. The figure of DhyanI Buddha Amitabha is inset in front in the

‘japimukute’. The background is blue, edged with yellowish flames (PI XI).

In the same Museum there is another manuscript ( No. T. 140, here

designated as Ms. “B” ) of ‘Pancharaksha’ copied during the reign of

Sivadeva, perhaps identical with a king of the same name for whom we

have the dates 239 and 240 ( 1 119 and 1120 A. D. ) in two manuscripts

from Nepal On the inside of the front cover may be seen the figures

of the five Dhyani Buddhas, beginning with Ratnasambhava from left,

flanked on either side by the figures of two devotees. On the back cover

are seen the figures of the eight planets, Ketu, the ninth, being left out.

Within the manuscript there are the representations of the five goddesses,

evidently those of the ‘Pancharaksha mandala’. The illuminations in

this manuscript are much damaged, and they also lack the artistic quality

of those of Ms. “A”. From the standpoint of iconography each of the five

goddesses in Ms. “B”. has a general resemblance with her counterpart in

Ms. “A”, and need not be described in detail The variations when there

24
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are any, will be referred to in the following section dealing with the

iconography of the figures represented.

The goddesses of the ‘Pancharaksha’ group are highly popular among

the Buddhist worshippers, and it is for this that a fairly large number

of ‘Pancharaksha’ manuscripts with illustrations now survived The

deities of the Pancharaksha mandala are Mahapratisara, Mahasahasrapra-

mardani, Mahamantranusarini, Mahamayuri and Mahasitavati. According

to the ‘Sadhanamala’ the worship of these five goddesses grants long life,

protects kingdoms, and secures immunity from evil spirits, diseases and

from all dangers that befall humanity. The manuscripts of the work

usually contain representations of these five divinities occasionally with

illustrations of some more divinities like the Buddha, Manjusri,

Avalokitesvara. Prajnaparamita, etc. Manuscript “A” of this paper has

five more illustrations in addition to the five goddesses of the Mandala

whereas Manuscript “B”, besides the illustrations in the two covers has

the usual group of five only. According to the Sadhanamala, Mahapratisara

is to be placed in the middle of the ‘mandala’ with the other goddesses

surrounding her on four sides ; MahasahasrapramardanI to the east,

Mahamayuri to the south, Mahamantranusarini to the west, and Mahasita-

vati to the north. In the manuscripts of ‘Pancharaksha’ this order is

usually followed. Neither of the two manuscripts, under notice, follows,

however, the above order. In our discussion of the iconography of the

goddesses, as represented in our manuscripts, the order of the Sadhanamala

is being followed for the sake of convenience.

MAHiPRATISARi ; ( M*. A. Pol. 40b ; Ms, B. Pol. lb ).

In Manuscript “A” the illustration of the goddess ( No. 6 of the

above description ) generally corresponds to the Sadhana with, however,

very slight variations. Of the eight attributes, ‘chakra, vajra’, arrow

1. Tbe moit important of these is the Cambridge University mannaoript ( Add. 1688

)

copied in the 14th year of King Nayapaladeva of the Pala dynasty who is to be placed in the latter half
of the 11th century A. D. i. e. approximately half a century older than Ms. A. under notice. It is copiously
illustrated, but unfortunately the illustrations which are likely to help greatly in the study of Buddhist
iconography and the style of miniature painting in Eastern India, have not received the attention that
is due to them
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and sword in the right hands and 'vajrapasa, trisula’, bow and axe in

the left, six are clearly recognisable in the present illustration, in

the order as given in the Sadhana. The main pair of hands are held

near the breast. The right held probably a ‘chakra’, which however,

has peeled oflF. The left is shown in a pose resembling ‘tarjani mudra’

with a band round the wrist which may stand for the ‘pasa’. The
goddess sits in ‘vajraparyahka’, and of the four faces, three are visible

in the picture
;
but there is some slight variation in the disposition of

the colour of the diflferent heads. The additional right head, according

to the Sadhana, should be blue, the left red, and the back one yellow.

In the illustration of the goddess in manuscript “A”, the left head is

yellow instead of being red ; while in manuscript “B”, the right and

left heads are red and blue respectively. The Sadhana also enjoins that

the foliage of the Bodhi tree decked with various flowers and fruits

should be shown over the head of the goddess. The goddess in

Manuscript “A” shows this feature which however, is absent in

Manuscript “B*’.

MAHislHASRAPBAMABDANl
: ( Mi. A. Fol. 2b ; Ms. B. Fol. 2lb ).

The illustration of the goddess in manuscript “A” ( No. 3,

above ; PI. IX ) closely resembles the Sadhana in every detail. The

blue complexion, the terrific look, with hair rising up in flames,

contorted brows and canine teeth, the background of burning flames,

the ‘lalita’ attitude ; the tree over the head of the goddess, the various

ornaments and the attributes closely correspond to the description of

the Sadhana. The goddess in manuscript “B”, however, is more

summarily treated and does not show the fierce mien of the goddess as

enjoined in the Sadhana. Further, the goddess sits in ‘vajraparyahka’,

instead of in ‘lalitasana’ and has ten hands, the attributes that are

recognised closely tallying with those of the Sadhana.

MAHImITCbI : ( Hi. A. Fol. 18b ;
Mi, B. Fol. 46b ).

The representation of the goddess in manuscript “A” ( No. 4 of the

above description ) closely corresponds to the description of the

Sadhana. The yellow complexion of the goddess, the number of
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additional heads and their colours and the Asoka tree over the head of

the goddess are as in the Sadhana. In the right hands are seen the

‘varada’, the ‘ratnaghate, chakra’ and ‘khadga’, as in the Sadhana. The

attributes in the left hand, however, call for some comment. The main

left hand shows a bowl with the effigy of a figure on it, which may

stand for ‘patropari bhikshu’ ( a monk on a bowl ) of the text. Dr. Benoy-

tosh Bhattacharyya is inclined to take the text as wrong on the basis

of an illustration which he reproduces and in which the object on the

bowl, according to him, is a fruit. The identification of that object is,

however, not beyond doubt, and when in the present illustration it

distinctly shows a figure with hair tucked up that may stand for a

‘bhikshu’, the correctness of the text may clearly be set forth. The

second left hand holds the tail of a peacock ; on the third is seen a pot

with a four-pronged object ( ‘visvavajra’ ) over it. And on the fourth is

seen a cluster of crests with jewels inset ( ‘ratnadhvaja’ ). According

to the text of the Sadhana, the third hand should a hold a ‘visvavajra*

over a bell ( ‘ghantoparivisvavajram’ ). In both the illustrations under

notice as well as the illustration reproduced by Bhattacharyya the object

held in the third left hand is clearly a pot ( ‘ghata’ ) and not a bell

( ‘ghanta’ ) ; and on the basis of these it appears that the proper reading

of the text should be ‘ghatoparivisvavajram’ ( ‘visvavajra’ over a pot

)

and not ‘ghantopari visvavajram’. The illustration in Manuscript “B” is

slightly diflFerent in having ten hands and the bowl held in the left hand

being empty.

MAHiMANTKlNUSiRINl ; ( Ms. A, Fol. lU ; Mi. B. Fol. 80b )

The illustration of the goddesses in manuscript “A” ( No. 7. of the

above description ) tallies with the description of the Sadhana except

in the fact that the attributes in the fourth and sixth left hands are

reversed. That in the manuscript “B” is seriously damaged ; though

summarily treated, it corresponds to the Sadhana as far as the different

features and attributes can be recognised.

MAHAsITAVATI : ( Ms. A. Fol. 19a ; Ms. B. Fol. 77b )

The goddesses in Manuscript “A” ( No. 5 of the above description )

resembles the description of the Sadhana except in one or two details.
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The first right hand exhibits the ‘vyakhyana mudra’ instead of ‘abhaya’

as prescribed by the Sadhana, and the attributes in the second and third

left hands are reversed. The bow placed in the third left hand is in

accord with the arrow placed in the third right hand, and makes for

artistic symmetry. The illustration of the goddess in manuscript “B” has

the additional right head In light blue, instead of white as enjoined by

the Sadhana.

Manuscript “A" contains five more illustrations in addition to those

of the five goddesses. That on the front cover ( No. 1 of our description )

is Siddhaikavira, a form of Manjukl, the Buddhist god of wisdom. It

should be observed in this connection that it is diflScult to distinguish

between this form of ManjukI and Lokanatha if the parental Dhyani

Buddhas are not shown on the crests. In the present illustration in spite

of the absence of the Dhyani Buddha it is beyond any doubt because of

the manuscript, placed over the lotus held in the left hand, which clearly

indicates the association of the god with ManjusrI.

The illustration on Fol. lb ( No. 2 of our description ) represents

Buddha in the act of preaching his first sermon at Sarnath. The central

figure of the group of three gods on the Fol. 59b ( No. 8

;

PI. X ) may be identified with Maitreya, the future Buddha. This

identificatian is clear not only because of the representation of the ‘stupa’

on the ‘ja^mukum’, but also on account of the white complexion and

the flower Nagakesara held in the left hand. The ‘vyakhyanamudra’

shown in the right hand, is not prescribed for Maitreya in any of the

known Sadhanas, but that need not be a serious handicap to identification,

as exposition of the law is also enjoined as one of his primary functions

when his Kalpa would come. The figure to the right corresponds to

^ the Sadhana of Lokanatha but the identification of the god to the left

is uncertain at the present state of our knowledge.

The fomr-handed figure on Fol. 60a ( No. 9 of our description

)

represents the goddess Prajnaparamita in the form in which she is said

to have emanated from the five Dhyani Buddhas collectively. According

to the Sadhana she is to have a golden colour, the ‘dharmachakrapravar-

tana mudra’ in the main pair of hands and the blue water-lily with the

Prajna[»ramita manuscript over it in the additional left hand and ‘abhaya’

25
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in the additional right hands. The present illustration closely corresponds

to the description of the Sadhana except in the fact that the present

illustration shows the ‘akshamala* or rosary, instead of the ‘abhaya’ as in

the Sadhana. Similar representations of the goddess are also met

with in sculpture.

The illustration on the back cover (No. 10 of our description

)

represents a six-handed male divinity, which is not doubt a form of the

god Avalokitesvara, as we know from the efl&gy of the Dhyani Buddha
Amitabha on the matted chignon. Among the Sadhanas of Avalokitesvara

is described a six-handed form of the god known as the Sugatisandarsana.

This particular form is to have six hands showing ‘varada’, ‘abhaya’ and

rosary in the right hands and lotus, waterpot and ‘tridandl’ ( i. e, a staff

with three prongs ) in the left. The complexion of the god is white.

The illustration under notice corresponds to the above description except
in some particulars. The colour of the god is a light yellowish tint,

instead of white. The three left hands bear attributes as in the Sadhana
but there is a discrepancy with regard to those in the right hand. The
attributes in the two right hands correspond to those in the Sadhana
but the third hand has the ‘namaskara mudra’ instead of the ‘abhaya’ of

the Sadhana. Similar representations of Avalokitesvara are also found
in sculpture. The above discrepancies are, however, very minor and
should not stand in the way of identifying it with Sugatisandarsana
Lokesvara ( PI. XI ).

The two manuscripts under note furnish us with valuable documents
of miniature paintings of roughly the first quarter of the 12th century
A. D. ; though apparently contemporary, they show a well-marked
divergence in workmanship and artistic quality. The illumina-
tions in manuscript “A” are finer in their compositional scheme, in *

execution and in the delineation of details. The lines, fluent and facile,

have a charming rhythm, and the colouring is well-balanced. The
trees in the background with their variegated foliage add life to the
composition. A very rich effect has been -given by such details as the
elaborate ornaments, the crowns, the embroidered designs of the dress
and the multicoloured ‘prabhamandala’ edged with flame designs. The
figures are extremely supple and graceful and endowed with an unusual
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flexibility even when, according to the Sadhana, they assume the

adamantine or ‘vajraparyahka’ attitude. In these respects the illustrations

follow the general trend of the contemporary Eastern Indian tradition of

manuscript painting. The illustrations in manuscript “B”, however, are

more summarily treated and are decidedly poorer in workmanship. The
lines lack the fluency and rhythm of the former group. The contrast

thus furnished by two almost contemporary works affords an interesting

study.



ORIGINS OF CONTEMPORARY TEMPLES

by V. M. NARASIMHAN

Many theories are advanced and several changes in the evolution

of civilization are cited to trace the origin of temples. Several epigraphical

and archaeological records are put forward to give a link between origin

and growth of the temples. But I am now taking up the cases of certain

temples that are known to have grown up in the past ten decades and

am tracing their origin and growth.

About thirty years back a few images lay in the midst of greenwood-

trees in fields overgrown with nettle, prickly-pear and Karuvelam, in

the village of Ariyakurichi, on a diversion from the road between

Nattarasankottai to Kalayarkoil ( Ramnad District ). Large numbers of

people were attracted by the deities especially the Amman ( Devi ) and

large oflferings seemed to have been pouring in steadily especially in

return for appeals to redress difiFercnces with neighbours, the Amman
playing the role of a judicial officer, composing differences and collecting

dues. There was no shrine and the images had no protection except

the shifting shade of the trees and the attention by the serpents

which crawled between or sheltered under the huddled images. The

devotees used to come at all hours of the day to make their offerings,

which included sacrifices of goat ond fowl, a Pujari of the potter caste

( Uvacha or Ocha caste ) interceding in the ritual, that is offered

in this part of the country to the Sakti-goddesses where the officiating

priests are not versed in Sanskrit,

The special hold of this group of gods and goddesses on the devo-

tees in the area round about was that they secured that justice was done to

an aggrieved party. For instance, a person who felt that a difference had
arisen between himself and a neighbour which ought not to have arisen
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if hi§ neighbour had been reasonable, presented himself before this divine

group and made a small oflFering by way of earnest and vowed that if the

dispute came to be settled and friendly relations established with his

neighbour a special fee would be paid. If he wanted to make sure' that

his representation was borne in mind, he reduced his grievance to writing

preferably in the form of a plaint and strung it to a date-palm that stood

some yards oflF ; within about six months the prayer was believed to

take eflFect. A minor deity ( Karuppan, the black one ) located in a tiny

shrine under a dwarfish tree nearby was believed to play the part of

process-server.

A creditor who had money to realise from a debtor, who he
knew could pay but would not, would approach the deity, make a

preliminary offering, represent his case and promise one-half of such

amount as might be realised. He would then fasten to this date-palm

a scroll containing full particulars of the parties, the claim and the state

of accounts. Or, a woman who had been unlucky enough to lose a

gold chain or a silver plate* would lay down a small sum by way of

earnest, cry out the particulars of her losses in the presence and the

hearing of the Divinities and would solemnly undertake to come down
with an offering of a half of what might be recovered.

About ten years back, proceedings were started in the law courts

and ultimately a scheme of administration was framed, as a result of

which the income was ensured almost in its entirety to the Devasthanam
and the priests reduced to the role of mere ministrants at the rituaL A
set of trustees came into existence and with the large income which came
into their hands they have raised a temple which has so far cost about
Rs. 75,000/- besides purchasing a large tract of arable land round about
for the support of the Devasthanam. The two principal images along
with a few of the attendant deities, which Were practically lying huddled
under the trees, were set up in well-built shrines,—the Devi (Kaliyamman)
inhabiting a shrine of stone the exterior surface of which is polished
almost in imitation of the Mauryan polish well-known to archaeologists

and the shrine of the Deva ( Ayyanar or Sasta ) not a tithe so grand,
stands about 60 feet oflF facing the other shrine.

The ritual has now deteriorated, the priests have no great interest
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in the performance of the rituals, they being paid only a small fraction of

the monthly income, but the devotion of the worshippers makes up for

the decay in the performance of the ritual even though serpents are no

longer crawling about the images. The offerings made to the deities are

ever grander and larger as a definite scale of expenditure has now been

fixed and the result is that while the mantras and the tantras have receded

into the background, the pomp and ceremony of cooked offerings made

at stated hours have now come to stay. Reformist tendencies have

been at work so that animal sacrifices are not permitted to be made

within the ‘prakara’. The formalities in regard to the functioning of the

deity as a Court of Conciliation have now been crystallized into a system.

The need for keeping accounts of the promises made and the preliminary

offerings that accompanied the promises, as that formal audit might be

satisfied, and the need for the trustees impressing the devotees that their

prayers will be constantly brought to the attention of the Devi till they

are granted have been responsible for the introduction of the complication

of the processes of Court. It is a curious sight to see the defunct date-

palm wearing a garland strung of palm-leaves on which plaints have been

engrossed and “copy papers” bearing writing and the marks of Court

seals indicating that execution petitions in the Civil Courts of the country

have not borne fruit, and on which execution petitions have been indited

But in spite of all this, the devotees do not seem quite satisfied as they

were in the past when the images lay under the trees.

II

In the village of Ayyampalayam, Palladam Taluk, Coimbatore

District, about 4^ miles to the North-east of the Somanur Railway station

and led to by a blind road-track is situated a small shrine of quite recent /

origin to a person who lived in the village

From what I was able to gather locally, it appears that about a

hundred years back a man who was engaged in cultivating plantains was

greatly skilled in the Mantras for curing both the immediate and the

remote effects of bites of poisonous vermin like snakes, scorpions and

insects, that his death took place at the foot of an Arasu tree beside an

ant-hill, and that for some time after his death his spirit used to frequent
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the neighbourhood of the tree and ant-hill and beckon to passers-by

suflFering from the eflfects of poisonous bites and cure them The spot

where the tree and the ant-hill stood having thus risen to importance as

a spot sanctified by associations with the Valaitottattu Aiyan ( He of the

Plantain tope ), a Linga appears to have been placed at the foot of the

tree to mark the spot where his death was believed to have taken place

and worship was offered to the tree, the ant-hill and the Linga. It is the

earth that is thrown up as the ant-hill that seems to have been given as

‘prasada’ to those afflicted with poisonous bites for being applied to the

spot where the sting or the bite was inflicted. The descendants of

Valaitottattu Aiyan appear to have turned into the Pujaris of the shrine

olEciating as such hereditarily. The enquiries that I made, made it clear

that there was no tradition of Valaitottattu-Aiyan having been buried

under the tree.

Within a decade back the shrine appears to have continued merely

as an aggregate of tree, ant-hill and Linga, perhaps protected by a

compound wall of brick. Within the last few years, however, a large area

round about was acquired and various structures by way of shrines,

Mandapa, kitchen, rest-houses have been built and amenities for pilgrims

provided.

Within the past five or six years the ant-hill appears to have

disappeared and earth taken from the spot where it stood is being

distributed as ‘prasadam’. The Naga stones and a Vinayaka appear to have

been installed in the south-west corner of the precincts round the tree

within the past few years and a small shrine to Vinayaka appears to have

been raised about 7 or 8 years back some distance to the south-east of the

tree, the image being said to have belonged to the family of Valaitottattu-

Aiyan. A Nandi is found placed about 70 feet to the east of the tree and

the Linga. The original tree having withered during the past few years,

a stump to the height of about 8 feet has been retained and the rest has

been sawed off, but a new plant of some kind is now rising from some

crevice in the top of the stump.

It may be noted that the eastern face of the stump is flattish and

that if a line is drawn from the centre of the Linga so as to strike thi^

face at right angles, the line runs almost due east and just misses the Nandi
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about 70 feet ofl and also misses some-what S pair of horses in brick-work

posted 70 feet farther east.

m
In the village of Mandarthi, Udipi Taluk, South Kanara District,

about 14 miles to the north of Udipi stands a temple to ^ri Durga

Paramesvarl on a slope of a series of uhdulations in hilly country to reach

which we have to pass a thick jungle in which serpents crawl and

panthers range.

The temple serves a special purpose in the locality. The deity also

is believed to be willing to collect all outstandings due to her devotees.

It is surprising that the real character of the temple was not khown

even to the Archakas of the temple who appear to have been attached to

it for generations and should have had access to every recess of the

‘sanctum sanctorum’ which in this temple is divided into an eastern and

Western half and that the eastern half accommodates in the middle a seated

stone image of Durga with a shelf to the rear with the Nava Durgas

ranged on it in two tiers. The shelf and the nine heads serve as a sort

of screen obscuring practically the whole of the western half, sO much so

that a worshipper who pays his obeisance to the Durga and the Nava

Durgas would not easily notice what stands behind. If his eyes are keen

and he is curiously minded, he would notice,—only with effort,—that

there is a shrine further beyond and that it contains something peculiar.

If he questions the Archakas, he would be told that the rear half is

occupied by an ant-hill which, as is well known, is an object of adoration.

When I paid my devotions to the Durga and was told of the Ant-

hill, I desired to have fuller particulars of that special feature arid to

examine it for myself, but, as this was impossible in view of the rigidity

with which in these parts the prohibition is enforced against others than

Archakas entering the ‘sanctum sanctorum’ I had to incite the Arthaka

who served as my cicerone to examine the rear shrine with adequate

care. After considerable persuasion the Archaka entered the rear half

of the shrine with a light in his hand and it was only then that it was

possible to have a good look at what had beeP assumed to be the ant-hill.
*

I found that it loomed large, that it stood at the centre of the rear half
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and that it was fenced in by railings on all the four sides, leaving a narrow

strip between railing and wall to serve as a passage. The object in the

centre, however, gave no indication of the conical shape of an ant-hill

and betrayed no signs of the unevenness of surface, the coarseness of

texture and the perforations, large and small, which characterise an ant-

hill What is more, the top had all the appearance of a plane surface.

I suggested therefore that the object should be tapped at lightly, though

gently, as a test of its substance. On the Archaka dealing it a series of

light taps, there arose sounds peculiar to timber and not the dull note

emitted when an ant-hill is tapped. This emboldened the Archaka to

attempt to clean the surface of the object and it turned out, after

some cleaning that we had before us not an ant-hill but an upstand-

ing block of wood. The Archaka being encouraged to pursue the

investigation, cleaned further areas and we found that we had to deal

with a big size stump of a tree. The stump was about 2 feet in diameter

and about 7 feet in height, and ended at the top in a plane surface,

where evidently, the tree had been sawn oflF when it had suffered

mortality.

On this fact being discovered I suggested to the Archaka that he

should look for a Lifiga at the foot of the stump. The Archaka examined

the sanctum carefully and found a tiny Sphatika-Linga placed at the foot

of the stump.

These facts seem to point to a stage when the sanctity of the spot

arose from a sacred tree at the foot of which some devotee had ages ago

set up a Linga and offered worship to it and had then railed it round

for the safety both of the tree and of the Lihga. A further stage was

reached perhaps when, in addition to the railing, a compound wall was
^ raised at some distance from the railing, and the image to Durga was

set up where it now stands. At a later stage, the tree must have decayed

and its top must have been lopped off and a roof provided over the

compound wall, so as to protect the stump, and the protection of both

wall and roof must have been extended eastwards for the benefit of the

Durga as well. That this conjecture is a highly probable one is attested

to by a slab in this temple on which is carved a relief showing a Linga

under a tree and a Rishi and his companions offering worship to the

27
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Liiiga. Evidently, this is a pictorial commentary on the first stage of

the origin of this temple.

IV

In Tadpatri Town in Anantapur District, on the edge of the River

Pennar, which here takes a northerly curve, there is a temple called Sri

Bugga Ramalinga Isvara Temple which is conserved under the Ancient

Monuments Preservation Act.

This temple consists of four features ( a ) a main shrine for ^ri

Ramalinga, facing west, ( b ) a small shrine to Vira-Bhadra just to the

south of the Garbha-grha of this temple ( c ) a double shrine facing

south and west, with a common Mandapa, and ( d ) a belt of Mandapas

attached to the east and west walls.

The peculiar feature in this temple is that the lower portion of the

Linga always contains water in the cavity between the vertical and the

horizontal portions. Probably due to this the Isvara is called “Bugga’’

Rama Linga. The Linga is fixed on the floor which level is a little less

than the Prakara floor level. Probably a vertical stone standing in a

natural spring suggested the idea of a Linga bathed in a sacred Tirtha.

Here we should have the beginnings of a temple.

V
Almost of identical nature is the Linga in the ^ri Jambukesvara

Temple at Tiruvanaikaval near Srirahgam in the District of Trichinopoly.
^ «

A similar example is found at the Sri Rahganatha Perumal Temple at

Karamadai, a town on the Railway line between Coimbatore and Mettu-

palayam about 17 miles from Coimbatore. Here the Mulasthanam or the

Mula Bhera consists of a flat piece of vertical stone fixed on the floor

of the Garbha-grha. Afterwards a Pitham in two halves has been fixed

on it and now on the Pitham is placed the head of the Lord.

VI

A peculier origin is suggested by a temple at Mangalagiri

( Guntur District ) situated on the Railway line connecting Bezwada and

Guntur about 12 miles from Bezwada. In the hill temple to Lord
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Narasimha popularly called “Panaka ( jaggery water ) Narasimha” the
Mula Bhera-is nothing but a small oval orifice on the rear wall of the
sanctum sanctorum

( Garbha-grha ) which forms the hill peak. This
orifice is depicted as the open mouth of the image of Lord Narasirnha,
carved on the peak. When Panaka is poured into the mouth it goes into

the orifice. The popular belief is that this Lord will take only half the
quantity of the total quantity of Panaka offered, however small or large

the quantity that may be offered.

VII

About one hundred years ago, one Narayana Padayachi found a
big cutstone pillar, broken at the top, in a forest near Ariyalur, a place on
the Trichy-Villupuram Chord Line and near Trichinopoly Town. It is

believed that by some divine inspiration he met with the Stambha and
that, as commanded by a Siddha, he erected it on the spot where it was
lying and after doing so built a small Man^apa all round it. In course of

time, the Stambha became very popular and attracted a large number of

worshippers who came from far and near places and offered all kinds of

Kanikkais.

Today we see this temple consisting of a big compound with many
Mandapas and with Utsava Bheras installed for performing festivals as

in any other temple. This temple is now called ^rl Kaliyuga Varadaraja

Perumal Temple at Kallan-Kurichi and has become so popular that it

gets an annual income of nearly a lakh of rupees. Still the ‘sanctum

sanctorum’ has the Stambha erected in its centre and standing right up
piercing the ceiling. The Stambha is almost square in section and has

tapering sides with the top broken. All ‘abhishekas’ and ‘archanas’ are

performed to this Stambha only. To create faith and confidence in the

minds of the worshippers, Utsava images have been installed and a small

Hanuman-like deity is placed on the Pitham built around the Stambha.

So ancient, however, is the cult of the Pillar that we need not take

too seriously the story of Narayana Padayachi’s inspiration. Perhaps this

is a tribute to the fame of the Stambha which had a revival about a

century back.
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OONCLUBIGN

The instances cited above show that usually some natural

phenomenon noticed suggested the idea of a Lihga or God which formed

the origin of the temple and the ‘sanctum sanctorum’ making a beginning.

As time advanced, many additions, structures as well as images, came to

be made and the pomp and ceremonial connected with them began to

grow larger and larger till they reached a gorgeousness competing with

those in the most grandiose of ancient institutions.



THE HERITAGE OF WU TAO-TZU

by ZOLTAN DE TAKATS

Wu Tao-tzu was "the Man cf Destiny” or

Chinese pictorial art. His infivience seems to

have been perpetual. Recent researches repea-

tedly resulted in acknowledging his undeniable

mastership.

The case regarding the rrccgnition of

his immediate followers is quite different. The

principles of his composition, his motives, the

various types of his figures are already known
to some extent. But the reconstruction of the

art of his handwriting seems to be hardly possi-

ble. The copies from his famous Kwan-Yin,

imitations of an undisputable original, largely

differ from it in time and quality. It is nearly

impossible to give an account of the quantity

of such copies. The designs made after his great mythological compo-

sitions—edited by F. R. Martin, ‘Zeichnungen nach Wu Tao-tze aus der

Goetter und Sagenwclt Chinas’, MUnchen, 1913—are secondhand docu-

ments, and in spite of their immeasurable value, poor in comparison with

the imaginable originals.

The secrets of Wu Tao-tzu’s conception and feeling have been

handed down far better by the well known engraving on a slab inserted

in the terrace wall of the Taoist temple Tou-Wang-tien at Ch’U Yang.

It discloses a most peculiar, or even a unique, style in the design of

the structure and the movement of muscles. The master has taken,

according to the copyist, much freedom, at the cost, and to the detriment,

23
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of anatomical correctness. The muscles of his figures are divided, partly

by lines drawn crosswise, into rather loose bundles, partly they seem to

be in a spasmodic contraction. (Martin, Pis. 35, 47, 48, 49, 50).

The same exaggerations are seen on a stone relief which I have

purchased in Peking for the Francis Hopp Museum in Budapest,

representing a crouching figure with staring and slanting eyes (Fig,, p, 109).

I was told by Dr. Herbert Muller, the former owner of this work, that

it originally decorated the wall of a pagoda in Honan, on the hill

Ts’ing-Liang-shan, district YU-sha-hsien. It played there the part of

an Atlas.

The figure is extremely expressive, but it is a bombastic exaggeration

in stone of what the “divine master” once created in painting. The size

of the sculpture is 42-5 by 36 cm. On its surface remains of pigments

can be seen. The entire apparel of the figure consists of a pair of boots

of some perforated material. The perforations form an endless pattern

of interchanged rosettes. The boots are trimmed below the knees with
a folded stuff.

The conception of this figure is related on the one hand to the crouching
savages on the throne of the Yakushi Buddha of the Yakushiji which are

older (697), and on the other hand to that on the glazed terracotta plate

of the Seoul Museum ( P. Andreas Eckardt, O. S, B, 'Geschichte der
Koreanischen Kunst’, Leipzig, 1929. PI. CXI. Fig. 353 ) which in my
opinion, seems to be a later work. On this rather stiff figure the string-

like formation of the locks is very similar to those of the demon
from Honan. The Yakushi figures are marvellous castings, but compared
with our stone carving they represent a not quite freely developed
state.

The Honan work is full of extravagancies. And it is not
derogatory to China’s greatest painter genius that he also had been very
fond of extravagancies, of distorted and ghastly figures, treated with a
wanton superiority. This is just the very element which impresses
the Chinese mind above everything else, and it is called “shen” (divine)
in Chinese art.

The Atlas-demon of the Francis Hopp Museum reveals the free
and ravishing flight of Wu Tao-tsu’s spirit, the spirit of that incomparabla
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master who was—a circumstance not to be forgotten a native of Honan,

a province once abundant with his works.

But even such an abstract and ritually defined art as Lamaistic

painting conserved something of Wu Xao-tzus remote magical touch.

It is worthwhile in this respect, to pay attention to a painting in the

possession of the Francis Hopp Museum in Budapest, Hungary ( PI. XII ).

This painting, representing the Dakini Sitahavaktra, seems to date from

the Ming period.

The following is an iconographical description of this work

of art :

Simhavaktra (Tib. Seh-ge-gdoh [-can] ma or Sen-gdon-ma), the

Dakini with a Lion head, is represented with two attendant sorceresses :

to the left Vyagravaktra (Tib. sTag-gdoh-ma), and to the right Riksavaktra

(Tib. Dom-gdoh-ma).

The size of the canvas is 48 cm by 33 cm, mounted on Chinese

brocade of the Ming period. ( Francis Hopp Museum, Inv. Nr. 6300).

The Dakinis are minor goddesses. They are generally invoked for

granting superhuman power or Siddhi.

A particular figure of these beings is Simhavaktra whose body is blue.

Her face is white ( sometimes red ). She has a third eye on her forehead.

She is dancing, surrounded by a halo of rays and flames, on the back of

a naked human being floored on her lotus throne. Her right foot is

lifted. She wears Dharmapala dress and ornaments ; on her head a

five-leaved crown with five human heads ( ? ). In her left hand the scull-

cup ( kapala ) and in the right one the chopper ( karttrika ) and the

ritual wand ( khatvanga ). On her waist a string of human heads and

on her back a human and a tiger’s skin.

Under the lotus throne, is suspended on a partly coloured strip, a

round golden mirror with the tiny picture of Simhavaktra. In the middle

of the bottom an ornamented ‘kapala’, containing a tongue hanging out,

and two eyes, two ears, a nose, the brain and, on a piece of skin, the human

heart, under an embroidered black ( ? ) cloth.

In the lower left corner the dancing Vyagravaktra with tiger’s

head and in the right one l^iksavaktra with bear’s head also have the

Ibitd the ‘kapala* in the left, and the chopper in the right hand, and



ICONOGRAPHY OF THE SIXTEEN JAINA
MAHAViDYAS

by U. P. SHAH

Sixteen Mahavidyas form a group of Tantric goddesses according

to both the Jain sects ( the Svetambara and the Digambara ).

Jaina writers have drawn a line of distinction between ‘mantra* and

‘vidya’. Both possess magic powers, but whereas ‘mantras’, constituted

of letters like ‘Om, Hrim, Svaha’, etc., are presided over by male deities

and mastered by repetition, ‘vidyas’ are combinations of words invoking

female divinities and mastered only by the prescribed rite.'

Jaina traditions speak of the existence of as many af '^8,000 ‘vidyas*.

Out of these only sixteen are reported to be the chief ( ‘Maha’ ) ‘vidyas*.

Texts prescribing ‘sadhanas’ or rites for each of these sixteen Mahavidyas

are not yet traced, but belief in them seems to be ancient,^

Both the Buddhist and Jaina sources demonstrate the popularity of

spells, magic, ‘mantras’, ‘vidyas’, the science of divination, etc., in the time

of Mahavira and Buddha.^ Like Buddha, Mahavira also could not totally

discard the belief in magic powers and supernatural cognition obtained

through austerities. The Aupapatika sutra' says that the ‘theras’

( ‘sthaviras’ ) following Mahavira knew both the ‘vijja’ and ‘manta*.

Mantrapinda and Vidyapinda or the alms obtained through the practice

of mantra or vidya are strictly prohibited by the Uttaradhyayana sutra.*

The Sutrakrtanga sutra^ refers to ‘Antaddham vijja*, while the Nayadham-
makahao refers to the ‘utpatani’ ( ‘uppayani’ ) vidya. The latter text also

shows that thieves knew certain vidyas and mantras useful in robbery,

one of them being the power to open any lock. Or a certain lady named
Pottila is reported to have requested a group of Jaina nuns to show her

some powder, mantra, rite, ‘vasikarma’, etc, whereby she can regain the

love of her husband. The description of the venerable ascetic Sudharma,
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one of the chief disciples of Mahavira, given in the same text, is also

noteworthy inasmuch as he is said to be conversant with both ‘vijja’ and

‘manta’, along with many other things.^

The ‘Jahgoli-vijja’ or the vidya for removing the effects of poisons

etc, is known to the Sthananga sutra. The same text also refers to the

‘Matahga vidya’ which the commentator also explains as a vidya for

knowing the past history.® The Mahanisitha sutra supposed to have

been composed a little later and afterwards re-edited by Haribhadra suri

( c. 700-770 A. D. ), gives the ‘vijja’ for throwing scented powder

( vasaksepa ). It also gives the ‘Srutadevata-vidya’ and the ‘Varddhamana

vidya’. It may be noted here that Vajrasvaml, a great Jaina Pontiff who
lived in the sixth century after Mahavira, is reputed to be the author of

the first work on this ‘Varddhamana vidya’.*

Sutrakrtahga sutra, the second Jaina canonical text, gives a list of

forbidden sciences, ‘papasrutas’, which includes divination of various sorts

and the following vidyas : ’VaitalP, ‘ArdhavaitalP, ‘Avasvapanl’, Taluggha-

danl’, ‘;§vapakl’, 'SovarP, 'DamilP, ‘KalingP, ‘GaurP, 'GandharP, ’Avedani’,

'UtpatanP, ‘JambhanP, ‘StarabhanP, ‘LesanP, ‘Amayakarani’, ‘Visalyakarani’,

‘AntardhanP, an d so forth.^

The Samavayahga sutra* also mentions a list of ‘papakutas’ or sinful

sciences wherein are included, besides others, the ‘Vidyanuyoga,’ the

‘Mantranuyoga’, and the ‘Yoganuyoga’. According to the commentator

Abhayadeva ( c. 1046 A. D. ), Vidyanuyoga is the science which prescribes

rites for vidyas like ‘RohinP and others.

The Dasavaikalika sutra® mentions ‘AvanaminP and ‘Unnamini

vidyas’ possessed by a Matahga. The Nisitha sutra ( xiii uddesa ) is full

of references to vidya, mantra, yoga, curna, etc, and says that a sadhu

shall perform the prescribed penance if he employs these for or

communicates to the followers of other sects or even Jaina householders.

The Nisitha Bhasya refers to Ratnadevata, Suci-vidyas and ‘Matahga

vidyas’ named ‘Gauri’ and ‘GandharP.^® The Brhat-kalpa Bhasya also

describes these two vidyas as ‘Matahga vidyas’.“

The earliest Jaina account of the origin and worship of Vidyadevis

and the Vidyadharas available to-day is the Vasudevahindi of Sahghadasa

gani ( c. 50Q A. D. ). Similar accounts are given by Jinadasa Mahattara,
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the author of Avasyaka Curm ( c. 677 A, D. ), by Haribhadra suri in his

gloss on the Avasyaka niryukti, by Silahka suri in his Caupannamahapuru-

sacariyam ( 868 AD.) and still later by Hemacandra ( c. 1100-1167 A. D. )

in his TriMsti-salaka-purusacaritam.

According to Hemacandra, once upon a time when the first Jina

Rsabhanatha was practising austerities, Nami and Vinami went to him

and began worshipping him with the desire of obtaining worldly prosperity

from the Lord. But the great sage was in meditation and remained

unconcerned. Thereupon, Dharana, the king of the Nagakumaras, came

on the spot and in order that the worship of the Lord may not be spoken

of as fruitless, granted to Nami and Vinami, Lordship over the

Vidyadharas. Both the devotees were asked to found two groups of cities

on the Northern and Southern slopes of the Vaitadhya mountain and
were given forty-eight thousand vidyas, Gauri and Prajnapti being the

chief amongst them.

Nami founded fifty cities on the Vaitadhya mountain in a Southern
row while Vinami m^de sixty in a Northern one. There were sixteen

clans of Vidyadharas named after the class of vidyas they possessed.

Hemacandra gives the following list : Gaureyas from the vidyas known
as ‘Gauris’, Manupurvakas from the vidyas known as ‘Manus’

,

Gandharas from the ‘GandharIs^ Manavas from the ‘Manavis’, Kaisikl-

purvakas from the ‘Kaisikis’, Bhumitundakas from ‘Bhumitundas’,

Mulaviryakas from ‘Mulaviryas’, Sankukas from ‘Sahkukas’, Pandukas
from ‘Pandukis’, Kalikeyas from ‘Kalis’, Svapakas from ‘Svapakis’, Matah-
gas from the ‘Matahgis’, Parvatas from the ‘Parvatis’, Vamsalayas from the

‘Vamsalayas’, Parpsumulakas from the ‘Pamsumulas’, and Vrksamulakas
from the ‘Vrksamulas’,

Nami took eight classes and Vinami took eight. With their hearts

filled with joy and devotion to the Lord, they established divinities

presiding over the vidyas in each class.^ Hemacandra’s list of the sixteen

groups given above follows the ancient traditions as it agrees with the
list given by Jinadasa in his Avasyaka curni.^® Jinadasa, however, notes
that the forty-eight thousand vidyas originally belong to the Gandharvas
and the Pannagas and that only four, namely, Gauri, Gandharl,
Rohiiji and Prajnapti were the chief amongst them. Haribhadra
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suri who wrote his gloss on the Avasyaka niryukti,^ about a century

later, refers to the above mentioned four goddesses only as the chief

vidyas. He however gives the account in an abridged form and does

not give the list of the sixteen classes of the Vidyadharas. The

Avasyaka niryukti, is a sort of commentary on the Avasyaka sutra,

composed after the manner of the Brahmanical sutras and sometimes

giving only the suggestive words ; it was composed by Bhadrabahu II m
c. the fourth—fifth century A. D. The account of Nami and Vinami is first

suggested in this niryukti, but it neither mentions any of the chief

vidyas nor does it refer to the sixteen classes of the Vidyadharas.

According to the Vasudevahindi, composed by Sahghadasa gani in

c. 500 A. D., the vidyas originally belonged to the Gandharvas and the

Pannagas and were forty-eight thousand in number including vidyas

like ‘Maha-Rohini’, ‘Pannatti’ ( Prajnapti ), ‘Gori’ ( Gauri ),
‘Vijjumukhi

(Vidyutmukhi), ‘Mahajala’ (Mahajvala), ‘Tirikkhamani’, ‘Bhaurupa’ and

others. Hemacandra’s list of the sixteen classes of Vidyadharas practically

agrees with the list given by Sanghadasa.'® Besides the above mentioned

vidyas, Sahghadasa refers to some other goddesses like ‘Abhogini’, ‘Osovani

,

‘Jalavanti’ ? (same as ‘Maha-Jala-vijja’ ), ‘Thambhani’. ‘Nisumbha,

‘Pannaga-vijja Bhamari’, ‘Veyalavijja’, etc.“

But the account of Nami and Vinami is available in a still earlier

Jaina narrative work called Paumacariyam, composed by Vimala sun,

of the Naila Sakha of ^vetambara monks which is supposed to have been

started by Arya Naila, a pupil of Vajrasvami in c, 150 V. S. But a

verse at the end of this work says that it was composed in the year 530

after Mahavira, that is, in 4 A. D. Scholars like Jacobi, Keith and

Woolner assigned to it a date varying from the third to the fifth century

A. D., while Winternitz, Leumann and others did not find any justifica-

tion for discarding the date given in the text itself. Paumacariyam

contains a short account of Nami and Vinami obtaining lordship over

the Vidyadharas. Neither the sixteen classes nor the chief vidyas are

mentioned in this account. But in other places the text refers to a

number of vidyas.

The text deals with the story of Rama, wherein the author describes

in one chapter the ‘vidyadhara-vamsa’. Ravana and his brethren are

30
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‘Vijaya’, ‘Jaya’, ‘Varahi’, ‘Kaubcri’, ‘Yogei

‘Sankari’, and so forth. In another place Ravana’s sadhana of the

‘Bahurupa vidya’ is described at length. Baburupa is here called a

Maha-vidya. Paumacariyam also refers to other vidyas amongst whom

one ‘Sihavahini’ ( Simhavahini* ) bestowed upon Padma ( Rama ) by a god

is noteworthy. In another place we meet with a Sarvvakama-vidya of

eight letters ; another vidya with a ‘parivara’ of ten thousand crores of

mantras is said to have been made up of sixteen letters.^^

Ravisena, a Digambara writer, composed Padmacaritam in the

year 1203 after Mahavira ( 676 A. O'. ). It is more or less a Sanskrt

version of the Prakrt Paumacariyam, and the vidyas noted above are also

referred in this work. Like the Paumacariyam it does not refer to either

the sixteen classes of vidyadharas or the sixteen chief vidyas, though

one of the Maha-vidyas, namely, ‘Prajnapti’, is known to both.^®

Another Digambara narrative work called Harivamsa written by

Jinasena I in ^aka year 705 ( 783-4 A. D. ) supports the tradition of

Avasyaka Curni, Vasudevahindi and other texts in giving the account of

Nami and Vinami, and further states that of the vidyadharas, the following

eight classes, namely, ‘Manus, Manavas, Kausikas, Gaurikas, Gandjiaras,

Bhumitundakas, Mulaviryas and §ahkukas’, belonged to the Aryas,

Adityas, or Gandharvas while the other eight, namely, the

‘Matahga’, the ‘Panduka’, the ‘Kala’, the ‘Svapaka’, the ‘Parvata

,

the ‘Varnsalaya’, the ‘Pandumtila’, and the ‘Vrksamula’, classes belonged

to the Daityas, the Pannagas or the Matahgas.^” This division into

the Arya vidyas and the Daitya vidyas opens a new road of investigation

in the evolution of Indian Tantra.

The Harivamsa further gives the following iconographical description

of these sixteen classes of vidyadharas : the Gaurikas hold the lotus and

wear a garland of lotuses ; the Gandharas put on a red woollen ‘shawl’ and

carry the rosary of red beads ; the Manavas put on golden and yellow

kauseya garments and shine with variegated colours ;
the Manuputrakas

wearing reddish garments are adorned with jewels ; the Mulaviryas shining

with ornaments and garlands of various colours and types carry various
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kinds of shrubs in their hands ; the Bhumitundakas, living underground,

are adorned with golden ornaments and garlands and ( carry ) flowers of all

seasons ; the Sankukas wear kundalas of diverse design and colour as also

the armlets of naga-design ;
the Kausikas wear crowns and kundalas

beset with jewels ; black like clouds, the Matangas are adorned with

dark-blue garments and necklaces ; the Smasananilayas wear ornaments

of bones collected from cremation grounds and appear white besmeared

with the ashes therefrom , the Pandukas wear costly garments of dark-

blue hue ; the Kalasvapakas ( Kalas ) wear garments of black goat-skin ;

the ^vapakas with brown hair shine with ornaments of gold ;
the

Parvateyas adorned with crowns and garlands, put on garments of leaves ;

the Vamsalaya wear garlands made of flowers of all seasons and are

adorned with crests of bamboo-leaves ; while the Vrksamulikas shine

with big cobras used as ornaments.*®

Besides the lists of the sixteen classes of vidyadharas, the author

of the Harivatnsa gives a list of Maha-vidyas and states that the following

vidyas, belonging to the above-mentioned sixteen classes, are assigned the

chief position amongst all vidyas : ‘Prajnapti’, ‘RohinP, ‘Angarini’, ‘Maha-

Gauri’, ‘Gauri’, ‘Mahasveta’, ‘Mayurl’, ‘Arya-Kusmanda-devi*, ‘Acyuta’,

‘Aryavati’, ‘Gandharl’, ‘Nirvrti^, ‘Bhadra-Kali’, ‘Maha-Kali’, ‘Kali’, and

‘Kalamukh?.**

The list is important in as much as, besides being one of the earliest

complete lists of the sixteen vidyas available to us, it difiFers largely from

the somewhat later lists supplied by writers of both the sects. According

to these later traditions, the sixteen Mahavidyas are : 1- ‘Rohini

,

2. ‘Prajnapti’, 3. ‘Vajrasrhkhala’, 4. ‘Vajrankusa’, 5. ‘Cakresvari ( Sve )’,

‘Jambunada ( Dig. )’, 6. ‘Naradatta’ or ‘Purusadatta’, 7. ‘Kali’, 8. ‘Maha-

Kall’, 9. ‘Gauri’, 10. ‘Gandhari’, 11. ‘Sarvastra-mahajvala ( §ve. )’, ‘Jvalama-

lini ( Dig. )’, 12. ‘Manavi’, 13. ‘Vairotya ( Sve )’, ‘Vairoti (Dig. )’, 14.

‘Acchupta ( §ve. )’, ‘Acyuta ( Dig. )’, 15. ‘ManasT’, 16. ‘Maha-Manasi’,.**

An incomplete work called Samhitasara^ attributed to the great

Digambara acarya Indranandi ( c. 861 ^aka year ; 939 A. D. ) gives a list

of these Mahavidyas. According to this text, the fifth vidya-devi is called

‘Apraticakra’ while the names of other vidyas do not dificr from the list

noted above. Though a list of the sixteen Mahavidyas is not available
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in the Adipurana of the Digambara writer Jinasena II ( c. 815-877 A. D. )

or in the Uttarapurana of his pupil Gunabhadra, Mahavidyas like Prajnapti

and Mahajvala were known to them.^

Amongst the Svetambaras, as shown above, only four goddesses were

known as Maha-vidyas up to the time of Haribhadra suri ( c. 700-800 A. D. ).

But the Tijayapahutta stotra attributed to Manadeva suri ( before the 9th

century A. D. ) gives a list of the sixteen vidyadevis. Again, the

Parsvanatha stotra of Sivanaga (c. 893 A.D ) refers to Parsvanatha as the Lord

of the sixteen vidyas.^“ ^ilanka, the author of Caupannamahapurusa-cariyam

< c. 868 A. D. ), giving an abridged account of Nami and Vinami, says that

they were granted lordship over 48,000 maha-vidyas with ‘Prajnapti’ as

the chief amongst them. Evidently, ^ilahka followed an early tradition

even though several more Maha-vidyas were known in his times.^

One more Svetambara tradition deserves special notice. Both

Bappabhatti surF ( c. 743-838 A. D. ) and Sobhana muni ( c, 973 A. D.

composed short hymns in adoration of the twenty-four Tirthankaras.

Along with each Tirthankara they generally praised one goddess ( and
rarely a god ) who is usually one of the sixteen Mahavidyas. Both do not

maintain the same order which shows that no special association was
intended between the Jina and the vidya praised together with him. It is

indeed surprising to find the Maha-vidyas invoked together with the

different Tirthankaras instead of their attendant yaksinxs.

In the following pages is discussed the iconography of the sixteen
Maha-vidyas known to the Svetambara and the Digambara Jaina sects

from c 800 A. D. Images or paintings of these goddesses are very rare
though their popularity in ancient Jaina ritual is attested by literary

sources As yet no sculpture or painting of a Digambara Maha-vidya
is brought to light but future researches carried out with the help of
the following monographic tables may result in some interesting
discoveries.

Amongst the Svetambaras, a very valuable set of sculptures is fortu-
nately preserved in the dome of the sabha-mandapa of the famous shrine,
Vimala vasahi at Abu, bufit by Vimala saha in 1088 V. S. The shrine
underwent repairs later in c. 1378 V. S., but the sculptures published
seem to be the work of the artists of Vimala saha. Another set is preserved
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in a similar dome in the Luna Vasahi, built by Tejahpala at Abu in

J232 A. D. Almost half of the extant sculptures in the Luna vasahi set

are ugly copies placed there by modern, crude hands. Two more sets,

one showing the Maha-vidyas in a standing posture and the other

representing them in a sitting posture, are preserved on the outer wall

of the shrine of the Kharatara-vasahi, Abu, built in the sixteenth century

A. D. It was not possible to photograph these two sets for want of proper

facilities.®

A set of six-armed Maha-vidyas, arranged in a beautiful circle

round a sixteen-petalled full-grown lotus and each standing on a small

lotus, the whole group creating the impression of a circular dance full

of movement, is preserved in a corridor ceiling in front of cell no. 41,

Vimala vasahi. The set seems to be a later addition and represents

a tradition which is different from the main set noted above. Identi-

fications of a few of these six-armed figures are attempted in the

following pages with but little success and should be regarded as

tentative. Even in the main set the task of recognising the different

vidyas has not been fully fruitful. All the figures of the main

set are described in the following analysis and arranged according

to their number in the standard lists of Maha-vidyas available

in mediaeval Jaina literature. In the Vimala vasahi itself they are

placed in circular order, beginning with Rohini whose identifica-

tion cannot be questioned and who tops the lists of vidya-

devis.

A palm-leaf manuscript of seven different works bound in one

volume ( folios numbered in a consecutive order ), preserved in the Jaina

Bhandara at Chani, contains miniatures of the sixteen Maha-vidyas,

Sarasvati, Ambika, Laksmi, Brahma-santi and KaparddI on different

folios. Stylistically, the set belongs to the thirteenth century A. D.

Hitherto it was erroneously supposed that the manuscript contains a date,

V. S. 1218. But Muni Punyavijaya, a veteran Jaina scholar, who has

carefully examined the manuscript, says that a reference to the death of

Vijayasena suri in V. S. 1301, at the end of ‘Pinda-niryukti’, on folios

131-32, shows clearly that the manuscript was copied some time

after A. D. 1245.®

31
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ROHINI : THE FIRST MAHAVIDYA

Rohini who stands at the top in all Jaina lists of Vidyadevis, is so

called because she makes the seed of ‘punya’ grow up.^ Her great prowess

is praised everywhere and she is said to protect the worshippers "

The Digambara yaksini of the second Jina Ajitanatha is also known

as Rohini. It is interesting to find that the conch symbol and the cow

vehicle are common to some of the forms of Rohini, the yaksi, and Rohini,

the Vidyadevi.

In worship, two varieties of forms of the Maha-Vidya Rohini are

widespread : they are the four-armed and the multi-armed ones.

I. Four-Armed Variety. Bappabhatti suri gives the earliest

dhyana of Rohini, according to which the goddess is white in complexion,

bears the arrow, the rosary, the bow and the conch in her hands, and

rides a cow.^^

This early tradition has been followed by Sobhana munP and the

authors of Nirvanakalika*'* and Acaradinakara,®^ as well as the Mantra-

dhiraja-kalpa of Sagarcandra.^® According to the Nirvanakalika, Rohini is

white in complexion, rides a cow and carries the rosary and the arrow in her

two right hands while holding the conch and the bow in the two left ones.

Another variety of this form is found in the Chanl palm-leaf

miniature which represents her riding a cow and holding the

arrow and the bow in the right and the left upper hands. Her two lower

hands show the ‘varada’ and the conch symbols. Golden in complexion,

Rohini wears a crown, a green bodice and a lower garment of red and

green design. No dhyana for this form is forthcoming.

A beautiful sculpture of Rohini is found on the ceiling in the main

‘mandapa’ of the famous Vimala vasahi shrine at Mt. Abu. Rohini is

here represented as standing with the cow as her vehicle. Her right lower

hand, held in the ‘varada’ pose, carries the rosary while the left lower

shows the conch symbol. The remaining two symbols are unfortunately

mutilated but the upper part of the broken arrow in her right

upper hand is still visible. A similar figure is carved on a pillar in

one of the Jaina temples at Kumbharia. In the Kharataravasahi sets,

she shows the same set of symbols, but the arrow is mutilated in

both figures.
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The Digambara tradition, represented by the Pratistbatilaka*^ and

the Pratisthasaroddhara,®* give another set of symbols for this goddess,

namely, the jar of nectar ( kalasa ), the conch, the lotus and the fruit.

Golden in complexion, Rohini sits on the lotus. Vasunandi gives the

same complexion and the vahana for this goddess. He calls her four-armed

but refers to the conch, the lotus and the fruit symbols only.

Subhacandra gives yet another form in his Sarasvata-yantra-puja

Here the vidya shows the spear, the lotus, the ‘varada mudra’ and the

fruit in her four hands and sits in ‘sukhasana’ on the lotus.

II. Six-Armed Variety. In the set of six-armed Maha-vidyas in the

Viraala vasahi, it is difficult to distinguish between Rohini, the first Maha-

vidya and Acchupta, the fourteenth, since both these goddesses are said

to carry the bow and the arrow while there is only one figure with these

two symbols. Again, since vahanas are omitted in this set and as no

dhyanas are available from any text, the task becomes more difficult.

Nor is there any parallel set available in sculptures or paintings.

III. Eight-Armed Variety. A metal image, now being worshipped

in the ^antinatha temple, Cambay, represents an eight-armed goddess

seated in ‘lalitasana’ on a cow with her right foot hanging. Over her

head is a miniature figure of a Jina seated in the dhyana mudra,

padmasana. The goddess carries, in her left hands, the noose, an indistinct

symbol, the bow, and the citron. Her right hands show the disc, the arrow

and the ‘varada mudra’. The image is thus a rare specimen of the eight-

armed Rohini vidya, in ^vetambara worship.

An eight-armed figure of a goddess on a pillar in the compound of

the Digambara Jaina temple no. 12 at Deogarh fort, Jhansi district, U. P-,

also sits on the cow vehicle and carries the noose, the bow, the arrow

and the citron in her left hands. In the right hands can be seen the

disc, an indistinct symbol, the ‘khadga’ and the ‘varada mudra’. The cow
- vehicle is seen in front of her seat. The form is thus identical

with the Cambay figure. But the Deogarh figure represents the

yaksini Malini of the Digambara tradition, as can be inferred from another

inscribed sculpture discovered from the same site.^ One has therefore

to be cautious in labelling a Jaina sculpture for often the title depends

upon the sects to which it belongs. However, it seems that the yaksi
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Malini of the Digambaras is based upon the earlier Jaina vidya-devi

Rohini whose antiquity cannot be questioned. The Cambay bronze is

not inscribed but since it appears to be a product of the late mediaeval

Gujarati art and since it is being worshipped in a temple of the ^vetambara

sect which has a very large following in Gujarat, it is probable that

the Cambay bronze was originally installed by the Svetambaras as the

Rohini vidya.

IV. Multi-Armed Variety. A multi-armed form of the goddess is

thus described by the Nirvanakalika : “Om Hail ! Oblation to Rohini,

seated on the eastern petal ( of the ‘mandala’ or the magic circle ), whose
complexion is as white as the moon, and who holds the conch, the bow
and such other weapons in her numerous hands’V^

Worship of Rohini seems to have been introduced in Jainism from
very early times, as the Avasyaka curnl includes her amongst the

four Maha-vidyas. Haribhadra also refers to a ‘Rohini-tapaV^ some
kind of austerities to propitiate the goddess Rohini. A vidya-devI called

Maha-Rohini was also known to the author of the Vasudevahindl.^
Possibly this was the multi-armed variety of Rohini discussed above.

PRAJNAPTI : THE SECOND MAHAVADYA
Prajnapti is so called because she has wide ( ‘prakrsta’ ) knowledge

( jnapti ). She is also invoked for removing miseries and destroying
enemies.

^The Digambara yaksin?^ of the Jina Sambhavanatha is also called
Prajnapti. As a yaksini she holds a different set of symbols though the
vahana in both cases remains unchanged.

Prajnapti has three chief varieties of forms according as she has
( 1 ) two ( 2 ) four or ( 3 ) many arms.

1 Two-.4rmed Variety. The Acaradinakara« describes her as shining
like a lotus petal and as riding the peacock, with the sakti ( dart ) and
the lotus held in her two hands.

^obhana muni also calls her ‘sakti-kara ( i. e. one who has the
javelin in her hand ).« Bappabhatti refers specially to her ‘sakti’ symbol
but unfortunately remains silent about the number of her arms • he
aowever mentions the peacock vehicle.^^ Thus the ‘sakti’ seems to be
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her chief distinguishing symbol along with the peacock vahana, in the

Svetambara tradition.

The Digambara text Pratisthasaroddhara^® says that the goddess

holds the ‘khadga’ ( sword ) and the disc in her hands. Dark-blue in

complexion, she enjoys her ride on the horse vehicle. The Sarasvata-

yantra-puja of ^ubhacandra gives this form and calls her ‘DhisanildL’

as well.™

II. Four-Armed Variety. According to Nirvanakalika,®* Prajnapti

is white in complexion, rides a peacock and has four arms showing the

‘varada’ and the ‘sakti’ in her two right hands and the citron and

the ‘sakti’ in the two left ones.

The Cham miniature representing a slightly different variety,

shows the goddess seated in ‘bhadrasana’, and holding the javelins

in the two upper hands while the two lower ones display the ‘varada’ pose.

Golden in complexion, the deity puts on a white garment of black

design ; while the peacock vehicle is shown at the side.

According to Sagaracandra,®® Prajnapti bears the trident, the staff,

the ‘abhaya’ and the citron in her four hands- Red in complexion she

is further called ‘Sargasanastha’.

The Vimala vasahi, Mt. Abu, contains two beautiful sculptures of

Prajnapti. The first placed in the dome of the ‘sabha-mandapa’

represents her in a standing attitude and carrying the ‘sakti’ and the

‘kukkuta’ in her right and the left upper hands respectively ; the remain-

ing hands are mutilated. The peacock is shown as her vahana.

The second sculpture, from a group of four vidyadevis in the ceiling

opposite cell no. 39, represents her riding on a peacock and showing

the ‘varada’ and the ‘sakti’ in the two right hands and the ‘abhaya* and

the ‘kukkuta’ in the two left ones. It seems that both the sculptures

are of the same variety of form.

Another figure of the goddess is carved on the door-frame of cell

no. 43, Vimalavasahi. Here the vidya shows the citron instead of the

‘abhaya’ in the preceding figure.

The Kharataravasahi sets present a new variety for which no
dhyanas are available. The devi carries the ‘vajra’ in the two upper hands

and shows the ‘varada’ and the fruit in the right and the left lower ones.

32
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A peacock is shown as the vahana in the standing as well as sitting

postures.

The Digambara text Pratisthatilaka,®^ however, supplies another

form with the disc, the ‘khadga’ ( sword ), the conch and the vatada

symbols.

Vasunandi,®^ giving a Digambara tradition merely refers to one

symbol for most of the sixteen vidyadevis. According to him Prajnapti

is four-armed and dark in complexion and holds the ‘khadga’ in her hand.

It will be evident that the ‘khadga’ is her chief distinguishing symbol in

the Digambara tradition.

III. Six-Armed Variety. In the Vimala vasahi set of six-armed

vidyas, a goddess carries the ‘sakti’ in her right uppermost hand, an

indistinct symbol in the corresponding left, and shows the ‘jnana mudra

,

with the middle pair of hands. Her right third hand shows the varada

mudra’ while the ‘abhaya’ is shown by the corresponding left. She

appears to be Prajnapti, the second Maha-vidya,

IV, Multi-Armed Variety, According to the Nirvanakalika®®

Prajnapti shines like a lotus and carries the ‘sakti’ and numerous such

weapons in her many hands.

The worship of Prajnapti must have been wide-spread in ancient times

as she has been referred as one of the four Maha-vidyas by Jinadasa.

She is also known to the author of the Paumacariyam, Sanghadasa,

the author of the Vasudevahindi, describes how Pradyumna could make
Jambavati change her form with the help of the Prajnapti vidya.

Prajnapti is also invoked in the story of Kamalamela, given in the Brhat-

kalpa-Bhasya and the Avasyaka-tika of Haribhadra,®® especially for change

of form. The Adipurana®^ refers to the Maha-Prajnapti-vidya which,

along with other vidyas, grants the worshipper his desired boons. The
Maha-Prajnapti of the Adipurana was possibly a multi-armed form of the

Prajnapti vidya.

Although no sadhanas of Prajnapti are available, certain inferences

regarding the nature of this vidya can be drawn from the texts referred

to above. She seems to have been specially invoked for change of

form. The title Prajnapti obviously denotes knowledge, as suggested

by Hemacandra, and may be compared with the Buddhist terms Prajna
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and Prajnaparamita. In ancient times this was the proper term for true
knowledge and intelligence. The fifth Jaina Anga text is known
as Vyakhya-Prajnapti Another ancient text is styled Prajnapana sutra.
It may be that originally Prajnapti vidya was propitiated for obtaining
supernatural cognition. In this capacity she invites comparison with
Sarasvati who is also associated with the peacock.

It will be remembered that according to the Paumacariyam Ravana
propitiated ‘Prajnapti’ along with ‘Kaumari’, ‘Candali’, ‘Varahi’, ‘Kauberi’,

Aisani
, ^ankari’, ‘Jaya’, ‘Vijaya’, and other vidyas. Obviously many of

these are familiar ancient goddesses of the Brahmanical pantheon- Of
these, Kaumari, the well-known Matrka and the female counterpart or
energy of Kumara ( Skanda ), is conceived parallel with Prajnapti.

Kaumari is four-armed and carries according to the Arpsumadbhedagama,
the sakti’ and the ‘kukkuta’ in two hands while showing the ‘varada’ and
the abhaya with the other two. The peacock is her vahana.*®

VAJRASRNKHALA : THE THIRD MAHA-VIDYA

The goddess is named after her distinguishing symbol ‘vajra-srnkhala,

or adamantine chain, that is to say, a chain as strong as adamant.®®

The yaksini of the Tirthankara Abhinandana is also called

Vajrasrnkhala in the Digambara tradition although she does not show the
chain symbol.

This Vidyadevi usually sits on a lotus and the chain in her hand is

the recognition symbol. She is worshipped in three principal varieties of
form, namely, the two-armed, four-armed and the multi-armed.

1. Two-Armed Variety. The Pratisthasaroddhara®® ( Digambara ) as
well as the ^obhana-stuti®^

( Svetambara ) seem to refer to a
two-armed

_
variety with the chain in one or both the hands.

Bappabhatti suri also follows the same tradition.®^ Golden in complexion
according to both sects, she has the lotus-vahana acording to the
Svetambaras.

The Acaradinakara gives the chain and the club as her symbols.
According to it, the goddess is golden in complexion and sits on the lotus.®*

The Sarasvata-yantra-puja of Subhacandra®* gives quite a difierent
tradition, according to which the deity holds the ‘vajra’ in her hands and
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rides the elephant. Her hand is said to shine like gold which suggests

that she was conceived as golden in complexion.

II. Fwr~Armed Variety. In this variety are found two principal

sets of symbols. According to the Nirvanakalika,*® followed by the

Mantradhiraja-kalpa,®® the goddess is as white as the conch, and sits on a

lotus, showing the ‘varada’ and the chain in the two right hands and the
lotus and the chain in the two left ones.

The Digambara tradition, represented by the Pratisthatilaka,*’ gives

the chain, the conch, the lotus and the citron in her four hands
The Chani miniature shows a third variety. The goddess sits

on a lotus in the ‘bhadrasana’ and carries the chain in the upper pair of
hands, while the lower pair show the ‘varada’ and the citron in the right
and the left respectively. Golden in appearance, she wears a green bodice
and a black lower garment with red lines.

In the Vimala vasahi are found two sculptures representing this
goddess. The first, placed in a group of sixteen Maha-vidyas, in the
ceiling of the central mandapa, represents her standing and holding the
chain with two upper hands, while the two lower ones show the rosary
and the mace ( ‘gada* ). The lotus is her cognizance.

Another sculpture from bhava’ no. 28
, shows her seated in

‘lalitasana’ with the right foot hanging. Both the upper hands of the
goddess carry the chain whUe the right lower hand shows the ‘varada
mudra’. The symbol held in the left lower hand is mutilated beyond
recognition. The lotus is her cognizance.

In the Kharataravasahl sets both the standing and the sitting figures
of t^ goddess Vajrasrnkhala have identical symbols, namely, the chain
in the two upper hands, the ‘varada mudra’ in the right lower and the
fruit in the left lower. The lotus is her cognizance. «

III. Six-Armed Variety. A six-armed form of the goddess is
carved in one of the corridor-ceilings of the Vimala vasahi. The
goddess here sits upon a stool in the ‘lalita’ pose and carries with the
uppermost pair of hands, the two ends of the adamantine chain running
across t e ack of her head. The lowermost right hand shows the
varada mudra while the corresponding left carries the mace The
central pair of hands is mutilated. Probably the two central hands
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showed the ‘jnana mudra’. This is inferred on the evidence of the

sixteen Mahavidyas arranged in a group in the ceiling in front of cell

no. 41, of the same temple, where the goddess carries the chain in her

two uppermost hands, shows indistinct mudras with the central pair,

the ‘varada mudra’ with the third right hand and the ‘abhaya’ with the

corresponding left.

IV. Multi-Armed Vctriety. The Nirvanakalika®* gives a multi-armed

form showing various symbols beginning with the iron-chain, etc. In

this form the deity is golden in complexion, and presides over the

southern quarter.

A curious figure of a sixteen-armed goddess sitting in the^ lalita

pose upon a stool is preserved in ‘bhava’ no. 31, Vimala vasahi. The

goddess is attended upon by a standing female fly-whisk bearer on each

side. Her two uppermost hands carry the chain running over the top of

her crown while two left lower hands hold the mace and the kalasa.

The rest of the symbols are mutilated. A vahana with the face mutilated

but looking like a horse is standing in front of her seat. Now, in

the Svetambara pantheon, Kandarpa, the yaksini of the fifteenth Jina

has the horse vehicle and shows the lotus, the goad, the lotus and the

‘abhaya’ in her four hands. Canda or Pracanda, the twelfth yaksini, also

has the horse vahana and shows the club, the flower, the ‘varada and

the ‘sakti’ in her four hands. The above figure has the club symbol

but since the majority of symbols are mutilated, it is diflScult to identify

her as Canda or Kandarpa. But the chain symbol ( held in the upper-

most hands ) is not carried by any other goddess of the Svetambara

pantheon and hence it is probable that the sculpture represents the

Vajrasrnkhala Maha-vidya of the Svetambaras, the horse vehicle being

an exception to the general rule.

The above account shows that the appellation referred to this goddess

since she carried a chain as hard ( and invincible ) as the ‘vajra’ ( or an

adamantine chain ).

Vajrasrnkhala is an emanation of Amoghasiddhi in Vajrayana

Buddhism,®® and is named after the ‘vajra- knkhala’ carried in

one of her hands. Vajra has a special significance and means Sunya

in the Vajrayana. Both Vajrasrnkhala and Vajrahkusi of the
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Jainas seem to have been influenced by Buddhist goddesses of the

same names.

VAJRANKUSi: THE FOURTH MAHAVIDYA

This deity, like the preceding one is named after her two chief

distinguishing symbols, namely, the ‘vajra’ and the ‘ankusa’.'® The goddess

generally rides the elephant.

She is represented in three chief forms : ( 1 )
Two-armed,

( 2 ) Four-armed and ( 3 ) Multi-armed.

I. Two-Armed Variety. Both BappabhattF^ and §obhana muni,^^

representing an early tradition, describe her as holding the thunderbolt

and the goad in her hands. Golden in complexion, the vidyadevi is

said to ride a white elephant.

The Digambara tradition given by the Sarasvata-yantra-puja also

prescribes the same form of the goddess, but she is said to be black

in complexion.

The Pratisthasaroddhara’’ also describes a two-armed form but the

vajra is here replaced by a ‘vina’. Besides, the devi is said to ride a

‘puspa-yana.’

II. Four-Armed Variety. The Acaradinakara^^ gives the sword, the

Vajra’. the shield and the spear as the symbols in her four hands. The
deity is golden in complexion and rides a rutting elephant. Being strong

as the thunderbolt ( ‘vajra’ ) she is invoked for removing the obstacles of

the whole world.

The Nirvanakalika'® says that the devI, golden in complexion, shows
the Varada mudra’ and the ‘vajra’ in the two right hands and the citron

and the goad in the two left ones. The elephant is her vehicle.

Sagarcandra, in his Mantradhirajakalpa,^® invokes her for removing
miseries, and describes her as golden in appearnace and holding the fruit,

the rosary, the goad and the trident in her four hands. The goddess
rides an elephant and is attended upon by numerous deities.

According to Pratisthatilaka,^’ representing the Digambara tradition,

the deity Vajrankusi holds the goad, the lotus and the citron in her
hands. The fourth symbol, not specified in the text, should probably
be the ‘vajra’.
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The Chani miniature represents her as holding the ‘vajra’ in the

two upper hands while the lower ones show the ‘varada’ in the right and

the citron in the left. She is golden in complexion and rides the elephant.

She wears a red lower garment.

The ceiling of the rahgamandapa, Vimala vasahi, contains a standing

sculpture of this goddess. The elephant is shown as her vahana. She

carries the goad in the right upper hand, the rosary in the right lower,

the ‘vajra’ in the left upper and the citron in the left lower.

A sculpture in the corresponding ceiling of the Luna vasahi temple,

built by Tejahpala at Abu, contains another representation of Vajrankusi

standing with the elephant as her vahana. The citron in the Vimala

vasahi figure is here replaced by the water-pot while the rest of the

symbols remain unchanged.

A beautiful sculpture of Vajrankusi sitting in the ‘lalita’ pose with

the elephant as her vahana is preserved in a ceiling of the Vimala vasahi

containing representations of Vajrasrhkhala, Vajrankusi, Prajnapti

and Cakresvari in one group. The goddess carries the goad

and the ‘vajra’ in her right and the left upper hands respectively, the

left lower hand holds the ‘kalasa’ as in the Luna vasahi figure, while

the right lower one shows the ‘varada mudra’. A male attendant stands

on each side of the goddess. The figure is a good example of the art

of the period ( 1088 V. S. ).

The above sculpture may be compared with a later figure from the

same temple, carved on the door-frame of a smaller cell ( no. 40 ) contain-

ing an inscription dated 1373 V. S. ( 1321 A. D. ). The goddess here

shows the rosary and the pot in the right and the left lower hands

respectively while the rest of the symbols as also the vahana remain

unchanged.

In the Kharataravasahi, Abu, are two more figures of this

goddess, one in the standing and the other in the sitting posture. Both

represent the same form and hold the goad and the ‘vajra’ in the

right and the left upper hands while showing the ‘varada’ and

the citron in the corresponding lower ones. The elephant is the

vahana.

A peculiar four-armed figure is carved on a pillar in the Luna vasahi.
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Dilawata, Abu. Here a goddess stands in the tribhanga with the

elephant vehicle by her side and carries the goad and the chain in

the right and the left upper hands respectively. Her right lower hand

shows the ‘varada mudra’ while the left lower is mutilated. Obviously,

the chain in the left upper hand is due to the preceding Maha-vidya

Vajrasrnkhala and instead of a simple ‘vajra’, the artist erroneously

carved a ‘vajrasrnkhala’. The figure should be recognised as representing

the fourth Maha-vidya Vajrankusi.

III. Six-Armed Variety. In the ceiling in front of cell no. 41, Vimala
vasahi, amongst the group of sixteen six-armed Maha-vidyas, is a figure

of Vajrankusi carrying the ‘vajra’ in the uppermost right hand and the

goad in the corresponding left. The right lowermost shows the ‘varada’

while the corresponding left shows the ‘abhaya mudra’. The central

pair of hands shows the ‘jnana mudra’.

IV. Multi-Armed Variety. The Nirvanakalika’® referring to this

form, says that the deity holds tne ‘vajra’, the goad, the spear and such
other weapons in her many hands. Golden in complexion and fierce in

appearance, the goddess is called ‘Maha-Vajrankusi’ when represented
in this form.

Vajrankusi accompanies Vajratara in Buddhism. She is also the
gate-keeper of the Lokanatha-mandala. The deity is said to carry the
‘Vajrafikusa

( goad surmounted by Vajra ) and the ‘utpala’ in her hands.’**

In Buddhist iconography, Vajrankusa originally signified Ahkusa
surmounted by Vajra. Such a representation is not found amongst the
figures of the Jaina Vajrankusi discovered hitherto.

But the symbols of Vajrankusi remarkably agree with those of
‘Rambha’, a form of Gauri of the Brahmanical texts, who, according to
Rupamandana carries the ‘kamandalu’, the rosary, the ‘vajra’ and the goad.
The elephant is her vahana. The Brahmanical Matrka ‘AindrP,
t e female energy of Indra also carries the same symbols and rides the
elephant, according to the Devipurana.™

APRATICAKRA
( SVE ) OR JAMBUNADA ( DIG ) : THE FIFTH MAHAVIDYA

‘c- 7

Vidyadevi is known as ‘Apraticakra’, ‘Cakresvari’ or
Cakradhara in Svetambara tradition. In the Digambara tradition.
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however, the fifth place is occupied—by a goddess called ‘Jambunada’

holding an altogether diflferent set of symbols.

A* APRATICAKRA

The Svetambara designation of the fifth Vidyadevi is derived from
her chief distinguishing symbol, the ‘cakra’.®*^ Her name reminds us of

the yaksini of Rsabhanatha. who is also called Cakresvari and who shows

the disc and the eagle vehicle in the same way as this Vidyadevi.

Cakresvari vidya is known to have two principal varieties of form :

( 1 ) the four-armed and ( 2 ) the multi-armed. Of the two-armed form

no definite evidence is forthcoming, but its existence in earlier traditions

seems highlv probable, and the not altogether full descriptions in the

Acaradinakara,®^ the ^obhanastutP or the Caturvirnsatika of Bappabhatti®®

suri seem to refer to a two-armed variety only. The goddess is said to

be golden in complexion, holding discs in her hands and riding the

eagle.

/. Four-Armfid Varittf-y. The Nirvanakalika®* specifically says that

she holds discs in all the four hands. But here her colour is said to be

white like lightening.

The Mantradhirajakalpa®® calls her ‘Cakresvari* and gives the same

symbols but adds that her body shows variegated colours ( ‘vicitravarna’ )•

Besides, the usual eagle vehicle is here replaced by a man. Her body is

adorned with numerous ornaments.

The ChanI miniature representing this last named tradition shows

her seated on a cushion, and as four-armed, carrying discs in all hands.

She is, however, represented yellow in complexion, and wearing a bodice

of green colour and a white garment with black designs.

The Vimala vasahi contains a standing image of the goddess along

with the other vidvadevis in the ceiling of the rangamandapa. Aprati-

cakra here stands in the ‘tribhanga’ and is four-armed- The two upper
hands show the disc while the left lower carries the citron. The
right lower hand is mutilated. Near her right foot is her vahana,

the eagle.

Another figure from a ceiling in the same temple represents her

seated in ‘lalitasana’ on an eagle, and holding the same symbols. Her right
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lower hand here exhibits the ‘varada mudra’. The ceiling contains,

besides this figure, representations of Vajrankusi, Vajrasrhkhala

and Prajnapti, seated in each corner and having a small open lotus in its

centre. The ‘varada’ symbol of Apraticakra in this figure suggests that

the mutilated hand of the standing Apraticakra in the rangamandapa

ceiling of this temple also showed the ‘varada mudra’. It may be noted

that the eagle is represented like a human being. A similar figure of

the goddess is carved once more in the same temple, in the ceiling in

front of cell no. 24. A bronze figure of this Mahavidya seated upon

a stool with a miniature figure of her vehicle on the left lower corner is

preserved in the Museum of the Indian Historical Research Institute,

St. Xaviers’ College, Bombay. The figure can be assigned to c. the

fifteenth century A. D. on stylistic grounds. Here the goddess

carries the disc in her two upper hands and shows the rosary and the

citron in the right and the left lower hands respectively. The bronze

appears to be a product of Gujarati art and probably belongs to the

Svetambara sect. In the absence of a Tirtbahkara figure overhead, the

figure may be recognised as the Apraticakra Maha-vidya, and the fact

that the ‘varada mudra’ of the Vimala vasahl figures is here replaced by

the rosary need not hamper us for, such variations are often met

with in figures of other Jaina deities.

In the Luna vasahi, Abu, four goddesses are carved in one

ceiling and arranged on the four hands of a double cross ; the central

portion of this cross is occupied by a small lotus design while the

four corners of the ceiling (or the four sections formed by this

cross ) are occupied by bigger lotus designs. These four goddesses

ofiPer a difficult problem as all these admit of a double identification,

one as a vidyadevi and the other as a yaksini. Two of them
are four-armed and can be identified as Apraticakra vidya or

Cakresvari yaksi and the other as Manavi vidya or DharinI yaksi.

The two other goddesses are six-armed each, one may be Manasi

vidya or Bala yaksi while the other may be Gauri vidya or the

Kandarpa yaksi.

One figure from this group represents a goddess sitting in the ‘lalita’

pose on a stool in front of which is the eagle vehicle represented as a
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human being. The right lower hand of the goddess, held as in the

‘abhaya mudra’, carries a rosary while the left lower holds the citron.

In the Bombay bronze discussed above, the same symbols are shown with

the diflFerence that the right lower hand, carrying the rosary is held as in

the ‘varada mudra’. The palm-leaf manuscript of Hemacandra’s Trisasti-

salaka-purusa-caritra preserved in the Sanghavi pada Bhandara, Patan,

assignable to c. 1350 A. D., contains a miniature of the yaksi Cakresvari

showing the two discs, the ‘varada mudra", and the citron in her four

hands. But similarity of titles of the yaks! and the vidyadevi Cakresvari

has resulted in an interchange of symbols of the two deities and the

symbols in an earlier figure of this vidyadevi are found in a later figure of

the yaksini and ‘vice versa’“ Hence it would be better to regard this

earlier form as that of the vidyadevi Apraticakra. In the age of the Luna

vasahi although the diflFerent sets of yaksinis were already evolved, the

earlier practice of carving a two-armed Kubera-like yaksa and the two-

armed Ambika as attendants of almost all the Tirthankaras was more

popular, and it seems that the Cakresvari yaksini carried the conch instead

of the citron held by the vidyadevi. It would therefore be advisable to

regard all these four figures of the Luna vasahi as representing the vidya-

devis until further evidence to the contrary is brought to light.

The Kharataravasahl in the same group of temples, built in c.

the fifteenth century A. D., has two representations of this Maha-vidya ;

the first is in a standing posture and shows discs in the two upper hands

and the ‘varada’ and the conch in the right and the left lower hands

respectively. The second in a sitting posture, carries the ‘cakra’ and the

‘gada’ in the right and the left upper hands respectively and shows the

rosary and the conch in the corresponding lower ones. These forms

occur in earlier representations of the ‘yaksi’ Cakresvari at Prabhasa

Patan ( Saurastta ) and elsewhere but here they should be regarded as

representing the Apraticakra vidya inasmuch as they are given amongst

the sets of vidyadevis.

Another sculpture of Cakresvari from one of the corridor ceilings

of the Vimala vasahi, in front of cell no. 24 is a later addition as is

obvious from the style of the carving. The goddess here shows the

conch instead of the fruit held by other figures of the Apraticakra vidya
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in the Vimala vasahi. It is difficult to say whether this figure represented

a vidyadevi or a yaksini although on the evidence of the Kharataravasahi
one would be tempted to take her as a vidyadevi. This shows how
difficult it is to identify Jaina sculptures especially when they are without
inscriptions or found separated from context or group.

A standing figure of a four-armed Cakresvari preserved in a niche
in a temple in Patana, North Gujarat, is interesting. The goddess stands
in the tribhanga’ and carries the ‘cakra’ in each of her four hands.
A miniature figure of a Jina is placed on the top of the sculpture.

The vahana is missing. The symbols held by this figure agree with the
dhyanas of the Cakresvari vidya known from Svetambara works. But
the miniature figure of the Jina over the head of the goddess would
suggest that the figure was intended to be worshipped as the yaksi

Cakresvari. Being a .later figure, belonging to an age when mutual
borrowings of the forms of Cakresvari yaksi and Cakresvari vidva, mostly
due to oversight or ignorance, had already set in it is difficult to give a
correct Jabel to this figure. But the form certainly represents the
vidyadevi, whatever the intention of the sculptor might have been,

II. Six.Armed Variety. The ceiling in front of cell no. 41, referred
to above, also contains a representation of the Maha-vidva Apraticakra.
The devi here shows the discs in the uppermost pair of hands and the
pravacana

( ji^ana or vyakhyana ) mudra’ in the middle pair. Her
third right hand is held in the ‘varada’ pose while the corresponding left
carries the conch. It must be remembered that this group of vidyadevis
does not represent the same tradition or belong to the same age as the
main group of four-armed standing vidyas in the sabhamandapa-dome of
the Vimala vasahi.

n^ et six-armed figure of the vidyadevi is represented in theamous Caturmukha shrine at Ranakpur, Jodhpur state. Here the
^ upon a stool and carries the disc in each

Alfh 1,

nimiature figure of the eagle vehicle is seen below her left leg.

and nf-Iiar .. . I •

hands ), given by the Nirvanakalika

Apraticakra or erkreW Maha-vidya
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HI. Mvlti-Armed Variety. The Nirvanakalika*' describes a multi-

armed form, shining like gold and holding discs of dazzling brilliance,

a bolt and such other weapons ( not specified in the text ) in her many

hands.

A palm-leaf manuscript of the Rsabhadeva-caritra of Varddhamana
acarya, copied in Samvat 1189 ( A. D. 1131-33 ) in Prahladanapura ( modern

Palanapur ), is now preserved in the Samgha-Bhandara, Patan. It contains

a well-preserved miniature of an eighteen-armed goddess®® sitting upon
a full-blown lotus with a small figure of the eagle vehicle painted on her

right. She shows in her right hands, beginning from the topmost hand,

the ‘cakra’, the arrow, the goad, the lotus, the sword, the ‘vajra’, an

indistinct symbol ( ‘sakti’ ? ), the Varada* and ‘pravacana mudras’.

In a corresponding order are shown in her left hands, the ‘cakra’, the bow,

the noose, the pestle, the shield, the conch, the axe, the trident and the

‘abhaya mudra’. Obviously she represents a multi-armed Cakresvari.

Being a book-illustration of the life of Rsabhanatha whose attendant yaksi

is called Cakresvari, one would expect to find a miniature of the ‘yaksi’

Cakresvari. But no dhyana of the said ‘yaksi’ is known whereas the

figure agrees with the dhyana of the multi-armed ‘vidyadevi’ Apraticakra

given by the Nirvanakalika. It seems that both the yaks! and the

vidyadevi Cakresvari were at this stage regarded as one and the same

deity. It is also possible that the Cakresvari vidya was represented here

with full knowledge of her forms, for the evidence of the Chani

palm-leaf miniatures discussed here shows that such departures were

not unusual.

The iconographic peculiarities of the Cakresvari vidya discussed

above, especially of her four-armed forms, may be compared with those

of the Brahmanical goddess Vaisnavi who also holds the ‘cakra’ and rides

the eagle. In fact one can easily make mistakes by labelling the one for

the other as has already been done by Professor Vogel when he identified

the Mathura museum image®® of Cakresvari as Vaisnavi.

B. JAMBUNADA

The Digambara traditions give two forms for the fifth Vidyadevi

and calls her Jambunada. She is either ( 1 ) two-armed or ( 2 ) four-
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armed, and usually rides the peacock. The goddess is called Jambunada

probably because she looks like ‘jambunada’ or gold.

I. Two-Armed Variety. According to Asadhara*® Jambunada holds

the sword and the spear in her hands and rides the peacock. §ubhacandra

also gives the same symbols in his Sarasvata-yantra-puja. She is golden

in complexion.

II. Four-Armed Variety. According to Nemicandra, the author of

Pratisthatilaka,®^ the goddess holds the ‘khadga’, the spear, the lotus and

the citron in her four hands. Vasunandi also refers to a four armed form,

but instead of mentioning all the four weapons, gives only one, namely,

the sword. According to this authority, the devi is golden in complexion.

Although not specified, the peacock may be taken as her vahana in all

varieties of forms.

NARADATTA OR PURUSADATTA: THE SIXTH MAHAVIDYA

Both the Jaina sects address the sixth Vidyadevi as Purusadatta or

Naradatta, but show dififerent symbols in her hands. It may however be

noted that the yaksini of Sumatinatha bears the same name in the

Digambara pantheon. The yaksini of Munisuvrata in the Svetambara

tradition is also known as Na radatta. In both cases the symbols dififer

from those held by the Vidyadevi Naradatta. Hemacandra’s explanation

of her name is not convincing.®'

Purusadatta is described as two-armed, four-armed and multi-armed

according to the Jain texts.

I. Two-Armed Variety. Sobhana muni®® describes her as holding the

sword and the shield. Her fierce laughter and the dazzling beauty of form

are also emphasized, Acaradinakara®* following this tradition adds that

the goddess is white in complexion and rides a buffalo which is as black

as the cloud. The author calls her ‘Purusagradatta’. Bappabhatti suri®®

differs in assigning to her a golden complexion.

In the Digambara tradition represented by Asadhara®*, Purusadatta is

white, holds the ‘vajra’ and the lotus and rides a ruddy goose ( cakravaka ).

Subhacandra agrees with Asadhara.
II. Four-Armed Variety. According to the Nirvanakalika,®^

Purusadatta is golden in appearance, rides a she-buffalo and shows the
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‘varada’ and the sword in the two right hands and the citron and the

shield in the two left ones.

According to the Mantradhirajakalpa,®* Naradatta sits on a red lotus

and shows in her four hands the sword, the shield, the citron and the

‘abhaya mudra’. She shines like gold.

In the Chani palm-leaf miniature, Purusadatta is golden in complexion,

and holds the sword and the shield in the right and the left upper hands

respectively. The second right hand shows the ‘varada mudra’ while

the left lower carries the citron. The goddess wears a red garment

and rides a buffalo. The form agrees with the description as found in

the Nirvanakalika.

The Digambara text Prat-sthatilaka*® mentions the ‘vajra’, the lotus,

the conch, and the fruit as the symbols held by the goddess in her

four hands.

A standing figure of the goddess is found amongst the group of

vidyadevis in the sabhamandapa of the Vimala vasahi. The devi stands

in the ‘tribhaAga’ pose and carries the lotus in each of the two upper

hands, and the rosary and the pot in the right and the left lower

ones respectively. The buffalo vehicle helps us to identify her as

Purusadatta from the whole group of sixteen vidyadevis. It has not been

possible, however, to discover the dhyana for a form with these symbols.

A similar form is also shown in the Lunavasahi set. The identifica-

tions are tentative.

Nor is it possible to obtain a dhyana for the form of Purusadatta

represented in the standing and the sitting attitude in the two sets of the

Kharataravasahi, Abu. Here the goddess shows the ‘vajra’ in the right

upper hand, the noose in the left upper, the ‘varada’ in the right lower

and the citron in the left lower. The vahana is indistinct and looks like

a buffalo. Since the vidyadevis in these sets are arranged in the usual

order given in all lists, the figures unmistakably represent the Maha-

vidya Purusadatta.

111. Six-Armed Variety. All the goddesses in the group represented

in front of the cell no. 41, Vimala vasahi, referred to above, cannot be

identified since they are neither arranged in the order of the lists available

in ^vetambara texts nor are the vahanas represented with any of them.
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Again, a comparison with the bigger set in the sabhamandapa of this

remple shows that this group represents a later and diflFerent tradition.

However, the existence of a six-armed variety is attested by this group,

and if a comparison with the four armed image discussed above is made
the goddess carrying the lotuses in the uppermost pair of hands and

showing the ‘jnana mudra’ with the middle pair, the ‘varada’ with the

right lowermost hand and the citron with the corresponding left, may be

identified as a six-armed form of Naradatta Maha-vidya.
IV. Multi-Armed Variety. According to the description in the

Nirvanakalika,™ the goddess is golden in complexion, wears a white
garment and holds numerous missiles in her many arms. The dhyana
shows that the goddess was conceived to be more powerful with numerous
hands and weapons.

A sixteen-armed figure of a goddess with the bufifalo as her vahana
is represented in a ceiling in the corridor of the Vimala vasahi. The
goddess sits in the ‘lalita’ pose on a raised seat and is attended upon
by a standing female fly-whisk-bearer on each side. On three sides of
this big panel are some miniature figures including the eight ‘matrkas’,
Gahesa and Bhairava. Some of the hands of the goddess are mutilated
but the noose, the sword, the citron and the rosary can be recognised in
her right hands while the pestle, the shield, the mace and the pot of
nectar are still visible in the left ones.

It is difficult to identify such multi-armed figures of the Jaina
pantheons when symbols of some of the hands are mutilated and when
the literary texts do not mention the number of arms or all the symbols
own y the deity. The buffalo vehicle of Purusadatta is our chief guide

in this case. Again, the sword and the shield symbols held by this figure
are t e chief recognising symbols of Purusadatta. BappabhattI who
supp les the oldest set of dhyanas for these vidyadevis refers to these
symbols held by Purusadatta.

Purusadatta, it may be remembered, is difficult to identify in the main
set of four-armed vidyas in the Vimala vasahi. The goddess with the
buffalo vahana does not carry the sword and the shield. But in this case
at .east we can sefely recognise a sixteen-armed form of Purusadatta.

t seems that this form of the goddess was known as Maha-
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purusadatta. The Avasyaka-Niryukti says that a Vidya-siddha is one who

has mastery over all the vidyas. But one who has propitiated even one

Maha-vidya is called Vidya-siddha, as was Arya Khaputacarya Haribhadra

suri, commenting on this verse, says that Maha-vidyas like ‘Maha-

purusadatta’ are meant’®^ Thus Maha-Purusadatta was one of the most

ancient and powerful of the Tantric deities.

Maha-Purusadatta offers comparison with the Brahmanical goddess

Durga who is also associated with the buffalo and who carries

numerous weapons like the sword, the shield, etc. Of the nine

Durgas described by the Bhavisyat-purana, from an earlier text, Skanda-

yamala, eight, namely, ‘Rudra-canda’, ‘Pracanda’, ‘Candogra’, ‘Canda-nayik^

‘Canda’, ‘Candavati’, ‘Ati-candika’ and ‘Ugra-candika’, each one has sixteen

arms.^'® Durga and Katyayani are two of the most ancient Indian

goddesses and are referred to in the Jaina text Anuyoga-dvara-sutra^°®

and its curni.

KALI : THE SEVENTH MAHAVlOYA

The seventh VidyadevI is called Kali according to both the sects.

Hemacandra explaining the epithet says that she is so called because of

her dark complexion.

The yaks! of Abhinandana amongst the Svetarabaras and the yaksi

of Suparsvanatha amongst the Digambaras are both called Kali, but they

hold a different set of symbols. It may be noted, however, that the

vahana of the ^vetambara vaksi ( Kali ) and the Vidyadevi Kali remain

the same. But while the ^vetambara vidyadevi Kali holds the club, the

yaksi Kali does not show it, and thus they are distinguished.

Kali is represented chiefly as follows : ( i ) two-armed, ( ii ) four-

armed and ( iii ) multi-armed.

1 Tivn-Armed Variety. Bappabhatti suri^®” describes her as sitting

on a lotus and holding the club and the rosary. She is said to be as dark

as collyrium. ^obhana muni also emphasising her excessive or deep dark

colour, gives the same symbols.*®®

According to the Acaradinakara *®' the goddess shines like the sky

which is free from autumnal clouds, and rests on a full blown lotus. The

description suggests her colour as sky-blue.
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According to the Digambara text Pratisthasaroddhara*®^ the Vidyadevl

is golden in complexion and holds the pestle and the sword. The deer is

her vahana. Subhacandra also agrees, though he refers only to the sword

symbol. She is said to protect the world and remove all obstacles.

11. Four-Arwp.d Variety, The Nirvanakalika'®® says that Kali is

black in colour. She rests on a lotus and shows the rosary and the

mace in her two right hands, and the ‘vajra’ and the ‘abhaya’ in the

two left ones.

The Mantradhirajakalpa”’ describes her as showing the trident, the

rosary, the ‘varada mudra’ and the club. The colour and the vahana of

the goddess remain unchanged.

According to the Digambara tradition as embodied in the Pratistha-

tilaka^"^ Kali carries the pestle, the sword, the lotus and the fruit.

The Chani miniature represents her as holding the dart ( sakti’ )

and the trident in the right and the left upper hands, while the lower

ones show the ‘varada’ and the ‘abhaya’ respectively. Golden

in appearance, she sits on a lotus ane wears garments of sky-blue

colour.

The Vimala vasahi group of vidyadevis also contains a figure of this

goddess. Kali is here standing in the “tribhanga” with the lotus and the

book held in the right and the left upper hands respectively. The right

lower hand held the ‘gada’ ( mace ) while the corresponding left is

mutilated. A female attendant stands on each side of the goddess

while the lotus, as her cognizance, is shown towards her left. No
dhyana supporting the book symbol is available, but the recognition

symbol of the mace and the lotus cognizance leave no doubts regarding

her identification, in so far as the §vetambara sect is concerned.

A figure of the goddess is also carved in the ceiling of the

main mandapa of the Luna vasahi, Abu, Here she carries the lotus

and the book in the right and the left upper hands respectively and holds
the mace and the pot with the corresponding lower ones. The lotus,

symbolising her seat, is shown beside her left leg

A very crude figure in the same ceiling also seems to represent the
Kah vidya. Here the pot in the left lower hand is replaced by the
‘abhaya mudra’ while other symbols remain unchanged.
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Both the standing and the sitting figures of the Kali vidya show a
1 erent set of symbols in the Kharataravasahi. Here the vidya carries

the vajra in each of the two upper hands and the mace in the left lower.
She shows the varada mudra’ with the right lower hand and has the lotus
as her cognizance.

^"ulti-Arm^d Variety. In her multi-armed form. Kali is black
I 6 collyrium, and holds, according to the Nfrvanakalika,”' the club, and
such other weapons in her hands.

The name of this yaksi reminds one of the goddess Kali of the
Brahmanical pantheon. She is the first in the list of the ten
Hindu Maha-vidvas. Terrific in app<’arance, she stands on a corpse and
shows symbols diflFerent from those held by the Jain vidya of the same
name. Kali is included in the Jain lists of sixtv-four yoginis given by
the Acaradinakara and the Vidhiprapa.”^ The Digambara text JvalinT-kalpa

ascribed to Indran-'ndi includes Kali amongst female ‘grabas’. ‘Rsimandala-
yantras of both the sects invoke a goddess Kali in a group of twenty-four
Maha-devis including ^ri. Hri, Dhrti, Gauri. CandT. Sarasvati, Java, Amba,
Vijaya, Klinna, Nitya, and others.”® Haribhadra suri refers to a penance
in honour of a goddess Kali.”®

MAHAKALIITHE EIGHTH MAHAVIDYA

Both the sects agree in addressing the eighth VidvadevT as Mahakali.
She is not to be confounded with the Svetambara yaksini of Sumatinatha
and the Digambara yaksini of Suvidhinatha. Although all the three have
the same name, they are nevertheless different deities since they have
different sets of symbols.

It may be noted that in the Svetambara pantheon, Mahakal?”
always has a man as her vahana and that the bell seems to be her
chief recognition symbol.

Mahakah is represented in two principal varieties of forms : (1) four-
armed variety and (2) multi-armed variety,

1. Four-Arrmd Variety. BappabhattI surl”« describes her as blackm complexion and as holding the ‘vajra’, the fruit, the bell and the rosary
in her four hands. The DevT has the man-vehicle. Both Sobhana muni”®
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and Varddhamana surP^** describe this very form. But she is white

according to the latter authority.

The Nirvanakalika“® says that Mahakall is black like the ‘taraala’-

tree and holds the rosary, and the ‘vajra’ in her two right bands. In the

two left ones she shows the ‘abhaya’ and the bell. The vahana remains

unchanged.

Sagarcandra, in his Mantradhirajakalpa,^^ gives the lotus ( ? ), the

rosary, the ‘varada’ and the bell in her four hands. The vahana remains

the same.

In the Digambara tradition, represented by Asadbara,'® she is black

in colour and holds the bow, the ‘khadga’, the fruit and the arrow- She
is said to ride the ‘sarabha’ ( fabulous animal ).

In the Prathisthatilaka'^^ also she is said to carry the same set of

symbols, but her vahana is not specified.

Subha candra says that the goddess rides the ‘astapada’ ( eight-footed

animal). Black in complexion, she holds the sword and the bow in her

hands. The text of ^ubhacandra’s Sarasvata-yantra-puja’^^ is corrupt, and
it is difficult to know whether the author refers to a two-armed
variety or a four-armed one.

The Chani miniature represents her as black in complexion and
as holding the ‘vajra’ and the bell in the right and the left upper
hands. The right lower exhibits the ‘varada mudra’ while the left

lower carries the citron. She wears a red garment and has the man
as her vahana. The Vimala vasahi grouo of four-armed vidyas shows
only one goddess carrying the Vajra-ghanta’ who has to be
recognised as Manasi on account of her swan vehicle. Another
goddess with the ram vehicle carries the ‘vajra’ in each of the two
upper hands and the rosary and the fruit in the right and the left

lower ones. It is just possible that the aitist placed through oversight the
vajra instead of the ‘vajra-ghanta’ in one of the two upper hands.
Again the ram vahana presents a difficulty.

This figure can also be recognised as Gandhari, the tenth Mahavidya,
since she carries the vajra’. But the vahana presents the same difficulty.

Several figures of this goddess are in the group of temples at

Kumbharia, Danta state. One of them, from a pillar in the Mahavira
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temple, shows the ‘vajra’ and the ‘vajra-ghanta, in the right and the

left upper hands respectively and the ‘varada mudra’ and the citron (?)

in the corresponding lower ones. A human figure lying in the left corner

is noteworthy. ^

Another image of Mahakali is found at Patan. The goddess sits

in ‘lalitasana’ on a human figure lying under her left foot and carries

the rosary and the bell in her two upper hands and shows the ‘varada

mudra’ and the citron in the two lower ones.

In the Kharataravasahi, Abu, are two representations of the goddess

Mahakali, one in a standing and the other in a sitting posture.

Both exemplify the same tradition and carry the ‘vajra’ and the

‘vajra-ghanta’ ( bell surmounted by a vajra ) in the right and the left upper

hands respectively and show the ‘varada’ and the ‘abhaya mudras’ with

the corresponding lower hands, A male figure is shown as the vahana in

each case.

II. Six-Armed Variety. That a six-armed variety for each of the

Maha-vidyas existed is obvious from the set of sixteen goddesses in the
ceiling in front of cell no. 41, of which some can be definitely identified

as vidyadevis. Maha-Kall, however, is difficult to recognise in this set.

On the analogy of the ChanI miniature and the Kharataravasahi figure

discussed above, a goddess in this set has claims for being identified as

Maha-kali. This figure shows the ‘vajra’ and the ‘vajra-ghante’ in the

two uppermost hands, the ‘jnana mudra’ in the middle ones, and
the ‘varada’ and the citron in the last pair of hands. But she can as

well be identified as Manasi vidya on the analogy of a figure discussed

below.

III. Multi-Armed Variety. According to the Nirvanakalika,^®

Mahakali holds the ‘vajra’ and such other weapons in her numerous hands.
Her body shines like the Atasi-flower.

This form of Mahakali may be compared with the Kali of the
Brahmanical pantheon.'^® Both are black in colour. The figure of ^iva
lying prostrate under the feet of the Hindu Kali seems to have been
transformed into the vahana of the Jaina Mahakali. The Pa^n image of
the Jaina Mahakali vidya, discussed above, actually represents her human
vahana lying prostrate below her left leg.

37
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6AUR1 ; TH£ NINTH MAHAVIDYA

Both the sects agree in naming the ninth Vidyadevi as Gauri. A
different Gauri attends upon the Tirthankara Sreyamsanatha in the

Digambara pantheon. Gauri is so called because she is white ( ‘gaura’ ) in

complexion according to the explanation offered by Hemacandra.^^'

Gauri is described in three forms ( 1 ) two-armed, (2) four-armed

and ( 3 ) multi-armed. Her chief recognition symbol is the lotus and sl\e

moves on the alligator ( godha ). It is not difficult to recognise her if

these two are present.

I. Two-Armed Variety. Jaina texts do not specifically mention her

as two-armed. But the verses addressed to her by Sobhana, Bappabhattfi®

and others suggest a two-armed form. ( Earlier authorities like

Bappabhatti usually invoke tw-Varmed forms of all Vidyadevis in their

works. ) Besides, both Sobhana^’’® and Bappabhatti refer to her lotus

symbol alone. The devi may have held the lotus in both her hands.

Gauri is further described as golden in complexion, and as riding on the

alligator. It is noteworthy that Bappabhatti calls her ‘hasti-kaya’, or of a

size as immense as that of an elephant. The Acaradinakara’® gives a similar

description but calls her white in complexion.

Digambara texts like Pratisthasaroddhara, the Pratisthatilaka^^® and

the Sarasvata-yantra-puja also refer only to the lotus symbol, and give the

same vahana. She is called golden in complexion.

II. Four-Armed Variety. The Nirvanakalika’” says that Gauri

shines like gold, rides on a ‘godha’, and shows the ‘varada mudra’ and the

pestle in her two right hands, and the rosary and the lotus in the two

left ones.

According to the Mantradhirajakalpa,’"* she rides a bull. Shining like

heated gold, Gauri shows the lotus, the rosary, the ‘varada mudra’ and

the staff in her four hands.

In the Chani palm-leaf minature Gauri is shown as golden in

complexion, and as sitting on the ‘godha represented here as a lizard.

She wears a red garment. She holds the pestle and the lotus in the

right and the left upper hands, while the lower pair of hands show the

‘varada mudra’.

The Vimala vasahl set contains a difterent form of the goddess.
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Here a goddess is represented as standing and fout-armed with lotuses in

the upper pair of hands, and the 'rosary and the ‘kalasa’ in the right

and the left lower hands respectively. The figure of a bufialo is

represented as the vahana. The buffalo is not known as the vahana of

Gaurl in Svetambara texts, but the Mantradhiraja-kalpa gives the bull

vehicle instead of the crocodile. In our figure the vahana looks more like

a buffalo than like a bull. But the lotuses and the rosary are familiar

symbols of Gauri.

The buffalo is the vahana of Purusadatta who holds the sword and

the shield in two hands, according to the texts. In this set there is no

goddess carrying the sword and the shield who can be recognised as

Naradatta or Purusadatta. Hence the image discussed above can also be

taken as Purusadatta with a new set of symbols.

There is another figure in this set with an ass-like creature as

her vahana who shows the rosary and the fruit in her two lower hands.

The symbols of the two upper hands cannot be properly identified but

on comparison with the lotuses in the hands of an image discussed

below, they might be taken as lotuses. In that case the figure can be

identified as Gaurl with the ass vehicle instead of the usual ‘godha’. Gauri

is the female energy of ^iva in the Brahmanical pantheon and Kalaratri,

one of the forms of Durga, is known to ride the ass.^“ It may be

remembered that there is no goddess with the ‘godha’ vahana in this set.

The Tejahpala-temple has a beautiful figure of a female deity on

one side of the steps leading to the smaller ‘mandapa’ adjoining the

central shrine. The devi is standing in ‘tribhahga’ with a ‘makara’ as

her vahana. In her two upper hands are seen the noose and the lily

while the right lower hand carries the rosary. The fourth symbol, partly

mutilated, cannot be identified. The hly, the ‘makara’ ( alligator ) and

the rosary show that this figure represents a different form of Gauri

vidya.

Kandarpa or Pannaga, the yaksini of Dharmanatha, is said to have

the big fish or the alligator as her vahana. But she usually carries two
lotuses and the goad in her hands.

Vasunandi» the Digambara writer refers to a four-armed form of this

vidya who is said to be golden in complexion and holding the lotus«
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III. Six-Armed Variety. In the Kharataravasahi, only the stand-

ing figure of Gauri is carved while the sitting posture is missing. The

goddess is here represented as six-armed with the lotus m the first two

right hands ( beginning from the top ), and the bag ( ? ) and the pot in

the second and the third left hands. The third right and the first left

hands show the ‘varada’ and the ‘abhaya respectively.

In the Vimala vasahi set of six-armed vidyas, there is a goddess

carrying lotuses in the first pair of hands and showing the ‘jnana ^mudra^

in the middle pair. The right and the left lowest hands show the ‘varada’

and the citron. The figure possibly represents Gauri.

An interesting six-armed figure of a goddess is preserved in

the group of four devis carved in one of the corridor ceilings of

the Luna vasahi. She sits in the ‘lalita’ pose with the composite figure

of a ‘makara-hasti’ as her vahana. The image discussed cn. p. 147 and

recognised as Gauri, has the same vahana, but in this case the symbols

held by the goddess are diflferent. She carries a long bag holding its two

ends with the two uppermost hands. The middle right holds a flame,

the middle left a pot or a box, the third right hand carries the rosary

while the corresponding left shows the citron. None of the symbols held

by her can help one to identify her as the Maha-vidya Gauri. She can-

not be Pannaga yaksi as she holds quite a diflferent set of symbols and

as the other three goddesses in this ceiling can be identified as Manavl,

Apraticakra and Manasi vidya, she should be recognised as one of the

Maha-vidyas. In that case she might be tentaiively acknowledged as

the Gauri vidya.

IV. Multi-Armed Variety. The Nirvanakalika^'^^ speaks of a multi-

armed form with the same colour and vahana, and holding in her many

hands the lotus and such other symbols not specified in the text.

The Jaina Gauri is similar to the Brahmanical Gauri, not only in

name but also in form. According to Rupamandana, all Brahmanical

forms of Gauri are assigned four arms and the ‘godha vehicle. Moreover

the lotus is one of the chief symbols carried by various forms of Gauri,

such as, Uma, Gauri and Savitri. The rosary and the ‘varada’ frequently

occur in the various forms of the Brahmanical Gaurl.^

The Jainas were more generous than the Buddhists in their treatment
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of Hindu deities, since the Brahmanical Gauri received scant courtesy

in Buddhist worship. We find her in a different position under the

feet of the Buddhist god Trailokyavijaya, along with her consort, ^iva.^*®

Gauri is one of the four ancient Mahavidyas according to the Jaina

tradition given by Jinadasa Mahattara and Haribhadra. Gauri and

Gandhari are also referred to in the Brhat- Kalpa-Bhasya. It is interest-

ing to find that the Nisitha, uddesa 16, Bhasya verse 63, refers to

Ratnadevata, Sucividyas and Matahgavidyas named Gauri and Gandhari.
Thus both Gauri and Gandhari are assigned to the vidyas of Matahga
and, therefore belong to the class of Candallvidyas. This would suggest

the original source of worship of the two most ancient female divinities,

Gauri and Gandhari. Of these, the first is well known in the Hindu
pantheon as the sakti or the wife of Siva whose worship is generally

supposed to belong to the non-Aryan masses of ancient India.

Matahgi and Candali belong to the Saivite Tantra.

The second Ahga of the Jaina canon, known as the ‘Sutrakrtahga’,

includes amongst ‘papasrutas’ or sinful sciences vidyas like Kalingi, Damill.

Gauri, Gandhari, ^vapaki, Vetali end others. This is noteworthy in

as much as it establishes both the antiqutiy and the non-Jaina and possibly

non-Aryan origin of both Gauri and Gandhari.

GANDHARI: THE TENTH MAHAVIDYA

Gandhari, according to Hemacandra, is so called because she

supports the earth.^®* A commentary on Sobhana-stuti explains the name
differently and says that Gandhari is so called because she was born in

Gandhara in her previous existence.*®^ This may also suggest that the

worship of this deity originated in Gandhara.

Both the sects address this Vidyadevi as Gandhari. It may however
be noted that the Svetambara yaksi of Neminatha and the Digambara
yaksi of Vasupujya are also known as Gandhari, but the symbols differ

widely in all cases.

This vidya seems to have been worshipped principally in three
varieties of forms : ( 1 ) two-armed, ( 2 ) four-armed and ( 3 ) multi-armed.

I. Two—Armed Yariety. According to Bappabhatti suri,^®* Sobhana
muni and the author of the Acaradinakara,^^® Gandhari holds the ‘vaira’ and

38
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the pestle in her two hands, and sits on the lotus. The goddess is said to
be dark-blue in complexion.

In the Digambara tradition represented by Asadhara, Nemicandra as
well as ^ubhacandra,^^ Gandhari is dark-blue in complexion, rides a tortoise
and holds the disc and the sword in her two hands.

II. Fo'ir-Armn'i Variety. The Nirvanakalika^^^ says that Gandhari is

dark-blue in complexion and sits on the lotus. She is four-armed, and
shows the ‘varada mudra’ and the pestle in her two right hands and the
abhaya’ and the ‘vajra’ in the two left ones.

According to Mantradhirajakalpa,^^^ she shows the trident, the staff,

the abhaya and the ‘varada’ in her four hands. She is black in appearance
and sits on the lotus.

In the Cham palm-leaf miniature, Gandhari holds the pestle and the
vajra in the right and the left upper hands, while the two lower ones
exhibit the varada mudra’. She is indigo-coloured, and has the lotus
as her seat.

In the Vimala vasahi, a goddess is represented as standing and as
four-armed. She carries the ‘vajra’ in the two upper hands and the rosary
and the citron in the right and the left lower ones respectively. A
tarn like creature is shown as her vahana. It would seem that this
gure represents Gandhari with a different vahana, the ‘vajra’ in the two

upper hands suggesting that the form agrees partly with the dhyanas of
iryanalika and other texts. Now BappabhattI supplying the earliest
yana gives the vajra and the pestle in her two hands. Thus another

gure in this set showing the pestle in the right upper hand, the noose
in t e left upper, the rosary in the right lower and the citron in the
left lower can also be suggested as representing Gandhari. Besides, the
lotus, recognised by all texts, is shown as her cognizance. The identifica-
tion IS tentative.

. .

Kharataravasahi sets, Gandhari carries the trident and the
Vd]ra in the right and the left upper hands and shows the Varada’ and the
ruit in t e corresponding lower ones. The lotus is her cognizance,

gure of Gandhari is represented on a loose door-frame lying
in one o t e Jaina temples at Kumbharia. Here the devi sits upon a
stool m the ‘lahta’ pose and carries the ‘vajra’ in the right upper hand.
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and the pestle in the left lower. In her left upper hand she carries an

object which seems to represent the leaf of a tree while the right lower

hand is held in the varada pose. The lotus is her cognizance.

HI. Six-Armed Variety. In the Vimala vasahi set of six-armed

vidyas, Gandharl is difficult to recognise in the present state of our

knowledge. No suggestions are possible. However, the existence of a

six-armed form cannot be doubted.

IV. Multi-Armed Variety. According to the Nirvanakalika,

Gandharl is green and holds the ‘vajra’, the pestle, and numerous other

weapons in her many hands.

Gandhari, as already noted in the preceding pages, has been referred

to by Jinadasa, and Haribhadra amongst the four Maha-vidyas. She seems

to have been both ancient and popular as can be seen from the fact that

‘Gaur? and ‘Gandharl’ are included in the list of ‘papasrutas’ by the

Sutrak;^hga.

MAHAJVALA OR JVALAMALINI : THE ELEVENTH MAHAVIDYA

The eleventh VidyadevI is known variously as ‘Jvala’, ‘Mahajvala,

‘Jvalanayudha’, ‘Sarvastra-maha-jvala’, ‘Ivala-matr’, or ‘Jvala-malini

,

amongst Jainas of both the sects. According to Hemacandra,'^^ she is

called Sarvastra-maha-jvala because large flames of 6re issue from all the

weapons held by her. It can be seen however that all the names of the

goddess are derived from ‘jvala’ ( flame ). Both the sects unanimously

invoke her as the eleventh Mahavidya with the difference that between

them there is no agreement with regard to the forms and symbols. But it

appears from the common epithet, and the repeated references to the

goddess in Jaina Tantric texts both of the Digambaras and of the Svet-

ambaras, that although there are differences between the ^vetambara and

Digambara forms of the goddess, they nevertheless do not respresent

different deities.

The yaksini of Candraprabha is also known as Jvalamalini in the

Digambara tradition. The form of this yaksi is similar to that of the

Jvalamalini Vidya amongst the Digambaras, the bufiFalo being common to

both. Both hold several common symbols.

Helacarya is said to have composed a text ( in Prakrt ) prescribing
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diflFerent tantric rites for Jvalaraalini, the yaksini of Candraprabha,

according to Indranandi who says that his text of Jvalini-kalpa (
composed

in Sanskrt in ^aka 861 ) was based upon the latter’s work.^*® Thus the

worship of Jvala-malini, the yaksi, was not only ancient but also popular.

However, the Jvala-malini vidya seems to be earlier than the yaksini of

the same name in Jaina worship. Sahghadasa gani, a Svetambara writer

who flourished in c. 500 A. D., refers to a vidya called ‘Maha-jvalini or

‘Jvala-vati’ and describes her as ‘sarva-vidyacchedini ,
that is, powerful

enough to uproot the rival schools or vidyas This also explains the

terrific nature of the goddess.^^®

Indranandi addresses the yaksi as ‘Jvalini’, ‘Jvala-mala, Jvalanasikha

,

‘^ikhi-mad-devi’ and ‘Vahni-devP. Now a goddess known as Vahni

figures as the yaksini of Sreyamsanatha in the temple no. 12 at Deogarh,

U. P., where a set of different yaksinis is represented and where the yaksini

of Chandraprabha is called ‘Sumalini’. Thus it is quite clear that the

association of the name Jvala-malini with the yaksini of Candraprabha

was not universally acknowledged when the Deogarh set was carved and

that very probably the Jvalini vidya is the predecessor and the prototype

of Jvala-malini, the yaksini.

Figures of Jvala-malini Mahavidya are represented in four principal

varieties of forms : (1) two-armed, (2) four-armed, (3) eight-armed and

(4) multi-armed. In the Digarabara tradition, we find references to the

eight-armed form alone ; it should also be noted that the Svetambara

texts do not specifically describe an eight-armed form. The 'jvala or

flame of fire is her chief recognition symbol.

I, Two-Armed Vari>ty. According to the Acaradinakara,^®' Jvala

is white in colour ; she rides a cat and carries the fire-brand in both the

hands. Sobhana muni refers to her as white in complexion and slim at

the waist. She is called ‘Jvalanayudha’, wielder of blazing weapons.

II. Four-Armed V<iriety. The Mantradhirajakalpa of Sagarcandra ®

describes a four-armed form of ‘Maha-jvala’. When four-armed, she is

white in complexion and holds a serpent in each of her four hands. The

goose is her vahana.

In the Chani palm-leaf miniature, she is white, wears yellow

garments and rides a lion. In her right and left upper hands she holds
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the trident and the lotus, while the two lower ones show the varada and

the citron respectively- _

A standing figure of the goddess is to be seen in the Vimala vasahi

group. A griffin-like creature, which probably stands for a cat, is

her vahana. She shows the flame of fire in the left upper hand and

the rosary in the right lower one. The symbols of the remaining hands

are mutilated beyond recognition. But she probably held the flame of

fire in the right upper hand as can be inferred from the following

figure.

This is found amongst the group of goddesses carved on a

loose marble door-frame lying outside the Mahavira temple. The goddess

here carries a vessel with flames in each of the two upper hands and shows

the ‘varada’ and the citron in her right and the left lower hands. The

deity sits in the ‘lalita’ pose upon a stool in front of which is carved the

figure of a ferocious cat. From this it may be inferred that the Vimala

vasahi figure discussed above also carried a fruit in the left lower hand.

It is difficult to identify MahS'jvala from the Kharataravasahi sets.

Two figures of a goddess, in the standing and sitting postures, show the

fish vahana and the ‘varada’ and the fruit in the lower hands. Symbols of

the upper pair of hands arc indistinct.

IIT, ^ix-Armed Variety. It is also difficult to find out Maha-jvala

from the circle of six-armed vidyadevis in the corridor-ceiling in front of

cell no. 41, Vimala vasahi. But the existence of a six-armed variety cannot

be disputed.

IV. Eight-Arme'i Variety. None of the Digambara texts gives all

the eight symbols held by Jvalamalini, although they expressly address her

as eight-armed. According to the Pratisthatilaka,^^ she holds the bow,

the arrow and such other weapons and shines with flames. According to

the Pratisthasaroddhara,'®' Jvalini is white, carries the bow, the shield,

the sword, the disc and such other weapons in her eight hands which look

terrific. She rides the buffalo. Subhacandra gives the same symbols and

calls her Jvalamalini. Since the Digambara Yaksi Jvalamalini also rides

the buffalo and carries these symbols it is difficult to differentiate

between the two.

V. Multi-Armed Variety. The Nirvanakalika'^® gives two dhyanas

39
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for- this form ^ but does not speak of any two or four-armed variety as is

usual. As Sarvastra-maha-Jvala, she is white, rides on a boar and

wields innumerable weapons in her hands. Again she is invoked as

JvHa-Matr, white in colour, and holding very terrific weapons like the

blazing fire-brand, etc., in her numerous fierce-looking hands. Both the

descriptions refer to one and the same variety of form.

Amongst the Buddhists, Ekajate, an emanation of Aksobhya. ofiFers

comparison with some of the peculiarities of the icons of the Jaina Jvala-

malini. Ekaja^ is worshipped as having two, four, eight or twenty-four

atms. In her last form, she is addressed as *Vidyut-jvalakarali’ and holds

the noose, the sword, the arrow, the disc, the ‘vajra’, the trident, the lotus,

the banner, the axe and such other weapons. When eight-armed, Ekajate

carries the sword, the arrow, the ‘vajra’, the ‘kartri’, the bow, the lotus, the

axe, and the skull in her hands. Ekajata is terrific in appearance.'®^

A goddess Jvala-malinI is included in the list of the sixteen Nityas

in the Brahmanical Kaula-Tantras. In the Sarabha-Tantra she is described

as twelve-armed showing the noose, the shield, the arrow, the trident,

the lotus, the ‘varada’, the goad, the sword, the ‘sakti’, the bow and the

‘abhaya’ in her hands. She has six faces and ‘shines like fire’.'®^ It

is also important to note that like the Jaina Jvala-malinI, one of the

most ancient forms of Durga, namely, Mahisamarddinl, has the buffalo

associated with herself.

MANAVl: TME TWELFTH MAHAVIOYA

Both the sects call the twelfth Vidyadevi Manavi. Manavi is so

called because she is ( born ) of Manu, according to the explanation

offered by Hemachandra.'®® The Mantradhirajakalpa calls her ‘manava-

namya-pada-dvaya’, one whose pair of feet is worshipped by human beings.

The yaksi of Sreyamsanatha in the Svetambara tradition and the

yaksi ' of Sitalanatha in the Digambara pantheon have also the same name.
The Digambara yaksi has the same vahana as the Digambara vidyadevi
Manavi, and the same is the case in the Svetambara tradition.

Manavi, may be represented as : { 1 ) two-armed, ( 2 ) four-armed
or ( 3 ) multi-armed.^ The tree appears to be the .chief distinguishing

symbol in the early Svetambara tradition.
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I. Two-Armed Variety. Bappabhatto^* says that she possesses a fine

tree, and rests on a lotus. According to Sobhana muni, she is dark in

colour, sits on the lotus, and holds the best tree full of foliage and fruits,

in her hands. According to the Acaradinakara, Manavl is dark-blue in

complexion, and carries a tree in her hand. She rests on the blue lotus.

According to the Digambara text Pratisthasaroddhara,^® Manavi is

dark-blue, rides the hog, and carries the fish and the trident in her hands,

Subhacandra agrees with the description of the goddess.

II. Four-Armtd Variety. The Nirvanakalika^®® describes her as four

armed and as black in complexion. She shows the ‘varada’ snd the noose

in the two right hands, and the rosary and the tree in the two left. The
goddess sits on a lotus.

According to the Mantradhirajakalpa^®® Manavl, when four armed
is variegated in colour, and shows the tree, the- rosary and the ‘varada’

in her hands. The fourth symbol is not mentioned, but may be another

tree.

The Pratisthatilaka^®' gives the fish, the sword and the trident as her

weapons. The fourth symbol is not mentioned. Vasunandi also refers to

a four-armed form, but gives the trident symbol only. She is dark-blue in

complexion. It is quite possible that she should show the trident in all

her four hands. She is said to be dark-blue in complexion.

In the Chan! miniature, Manavi is black, and holds a lotus like

bunch—a tree—in each of the two upper hands ; the lower right
,

hand

shows the ‘varada mudra’ while the lower left carries the rosary.

Wearing a red garment she sits on a cushion and a lotus is shown as

her vahana.

In a corridor ceiling in the Tejahpala temple ( Luna vasahi ), Manavi

is represented together with three other vidyas. She holds the lotus

in each of the two upper hands, her lower right hand, held in the

‘abhaya mudra’, carries the rosary, '^hile the corresponding left holds

the ‘kalasa*. The goddess sits in the ‘lalita’ pose upon a stool in front

of which is shown the lotus cognizance of Manavi.

The Vimala vasahi group also corrtains a figure of Manavl in a

standing posture. In her right lower hand she shows the rosary, while
the left upper carries the trident. The remaining symbols are mutilated.

I
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The lotus is shown as her vahana. She is identified with the help of

the Kharataravasahi sets discussed below.

In the Kharataravasahi sets Manavl is placed after Mahamanasi.

She has the lotus as her cognizance, carries the rosary in the right upper

hand, the lotus in the left upper, and shows the ‘varada’ and the pot in

the corresponding lower ones.

III. Six-Armed Variety. It is difficult to identify Manavi in the

set of siz-armed vidyadevis in the Vimala vasahi. But the existence of

such a form cannot be questioned.

IV. Multi-Armed Variety. In the Nirvanakalika,”* Manavi is given

a terrific form which carries uprooted trees, and various other destructive

weapons in her numerous hands. The colour of her body is emerald-

green.

VAIROTYA ; THE THIRTEENTH MAHAVIDYA

Vairotya or Vairoti is the thirteenth Mahavidya according to both

the sects. Hemacandra explains her name Vairotya as one who is resorted

to for the removal of enmity.”^

The Digambara yaksi of the thirteenth Jina is also called Vairoti.

In all cases Vairotya is a snake-goddess in Jainism and her iconography

always retains this character. As a yaksi, however, Vairo^a usually

holds the arrow and the bow instead of the sword and the shield while

the snake symbol is common to both the vidyadevi and the yaks! Since

the Mahavidyas are relatively earlier in age than the twenty-four yaksinis

in Jaina worship, it is likely that the yaksi Vairotya was modelled after

the vidyadevi of the same name.

Vairo^a has been addressed as ‘DharanagrimayositV®^ or the chief

queen of the snake-king Dharanendra. It is, however, surprising to find

that she is omitted in the ancient lists of the chief queens of Dharana

given by the ‘Bhagavati surra* and the ‘Sthananga sutraV®® But later

texts associate her with Dharana and the incident of Kamatha’s

attack on Parsvanatha when she is said to have accompanied her lord

Dharana in the service of the Jina. She is obviously different from

Padmavati who is also associated with Dharanendra as the latter’s chief

queen in the incident of Kamatha’s ‘upasargas’.
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In earlier times she was probably more popular than now, and her

position has been gradually usurped by the ever-growing popularity of

Padmavati. A ‘Vairotya-stotra’ attributed to Arya Nandila or Arya

Anandila suri is published.^®® The Prabhavaka-caritra and the Prabandha-

kosa give a story of the previous existence of the snake-goddess Vairo^a :

Vairotya was married to Varadatta, the son of Padmatta and Padmayasa.

Unfortunately Vairotya’s father died in a forest conflagration from which

date the poor lady was greatly harassed by her mother-in-law. Once upon

a time Arya Nandila suri came to the city and stayed in a park. Vairotya,

pregnant as she was, desired to taste ‘payasa-anna’ ( milk and rice cooked

together ) but unfortunately could not satisfy her wish ( ‘dohada’ ) due to

the evil nature of her mother-in-law. The learned Acarya advised her to

keep quiet and wait. Once when ‘payasa’ was prepared at home, Vairotya

concealed a portion of it in a pot and went out to fetch water. She placed

the pot under the shade of a tree when the queen of the snake-king

Alingara, desiring the same food, turned up and devoured the contents

of the pot. She was satisfied and from that time onwards helped

Vairotya in various ways. Vairo^a could go to the Naga-loka whenever

she willed. At this, the Acarya Arya Nandila asked Vairotya to request

the Naga-Kumaras to stop injuring human beings. The request was

immediately granted. After death, Vairotya was reborn as the chief queen

os the Naga-king Dharanendra and the great saint Arya Nandila composed

a new hymn addressed to Vairotya. Whoever recites this hymn is freed

from the danger of serpents.^®^

Such is the story of the origin of this goddess in the times of Arya

Nandila in the second century A. D. Though this account is found in a

later work, it is probable that the Jainas at Mathura in the second century

A. D., had incorporated some sort of Naga-worship which was then

popular in the city of Mathura.

Vairotya seems to have been worshipped in at least three principal

varieties : two-armed, four-armed and multi-armed.

/. Two-Armed Variety, Bappabhatti calls her addressing her as

Vairo^a, the chief queen of Dharana in one verse, and in another, he says

that the deity carries the snake and the sword. Vairotya is black in

complexion and shines with snake ornaments.’*® It is interesting to note

40
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that Bappabhatti refers to Vairotya as one who pacified even the fiercest

enemy. This reference, seen in the light of the later account noted above,

clearly shows that the tradition represented by the Prabandha-kosa and the

Prabhavakacaritra was based upon an older account known also to

Bappabhatti. Sobhana muni addresses a verse to ‘the chief queen of

snakes’. Dhanapala, his brother, commenting on it, says that by this

epithet Vairotya in meant. Sobhana describes her as black in complexion

and riding on the cobra. She wears snake-ornaments and carries the best

sword in her hand. Encircled by the sweet-singing damsels of heaven,

Vairotya of dark curly hair is invoked for protection from obstacles.^®®

II. Four-Armed Variety. The Nirvanakalika'™ describes her as

holding the snake and the shield in her right hands and the sword and the

snake in the left ones. Black in colour, she employs the cobra as

her vahana.

A metal image of Vairotya preserved in the Mahavira temple at

Jodhpur, represents her with a snake overhead and carrying snakes in

both the upper hands, while the lower right and the lower left show the

sword and the shield respectively. The goddess sits in ‘bhadrasana’, her
snake vehicle being placed on the left. The inscription beh'nd the image

shows that it was installed by Dharanaka, a ‘nagara’ by caste, who came
from Vijapur, in Sarnvat 1472 ( A. D. 1415 ).

The Mantradhiraja-kalpa gives the same symbols as the Nirvanaka-

lika but mentions the eagle as her vahana.”*

In the Rsimandala-Pata, published by Dr. Hirananda Shastri.”^

Vairotya is represented as four-armed and dark in complexion, with three

snakeboods over the crown and carrying snakes in the two upper hands.

JThe right lower hand is held in the ‘varada’ pose while the left lower,

though indistinct, probably held the citron.

The Chani miniature on palm-leaf represents her black in comple-
xion; and wearing a yellow lower garment with red design. The goddess
has the cobra-vehicle and carries the snake and the shield in the right
and the left upper hands while the sword and the snake arc held in the
corresponding lower ones.

A metal image from Cambay represents the goddess in the same
form with three snake-hoods over her crown. The image is not inscribed
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but seems to belong to the late mediaeval period. A sculpture in die

Vimala vasahl set of four-armed Maha-vidyas represents her in a standing

attitude and carrying the citron instead of the snake in the left lower

hand. The right lower held a sword. On her right is the snake vehuie;

a naga with a half-human and half-snake body.

The same form is shown in the dome of the sabhamandapa of the

Luna vasahi. In the Kharataravasahi sets, again, Vairotya has the same

order of symbols but appears to have a different vahana. The figure of

the vahana is however indistinct.

Several figures of Vairotya are represented in the Vimala vasahi and
in the group of temples at Kumbharia. Almost all of them show the last-

mentioned set of symbols. Amongst a few exceptions may be noted the

figure of Vairotya carved on one side of the door-frame leading into the

sanctum of the temple of Santinatha ( ? ). Here although the goddess

carries the same set of symbols, her vahana is different.

The figure of the vahana is partly mutilated but it looks like the

bull. A bull vahana is also carved in the case of another figure of

Vairotya in the Parsvanatha temple at Kumbharia.

In the Vimala vasahi, a figure of Vairotya on one side of the door-

frame of cell no. 1 holds the snake and the shield in the two upper hands;,

her left lower hand shows the ‘varada mudra’ instead of the more common
citron while the sword is held in the right lower hand. A mutilated

figure of her snake vehicle is visible on her right.

Another sculpture, from a corridor ceiling ( in front of cell no. 53 )

in the same temple, represents her as sitting in the lalita’ pose and
carrying the sword and the shield in the right and the left upper hands,

while the rosary and the snake are shown in the corresponding lower ones.

The Acaradinakara*^® presents a different tradition : White in

complexion, Vairotya rides the lion, carries the sword and the shield in

her two upper hands, and shows the snake and the ‘varada mudra' in

two lower ones.

Digambara texts like the Pratisthasaroddhara, the Pratisthatilaka™

and the Sarasvata-yantra-puja do not clearly mention the numW of her
hands, but merely say that Vairotya carries the snake symbol According
ro this tradition, she is sky-blue in complexion and rides on the lion.
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Very probably, a four-armed form with the snake in each hand was^

contemplated.

A peculiar bronze image of a goddess sitting in tbe ‘lalita’ pose and

carrying the snake in each of her four hands is preserved in the Museum
of the Indian Historical Research Institute, St. Xavier’s College, Bombay,

She has a canopy of a seven-hooded cobra over her crown. Her vehicle,

peeping out from behind the right leg, is difficult to identify, but seems

to be a lion. Ah inscription on the back, shows that the goddess

was installed in Samvat ( 15 ) 52 ( l'^95-6 A. D. ). She is called a

‘gctradevi Tarini’, a tutelary goddess, Tarini by name.

Dr. Sankalia, who first discussed the figure nas shown that it

cannot be identified with any ^vetambara or Digambara goddess associated

with snakes. But in view of the fact that the Acaradinakara as also all

the Digambara works mention a lion vehicle and as the Digambara texts

merely refer to the snake symbol of Vairotya, the identification of

this bronze as representing Vairotya is not untenable. Since she is clearly

addressed as a ‘gotradevi’ in the inscription, the figure should be identified

as Vairotya in the role of a tutelary goddess. The practices of installing

well-known Jaina goddesses like Ambika as tutelary deities was prevalent

in the late mediaeval period. The bronze figuie discussed above is a

product of Western India, probably Gujarat or Rajputana.

III. Six-Armed Variety. The figure of Vairotya cannot be

identified in the group of six-armed Maha-vidyas in tbe Vimala vasffii,

although there is one goddess carrying the sword and the shield. The
snake hoods are however missing.

IV. Multi-Armed Variety. In her terrific multi-armed form,

Vairo^a is black and holds, according to the Nirvanakalika,^™ deadly

serpents and numerous other weapons.

A sixteen-armed goddess from one of the corridor ceilings in the
Vimala vasahi ( bhava no. 33’ ) can be identified as representing Vairotya,
the thirteenth maha-devi. The goddess sits upon a stool in the ‘lalita’

pose, under the canopy of a seven-hooded cobra held over her crown.
A standing female on each side attends upon her with a fly-whisk.

Symbols of some of the hands of the goddess are mutilated beyond
xecognition, but the snake, the mutilated disc and the ‘varada’ pose are
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seen in her right hands while the left ones still show the snake, the shield,

the snake and the ‘kalasa’. On each side of the stool is the figure of a nagini

over whose head is held one of the hands of the goddess. A third nagini,

represented as a mermaid, with both hands folded, is placed in front of

the stool and signifies the vahana of Vairo^a.

Vairotya is an ancient Jaina snake-deity. The fact that the Vairo^a

stava of Arya Anandila is used for cure from snake-bites reminds one of

the ‘Jahgoli-vidya’ of the Jaina Ahga texts noted above. Possibly Vairotya

is another name or a modified form of the ancient Jangolividya. This

also reminds one of the Buddhist snake-goddess Jahguli.

ACCHUPTA OR ACYUTA : THE FOURTEENTH MAHAVlOYA

The fourteenth Vidyadevi is called ‘Acchupta’ or ‘Acyuta’ by the

^vetambara pantheon, and ‘Acyuta’ by the Digambaras. According to

Hemacandra she is called ‘Acchupta’ because she cannot be defiled

by sinsJ’^
^

ti,

The Svetambara yaksini of the sixth Tirthahkara is also called

‘Acyuta’ ; she holds a different set of symbojs and rides a man.

The Vidyadevi is worshipped in three principal forms : (1) two-armed,

(2) four-armed and (3) multi-armed.

I. Two-Armed Variety. Bappabhatti surl refers to the sword and

the bow carried by ‘Acchupta’ riding a horse. According to him the

goddess is white in complexion.^'®

The Pratisthatilaka, the Pratisthasaroddhara and the Sarasvatayantra-

puja”® merely refer to the white sword held by ‘Acyuta’ who is golden

in colour and rides on a horse. These Digambara texts are not quite

explicit regarding the number of Acyuta’s arms, but it seems that besides

the vehicle, the sword was the chief distinguishing symbol with the

Digambaras.

II. Four-Armed Variety. Sobhana says that Acyuta, golden in

complexion and riding on a horse, holds the ^w, the shield, the sword and

the arrow in her hands.’®® According to the Acaradinakara’®’, she holds the

bow and the shield in the left arms and the arrow and the sword in the

right ones. Bright like lightning, Acchuptika rides on the horse.

In the Chani miniature, she holds the above symbols and rides om
41
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the same vahana. But she is red in colour and wears a yellow garment

with red designs.

On a pillar of the rahgamandapa of the Vimala vasahi at Dilawata

is a well-preserved standing image of Acchupta carrying the bow in the

right upper hand, the arrow in the left upper, the citron in the left lower

while the right lower is in the ‘varada’ pose. The horse vahana is seen

on her left while on the right there is a small standing male figure of a

devotee.

In the Kharataravasahi sets Acchupta shows the bow and the arrow

in the right and the left upper hands and carries the sword and the

shield with the corresponding lower ones. The horse is her vahana.

The symbols of the lower hands in the Chani miniature are here held in

the upper ones and ‘vice versa’.

Another figure of the goddess from Vimala vasahi represents a

different form. Here the rosary and the water-pot ( ‘kamandalu’ ) replace

the ‘varada’ and the citron of the above figure. The figure in the ceiling

of the rangamandapa of the Vimala vasahi represents the same form.

A figure from the corresponding ceiling of the Luna Vasahi shows the

same set of symbols.

The Abu and the Kumbharia temples show that worship of Acchupta

was very popular at least in the eleventh and the twelfth centuries.

The Nirvanakalika^®' says that Acchupta has the colour of

lightening and rides on a horse. She carries the sword and the arrow in

her right hands and the shield and the snake in the left ones.

In the Mantradhirajakalpa she is white and holds the sword, the

‘asipatra’ ( sword-shaped leaf ? ), the arrow and the shield.*®*

The Digambara writer Vasunandi says that Acyuta is four-armed,

golden in complexion and carries the ‘vajra' symbol.

III. Six-Armed Vovriety. In the group of six-armed vidyadevis in the

Vimala vasahi Acchupta cannot be easily identified. She carries the arrow

in the uppermost right hand and the bow in the corresponding left one.

The middle pair of hands show the ‘jnana’ ‘or’ ‘vyakhyana mudra' while

the ‘varada’ and citron are shown by the lowermost right and the left

hands respectively. As Rohini carries the same symbols, the identification

is difficult.
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IV. Multi-Armed Vc^riety. As usual, the Nirvanakalika gives a

multi-armed form. Golden in colour, the Vidyadevi is said to hold the

bow and such other weapons in her hands.’®

Acchupta has been very popular in the Jaina rituals. She is often

invoked along with the ^asana-devata in Jaina rituals. The Abu and
the Kumbharia temples already referred to have several representations

on the pillars and door-frames of minor cells.

MANASI : THE FIFTEENTH MAHAVIDYA

The fifteenth Vidyadevi is known as Manasi in both the traditions.

According to Hemacandra,’®^ she is so called because she is born of the

mind ( ‘manas’ ).

The Digambara yaksi of the fifteenth Jina, also called Manasi, has

a different vahana and symbols.

Manasi has three principal varieties of form : ( 1 ) two-armed,

( 2 ) four-armed, and ( 3 ) multi-armed. Images of the first and the last

varieties cannot be found, although their iconography can be traced in

literary traditions,

I. Two-Armed Variety. According to the Acaradinakara,*®® Manaa
is golden, rides the swan and shows the Vajra’ and the ‘varada’ symbols,

l^obhana muni, who refers to the ‘vajra’ alone, also seems to invoke a

two- armed form.’®^ BappabhattI refers to the burning ‘heti’ held

by her.’®®

According to the Mantradhiraja-kalpa, Manasi holds the trident and
the rosary in her two hands. She has a smiling ( prasanna ) countenance

shining like the full-moon.’®® Golden in appearance, she rides on the

swan.

In the Digambara tradition represented by A^dhara, Nemicandra
and Subhacandra, Manasi has both the hands folded in adoration. She is

red in complexion and employs the snake as her vahana.’*®

II. Four-Armed Variety. The Nirvanakalika®’ says that Manari,

white in colour and riding on a swan, shows the ‘varada* and the ‘vajra’

in her right hands and the rosary ard the ‘vajra’ in the left ones.

In the Chanl palm-leaf miniature, she is white in complexion and
carries the thunderbolt ( ‘vajra’ ) and the full-blown lotus in the right and
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the left upper hands, while the corresponding lower hands show the

Varada’ and the rosary.

A figure on the ceiling in the Vimala vasahl presents a

diflPerent form of the goddess. Here the devi is standing and her swan

vehicle is seen beside her right foot In the right upper hand she holds

the thunderbolt and carries the ‘vajra-ghanta’ ( bell surmounted by the

thunderbolt ) in the left upper one. The right lower shows the rosary

while the left lower is mutilated. The swan vehicle and the ‘vajra’, the

recognition symbol noted by ^obhana muni, help in identifying her as

the Svetambara Mahavidya Manasi.

In the Kharataravasahi sets, Manasi holds the ‘vajra’ in the two upper

hands, and shows the Varada’ and the pot in the right and the left lower

ones. The swan is her vahana.

The Digambara writer Vasunandi says that she is red in complexion

and four-aimed, two of which are folded in the ‘pranama mudra’.

IL bix-Armed Variety. In the Vimala vasahi set of six-armed

vidyas no identification of the Manasi vidya is possible. However, the

existence of a tradition of a six-armed Manasi is quite certain. And a six-

armed figure of a goddess with the swan vehicle, from the corridor ceiling

of the Luna vasahl already referred to, can be identified as representing

the Mahavidya Manasi. The goddess here sits in the ‘lalita’ pose and
carries the lotus in the uppermost right hand and the disc in the corres-

ponding left one. In the middle pair, she holds the ‘vajra-ghanta’ in the

right and the lotus in the left hands ; in the third pair are shown the

rosary and the citron in a similar order.

III. Multi-Armed Variety. The Nirvanakalika’^^ describes a multi-

armed form. In this she is red in complexion and holds the ‘sakti’ and
numerous other weapons in her hands.

MAHAMANASI : THE SIXTEENTH MAHAVIDYA

Mahamanasi is the last in the list of the sixteen principal vidyadevis
in Jaina worship. Hemacandra’s explanation of her name is not
convincing. She has the same title in both the sects, though with
difiTerent iconographical details.^*
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The Digambara yaksini of the sixteenth Tirthankara ^antinatha is

also called MahamanasI but her symbols and the vahana diflFer.

Two principal varieties of her form are known so far : the four-

armed and the multi-armed. The second variety is described in the

Svetambara texts only but the existence of a similar form in the

Digambara worship is not unlikely.

Of the existence of a two-armed form, no definite proofs are forth-

coming. I§obhana muni refers to her as riding on the lion and holding

the sword symbol. Probably a two-armed form is intended.^®^

I. Four-Armed Variety. Bappabhatti^*® invokes MahamanasI, shining

like lightning, riding on the lion and holding the sword, the shield, the

jewel and the gourd ( kundika ) in her four hands.

According to the Nirvanakalika,’®® she shows the ‘varada’ and the

sword in the right hands and carries the pitcher and the shield in the

left ones.

The Mantradhiraja-kalpa^®^ states that she has a golden appearance,

and replaces the ‘abhaya’ for the ‘varada’ in the above list.

In the Vimala vasahl set, MahamanasI is standing with her right foot

resting on her Hon vehicle and carrying the sword and the shield in her

right and the left upper hands respectively. Her left lower arm appears

to have been shown in the ‘abhaya’ pose. The fourth arm is mutilated.

The symbol of the right upper hand in the above figure can however

be inferred with the help of another sculpture of MahamanasI preserved

in the Sabhamandapa ceiling of the Luna vasahl. Here the goddess

shows the ‘abhaya mudra in the right upper hand while the three other

symbols remain unchanged.

The Acaradinakara represents another tradition and says that she

rides on a crocodile. White in complexion, she shows the sword, the

shield, the jewel and the ‘varada’ symbols.^®® She shines like the

moon.

Another type is seen in the ChanI miniature which represents her

as white in colour and carrying the sword and the shield in her right

and left upper hands while the ‘varada’ and the citron are shown in the

corresponding lower ones. She wears a lower garment of yellow colour

with red designs and sits on the lion.

42
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In the Kharataravasahi, Mahamanasi shows different sets of symbols.

The goddess sits in the ‘lalita’ pose and carries the rosary and the lotus

in the right and the left upper hands respectively while showing the

‘varada’ and the pot with the corresponding lower ones. The swan
is shown as her vahana. In the second figure of Mahamanasi, represented

as standing, the book replaces the pot symbol of the preceding

description while all other symbols remain unchanged. This second
form remarkably agrees with one of the four-armed varieties of the Jaina

goddess of learning ( Sarasvati ).

In the Digambara tradition represented by Pratisthatilaka and
Pratisthasaroddhara, the goddess shows the ‘varada’, the rosary, the goad
and the garland in her four hands. Mahamanasi is red in complexion and
rides on a swan. Subhacandra also follows this tradition.’*®

Vasunandi gives a different form when he says that Mahamanasi,
four-armed and coral-like in complexion, shows, in the two principal hands,
the pranama mudra’ or the mudra of adoration.^

II. Six-Armed Variety. In the Vimala vasahl set, there are two
goddesses carrying the book in one hand. The first, with the Vina and
the book in the topmost hands, shows the ‘vyakhyana mudra’ in the
middle pair and the ‘varada’ and the citron in the last pair ; the second
figure shows the ‘varada’ and the pot in the last pair, a laddle-like object
in the middle right hand and the ‘abhaya’ and the book in the remaining
left hands. The symbol of the topmost right hand is indistinct. One
of these two goddesses may be Mahamanasi and the other may be Manasl.
But in the absence of any other evidence, a correct identification is

impossible.

III. Multi-Armed Variety. As usual, the Nirvanakalika adds a
niulti-armed form of thes Mahavidya. Bright like the flash of lightning,
she hdds in her many hands, the bow and numerous other weapons.®"

f the five multi-armed goddesses in the corridor ceilings of the
Vimala vasahi. three are already discussed here. The first with the
buffalo vehicle, is Maha-Purusadatta, the second with a horse-like vahana.
carrying the chain, is recognised as the Vajrasrhkhala vidya and the
third IS Vairotya. The fourth, discussed elsewhere ( Journal of the
Bombay University, X. 2. p. 210, fig. 35 ), is the Jaina Goddess of Learning
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The fifth, twenty-armed and having the lion vehicle may also represent

one of’^the Maha-vidyas. Symbols of some of the hands of the figure

are mutilated but of the remaining, the ‘khadga’ ( sword ), the sakti ,
the

snake, the mace, the shield, the axe, the ‘kamandalu’, the lotus, the abhaya

and the ‘varada mudras’ can still be recognised. On each side of t e

goddess is an eight-armed male figure showing symbols like the vajra

,

the goad and the noose. A few years back the present writer identifie

this sculpture as representing a multi-armed form of the famous

yaks! Ambika, and the ‘amralumbi’ ( bunch of mangoes ), an invaria e

symbol of Ambika, was then supposed to have been mutilated. But

the absence of her two sons, one on her lap, and the other by her si e

could not be properly accounted for and the two six-armed male figures

standing by her side were supposed to represent her sons ( transforme

as celestial beings with six hands each ! ). But it seems that the figure

can be more easily recognised as the Maha-vidya Mahamanasi. Li e

Ambika, VidyadevI figures are very popular in the carvings of the Vimala

vasahl and the shrines at Kumbharia. Of the four multi-armed goddesses

in the Vimala vasahi, two are already recognised as Maha-vidyas while

the third is Sarasvatl. Again, the sword and the shield symbols found

with the four-armed Mahamanasi from the same temple are still visible

in the hands of this figure. And the lion is also the vahana of Mahamanasi.

Hence it is better to recognise this figure as the sixteenth Svetambara

Mahavidya Mahamanasi.

CONCLUSION

From the foregoing account it will be possible to demonstrate the

popularity of the Vidyadevis in Jaina Tantric worship. The references

to ancient texts show that the Vidyadevis and some of the sixteen

Maha-vidyas were of no recent origin, and that they received homage at

the hands of the Jaina authors since very early times. Besides the texts,

the images of the Mahavidyas also testify that temple architecture was

not considered complete without a representation of the whole group of

the sixteen Vidyadevis, as in the temples at Dilwara, Kumbharia and

other places. The Vidyadevis were a favourite subject for painters to
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illustrate and beautify with miniatures the religious manuscripts of the

Jaina laity. Loose sculptures moreover of individual Vidyadevis, scattered

all over the country, amidst Jaina temples, ancient or modern, or

amidst sites now in ruins, show the importance and popularity of these

Mahavidyas.

It is true that many of the forms of the Vidyadevis are known from

Jaina texts, although it has not been possible to illustrate them, all with

archaeological specimens or ancient miniatures.

It is difficult to recognise Vidyadevis of the Digambara pantheon.

The chief reason is that in most cases the names of the Digambara yaksinis

are identical with those of the sixteen Mahavidyas. Therefore, to prevent

confusion, an attempt is here made to distinguish between the yaksinis

and the vidyadevis but a fuller discussion has to be reserved for a paper

on the iconography of the twenty-four yaksinis.

Even in the ^vetambara pantheon such difficulties are not unknown^.

For instance, it is difficult to distinguish between the Cakresvari yaksi

and the Apraticakra vidya, in loose sculptures. In such cases, the age of

the sculptures as well as their provenance should also be taken into

consideration.

It may be noted here that the Nirvanakalika ( §ve. ) describes a

special ‘mudra’ for each of the sixteen Maha-vidyas. Possibly the particular

‘mudra’ is to be used for the sadhana of the vidyadevi associated with it.

These mudras, it may be presumed, suggest the chief recognition symbols

of the sixteen Maha-vidyas. In the order of the vidyadevis treated here,

they are : 1. ‘Sahkha-mudra’, 2. ‘^akti-mudra’, 3. ‘§rnkhala-mudra’,

4. ‘Vajra-mu.’, 5. ‘Cakra-mu.’, 6. ‘Padma-mu.\ 7. ‘Gada-mu.’, 8. ‘Ghanta-mu’,

9. ‘Kamandalu-mu.’, 10. ‘Parasu-mu.’, 11. ‘Parasu-mu.’, ( of another

mode ), 12. ‘Vrksa-mu.', 13. ‘Sarpa-ma’, 14. ‘Khadga-mu.’, 15. ‘Jvalana*

mu.’, 16. ‘§rI-Mani-mudra.’®^

Vidyas are specially connected with supernatural cognition and

magical powers, that is, they are mainly Tantric deities. The special

mudras noted above demonstrate their Tantric character. The Maha-
vidyas are worshipped in various Tantric ‘mandalas’ ( diagrams ) like the

‘Sarvatobhadra-yantra’, the ‘Cintamani-Parsvanatha-yantra*, the 'Mantra-

dhiraja-yantra’. the ‘Adbhuta-Padmavatl-yantra’, the ‘Sarasvata-yantras’
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prescribed by Bappabhatti, Subhacandra and others, the ‘Suri-raantra’

diagram, etc*^

Besides the sixteen Maha-vidyas and some of the minor vidyas noted

before, there are certain other Tantric vidyas which are both ancient and

popular. The Varddhamana vidya and the Srutadevata-vidya are referred

to in the Mahanisitha sutra. Four ancient goddesses, namely, Jaya, Vijaya,

Ajita or Jayanta nnd Aparajita are invoked in this vidya, along with

another goddess called Anihata. These four goddesses are again wor-

shipped in the third ‘sthana’ called ‘Vidya-pada’ of the ‘Suri-vidya’ ( ‘Suri-

mantra’ ) diagram together with ‘Nanda , ‘Bhadda’, ‘^ri’ and ‘Samannia’ (?).

It seems that these four goddesses beginning with Jaya were very popular

vidyas amongst the Jainas in ancient times. Tn the first ‘pitha’ or

‘prasthana’ of this ‘Surividya’ are invoked eight vidyas, namely, ‘Sarasvati’,

‘Rogapaharini’, ‘Visapaharini’, ‘Bandhamoksani’, ‘^ri-Sampadini’, ‘Para-

vidya-chedini’, ‘Dosanirnasini’ and ‘Asivopasamani’. In the second ‘pitha’

are worshipped three vidyas amongst whom is one ‘Bahubali-vidya . The

sixteen Maha-vidyas, the diflFerent yaksas and yaksinis, Indras and others

are invoked in the fifth and the last ‘pitha’.

A very large number of vidyas are known to Jain literature,

especially the Puranas and Katha-kosas. Of these a reference may be

made to works like the Tilaka-manjari, Kuvalaya-mala of Udyotana,

Nayakumaracariu, Karakandacariu, Mahapurana of Puspadanta, Adipurana

of Jinasena, Uttarapurana of Gunabhadra, Kathakosa of Harisena, Katha-

kosa of Devabhadra, Trisasti-salaka-purusacaritra of Hemacandra and such

other works.

Vidyas are often described as shining like lightning, donning divine

garments and adorned with various ornaments. According to the Adipur-

ana, vidyas are acquired in two ways, either through kula ( family and

caste ), that is, by inheritance or through personal efforts and austerities.

According to the Uttarapurana, the ‘Naga-vidyas’ are described in the

Vidyanupravada-purva ( now lost ) and the use of these vidyas on Jina

images is expressly prohibited.^®’’

It may also be noted that Parsvanatha, the twenty-third Jina, regarded

as a historical figure, is very closely associated with various Tantric

practices and deities. It will not be unnatural to suppose that belief in
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some of the Tantric deities was introduced in Jainism in the age of

Parsvanatha.*®

The vidyas are supposed to have great magical powers. Prajnapti,

for example, was invoked for change of form, while Jvalini is said to

overpower the antagonist in religious disputes. The sixteen Mahavidyas

are said to propagate Jaina faith and adore the Tirthahkaras."^' It would

however be incorrect to regard them as ‘Goddesses of Learning.’ It would

also be incorrect to regard Sarasvati or Srutadevata of the Jainas as ‘the

head of the collective body of the sixteen vidyadevis.’^^

The Jaina Tantra, with its long past, invoked, at a later stage, a deity

called Vidya-deha, the deity ‘par excellence’ of all knowledge. Four-faced

and of a pleasing countenance, accompanied by ‘Jnana-sakti’ and seated in

the padmasana, he is to be accompanied by the eight Pratiharyas and the

twelve Ganas. The four faces immediately remind one of the Hindu god

Brahma, while the eight Pratiharyas and the twelve Ganas show that he

is no other than the Tirthahkara preaching knowledge in the Samavasarana

( assembly erected by the gods
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NOTES
1. ‘Pi^idaniryukti’ quoted in ‘Abhidhana Kajendra’, VI, p. 23. ‘Pancasaka’ o£ Haribhadia,

13. 19. of. Abhayadeva’s commentary on Anpapatika Sutra 16,

2. The twelfth Ahga text, composed by Ganadhara, now totally lost, contained fourteen

‘purva’-texta, one of which was the ‘Vidyanupravada-purva’ dealing with a number of powerful vidyaa

and their sadhanaa. M. D, Desai, 'History of Jain Literature’ ( in Gujarati ), pp. 27fE.

3. For a fuller account of the early history of the Jaina Tantra, see ‘A Peep into the Early History

of Tantra in Jaina Literature’, ‘Bharata Kaumudi’, II. pp. 839ff.

4. ‘Aupapatika autra’, 16. and commentary of Abhayadeva. ‘Uttaradhyayana’, XV. 7-8
;

commentary on XXIV. 12, ‘Pindaniryukti’, 499. ‘Sutrakrtaiiga*, 2. 2. 15. ‘Nay; dhammakahao’

( Vaidya’s ed. ), XVI. 129, p. 189 ;
XVIII, 141, p. 209 ; XIV. 104, p. 152 ; I. 4. p. 1.

5. 'Sthananga', 8. 3. sutra 611 ; also ‘Vipaka’, I. 7. p. 74. ‘Sthanauga’, 9. 3. 678 and the

commentary of Abhayadeva. Also see ‘Paumacariyam’, 7. 142 for Matahga vidya.

6. ‘Mahanis’itha sntta’ ( Ms. no. 165, B. O. R. I.) folios 17, 46-46. ‘JISOA’. IX. pp. 50-51.

7. ‘Sutrakrtaiiga’, 2. 2. 15.

8. ‘Samavayanga’, sutra 29, pp. 48-49.

9. 'Dasavaikalika’, I. Quoted by Malayagiri in his comm, on ‘Vyavahnrasutra’, ‘PIthika’, p. 23.

Also ‘Nisitha Bhasya’, ‘PIthika’, v. 33, and pp. 8-9.

10. 'Nisitha’, uddesa XVI. ‘Bhajya’ v. 63.

11. ‘Brhat-Kalpa-Bhajya,' uddesa I. v. 2508 and comm. According to Muni Punyavijaya,

Samghadasa gani, the author of ‘Brhat-Kalpa Bhajya’ is earlier in age than Sanghadasa II, the author

of Vasndevahinoli.

12. 'Tti§a§ti salaka-puruja-oaritam’, I. 3. 124-226. The Pap^ukas and ^vapakas are called

Patukas and Samakas by Jinadasa.

13. 'Jtvasyaka curni’, I. pp. 161-162,

14. Haribhadra’s Vptti on ‘Avasyaka Niryukti’, I. v. 317, pp. 143-144.

15. ‘Vasudevahincli’, I. part. 1, pp. 163-164.

16. Ibid., part 2, appendix 4, section 74 gives a list of vidyas referred to in both the parts.

17. ‘Paumacariyam’, 7. vv. 185ff, pp. 41-42 ; 68. pp. 223-24
; 59. v. 84, p. 7. vv. 107-108.

18. ‘Padmacaritam’ of Ravi.sena, 7. vv. 323ff
; 69. w. 9-10

; 67. v. 6.

19. ‘Harivamsa’, 22. vv. 56-60.

20. Ibid., 26. vv, 1-24,

21. Ibid., 22. vv, 61-66,

22. 'Abhidhana Cintdmani’ of Hemacandra ( ^ve. ), 2. 152-154 ; ‘Prati.sthasaroddhara’ of Asadhara
( Dig. ), p. 56, vv. 33-36.

23. ‘Jinasamhita-sara-sariigraha’, of Indranandi ( incomplete ms. in the Ailaka Pannalal
Digambara Jaina Bbandara, Bombay

) folio 31.

24. ‘Adipurapa’, ch. 18, ch. 19 ; oh. 47. v. 265 : ‘Uttarapurana’, 68. vv. 813-14
; 72. 123.

25. For Tijayapahutta, see, ‘Mahdprabhavika Navasmarana’, pp. 255-271. For Parsvanatha-

stotra of Sivanaga, see. ‘Mantradhiriija-Cintamani', pp. 70-87.

26. 'Caupannamahapurusaeariyam'. Ms. no 758, Hariisavijaya collection, Baroda, folio 68. Even
Bhadresvara ( c. 1100 A, D.

) maintained this older tradition in his Kahavali ( Ms. Hamsavijaya,
folio 17a ).

27. ‘Caturvimsatika’ of Bappabhattl and ‘Stuti-Caturviriisatika’ of ^obhana muni, both edited

by Prof. Kapadia, Surat.

28. The reader is requested to refer to Muni Jayantavijaya’s two volumes on Ahu { in Gujarati

)

published in ^rl-Vijayadharma-suri-Jaina-Granthamala, nos 10, and 40. The ‘bhava’ numbers referred
to in the following pages are according to the scheme adopted by Jayantavijayajl in the first part.
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29. ATa. no. 1155, UpAdhyaya Vitavijaya oolleotion, Jaina Bhaiidara, ChanI, containing seven works

in one group. They are ; ‘Ogha-niryukt’ (folios 1-88), ‘Pinda-niryukti’ (folios 84-l32).‘I)a8avaikfi-

lika folio 133-173 ), ‘Pakkhi and Khamana sutras’ ( 174-191 ) ’tiramana sutra’ ( 192-197 ), ‘Yati-dina-

carya’ ( 198-227 ). The miniatures were first published by Sarabhai Nawab ( in ‘Jaina Citra-kalpa-dnima* )

who wrote that the manuscript was copied in V. S. 1218.

.30. Hemaoandra. gloss on ‘Abhidhana Cintamani’, 2. p. 102.

31. The view, expressed in ‘Jain Iconography’, p. 166, that the goddess presides over the art of

music according to ^vetambara texts is untenable : the ‘Acaradinakara’ merely calls her “one whose

great prowess is lauded everywhere”,

32. ‘CaturviriiBatikS’ of Bappahha^ti, verse 12, pp. 2.1-26.

33. ‘Stuti-Caturvimiatika’, of 6obhana muni, verse 16, p. 74 ; v. 52, p. 171. ISobhana merely

refers to the bow and the rosary. Obviously, the arrow symbol is understood. I have therefore, regarded

this verse as giving a four-armed variety. Her victory over enemies is emphasised by both BappabbattI

and ^bhana.

34. ‘Nirvanakalika’, p. 37. The work was composed by PAdalipta siiri in c. 11th century A. D.

see JUB. IX. 2. p. 159, n. 6.

35. 'Aoaradinakara', IT. p. 162. The work was composed by Varddhamana suri in 1468 V. S.

( 1411 A. D. ).

36. The text is published in ‘Mantradhiraja-Cintamani’, edited by Nawab, pp. 227-288. The

date of composition of the work is uncertain, see JUB. IX. 2. p. 16 note 2. ‘MantrfidhirSja

kalpa, patala 3, v. 3.

37. ‘Prati.sthAtilaka’, p. 284. The work was composed by Nemicandra in the sixteenth

century A. D.

38. ‘Prati^thasaroddhara’ of Asaddhara ( 1,3th cent. A. D. ), p. 54. verse 37.

39. ‘Sarasvata-yantra-pujiV ( Ms.. B, O. R. I., no. 192 ) of 6ubhacandra.

40. Dated in A. D. 1070. Sec Sankalia, ‘Jain Yaksas and Yakslnls’, fig. 7, ‘Bulletin of the

Deccan College Research Institute’, I. 2-4.

41. ‘Nirvanakalika’, p. 18.

42. ‘PancSsaka’, ch. 19. verse 24.

43. ‘Vasudevahiacli’, I. part 1, pp. 163-64.

44. ‘Abhidhana Cintamani
,
op. cit.

45. For the iconographio peculiarities of different Jaina Yaksiipis discussed in this paper, see

‘Jaina Iconography’ by B. C. Bhattacarya

46. ‘Acaradinakara’. II. p. 162.

47. ‘Stutioaturviriisatika’ verse 60, p. 1S5

48. ‘Caturviihsatika’, verse 16, p. 32.

49. ‘Pratisthasaroddbara’, p, 54, verse 38.

50. ‘Sarasvata-yantra-pujiV.

51. 'NirvAiiakalika’, p. 37.

52. ‘Mantradhiraja-kalpa’, patala £, v. 4.

53. ‘Pratisthatilaka’, VII. pp. 284-85.

54. ‘Pratijtha-sAra saiiigraha’ of Vasunandi ( c. 12lh century A. D.
)

.55. ‘Nirvanakalika’, p. 18.

56, ‘Vasudevahin^i’, 1. 1. p. 97. ‘Brhat-Kalpa-Bhajya’, pl(hika, p. 57, 'Avasyaka-tTk&’, p. 34.

67. ‘Adipurana’ of Jinasena II, 18. 11-12.

58. ‘Paumacatiyam’, 7, verses 136ff. Gopinath Eao. ‘Elements of Hindu Iconography’, I. part 2,.

pp. 387-88 and appendix p. 147.

.59. ‘AbhidhAn". rintAmaiii’, op. cit.



m
60. 'Frati$tlia-saroddli&ca’. p. 54. verge 36 ; the text ig oorrupt.

61. ‘Stnti-Catnrviihsatika' p. 60, verge 13.

62. ‘Caturvim§atika’, verge 20. p, 37.

63. ‘Aoaradinakara’.n. p. 163.

64. ‘Saraavata-yantra-puja’.

65. ‘Nirv^akalika’, p. 37.

66. ‘Mantradhiraja-kalpa’, patala 3, verge 6.

67. ‘PratijtliatUaka’, YII. p, 285. Vagunandi algo lefera to hex four armi but gives the chain

gymbol only. According to him, the goddesg is golden in complexion.

63. ‘Nirvanakalika’, p. 18.

69. Dr. Benoytosh Bhattacarya, ‘Buddhist Iconography’, pp. Ill fi, pi. XZXIV b.

70. Hemacandra gives the explanation of hex title. ‘Abhidhana Cintamapi’, 3. p. 103.

But the iconography of the goddess supports the explanation given above.

71. 'Catnrvimsatika*, verse 24, p. 43.

72. Btati-Gatarviihsatika', verse 32, p. 131.

73. Pratigthssaroddhara, p. 54, v. 40. 'Pngpe-jana* is the aerial oar of Knbera in the Hindu
pantheon. ‘Pugpa-ratha’ means a pleaeure>cat not used for war. Unfortunately no such representation

of the goddess with a cat is available. It would therefore be advisable to regard a flower ( lotus )

as hex vehicle.

74. ‘.Soaradinakara’, II. p, 163.

75. ‘Nirvapakalika*, p. 37.

76. ‘Hantradhiraja-kalpa’, pafala 3, verse 6.

77. ‘Pratijthatilaka’, VII. p.28fl.

78. ’Nirvapakalika’, p. 18.

79. Benoytosh Bhattacarya, op. oit., pp.' 39. 124. See Gopinath Bao. ‘Elementg of Hindu
Iconography’, I. part 3, p. 361 for Rambha and p. 385 for Aindri.

80. ‘Abhidhana Ointamapi’, op oit.

61. ’Acacadinakara', n. p. 162.

82. 'Stuti-Caturvimsatika', v, 72. p. 333.

88.

‘Oaturvimsatlka’, verge 28. p. 48.

84. ‘Hitvanakalika’, p. 37.

85. 'Mantradhiraja.kalpa', patala 3, verse 7.

86. For the iconography of the yakgi Cakresvari, see ‘Iconography of the Jain Ooddees Oskteivatl’

by U. P. Shah which will be published in a subsequent issue of the JISOA.

87. ‘Hirvanakalika’, p. 18.

88. See plate published in ‘Jaina-Pu^taka-Prasasti-Samgraba’, Sipighi Jaina Series Ho 18.

89. Vogel, 'Catalogue of Sculptures in the Curzon Museum, Mathura’, p, 95, pi XVII, fig. no D. 6.

90. ’Prati^thasaroddhara’. p. 54, V. 41.

91. ‘Pratigthatilaka’, VII. pp. 285-86.

92. ’Abhidhana Gintamani’, op. cit.

93. ’Stuti-Caturvimsatika’, v. 68, p. 204,

94. ‘Aoaradinakara’, II. p. 162.

95. ‘Caturviihsatika,’ verse 40. p, 72.

96. ‘Pratisthasaroddhara’, p. 54. verge 42.

97. ’Hirvaniakalika’, p. 37.

98. ’Mantradhiraja-kalpa’, 3. v. 8..

99. ’PratisthatUaka’, VXI. v. 6, p- 286.

100.

‘Hirvaoakalika’, p. 18.
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101. Hatibhadra’s commentary on the Avagyaka Niryukti, v. 93S p. 411.

102. Gopinath Kao, op. cit., pp. 8S6 fi. and appendix pp. lllf.

103. ‘Anuyogadvara’, sutra 20. of. also ciirni on this, pp. 24-25. The Anuyogadvara i* said to have

been composed by Arya Bakgita c. 600 years after Mahavira.

101. ‘Abbidhana Gintamani’, op. cit.
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108. ‘Frati^thasaroddhara’, p. 55, v. 43.
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THE WALLS OF ORISSAN TEMPLES

by STELLA KRAMRISCH

Nature of temple wall
:
plain or carved. Orissan architecture and its

sculpture, for over half a millennium, represent one local branch of the

tradition of temple building practised in India from the Himalaya in the

north to the Tungabhadra in the south. The carved stones of the temple

are part of its form although not all the temples have their surfaces carved.

On some temples they are plain and the image in the central niche of

the walls, in the cardinal direction, is the only sculpture. There is no

middle way the walls are either plain as a whole or they are carved as a

whole. There is neither statuary nor architectural sculpture in the

accepted sense ;
the texture of the walls is either plain or carved. In

these two varieties the temple walls are set up from the eighth to the thir-

teenth century. The earliest extant temples are not the beginning of the

style. They show it compact and replete with the themes which were

elaborated subsequently. It is homogeneous ; the organic logic of its

form leads to synthetic expositions at diflFerent stages, from the tenth

century onward. It was then also that new elements became

incorporated in the form of Orissan architecture and sculpture. They
were assimilated from the more western branches of the tradition as

practised in the Central Provinces and Central India.

Texture of the carved wall : Outward movement of buttresses ; inward

movement of relief ground. The reliefs of the early extant temples of which

the Parasuramesvar in Bhuvanesvar is the most perfect, are in the nature

of an incrustation. Whether they are framed or not, they closely adhere

to the ground which, as a rule, exceeds them laterally, being the surface of

the moulding to which they belong ( cf. PI. XVIII ). Some of these

flat reliefs have, more often than not, another ground, at one remove

from the main ground against which are displayed the larger figures.
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Smaller carvings, such as the heads looking out from round windows, and

the window openings themselves lead further into depth by means of step-

ped surfaces narrowing ring-like ; they harbour a deepening darkness. The
relief cut into the stone on several planes is the sculptural correspondence,

of necessity in the opposite direction, to the architectural progression of

the buttresses from the straight or curved walls whence they project

and draw with them, as it were, the deep shadows in the interjacent

recesses.

Stipersession of architectural organisation by one relief theme. The
double movement of masses and shadows, architectural and sculptural,

interknits the thickness of the several projections of the wall. The sculp-

tural units on the one hand are a part only of the extent of the respective

architectural units and this would have been the original context. The
architectural units, on the other hand, each serving as the ground of the

relief are, moreover, also connected by their reliefs where one carved theme

extends over two, three and more architectural units and ties them toge-

ther (PI. XVIII ), Below this connecting relief the faces of the architec-

tural units are plain, variously moulded or stepped. They, in turn, may
also be carved in a lower relief. So the major relief may extend over

several architectural units which serve as its ground and appear

united into one larger theme by their dominant relief. In its effect it

relies partly on the further receding planes cut, as in the opening of the

‘windows’, perpendicularly into the stone, and, being partly carved ‘in

the round’, it also bridges the gaps or neckings between the

architectural units whose straight or curved surfaces may themselves

be enriched by reliefs.

This intricate texture of the carved wall results in patterns of light

and shade. They are outlined by the deepest shadows. These run in

grooves vertically between the buttresses of the wall and their extensions

on the curved planes of the superstructure ; and horizontally between

the single architectural units each of which is a prismatic shape and

suggests a roof or storey of the temple. At the corners of the superstruc-

ture, the square Amalaka compresses deep shadows within its vertical

blades and screws together, as it were, the manifold units of the

superstructure ( Simhanatha Temple, Baramba, PI. XVIII ).
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None of the sculptures is architectural in the accepted sense

for none enhances by its effect the function of that part which
it decorates

;
^ none of the carvings moreover is merely decorative

for each has its meaning at its proper place and is an image or symbol.

The architectural unit moreover is but an architectural symbol and does
not function as roof, storey, or the like for the ^ikhara is a

monument piled up by trabeation
;

its buttresses are progressions from the
centre in a symbolic capacity ; they do not carry the impact of the mass.

Terms and forms of architecture are here part of an architectural

symbolism, and sculpture, as far as it represents one or the other
known thing, such as a window or the shape of man, is but an
incrustation on the total shape full of meaning and at the same time
its exposition.

The wall as a three-dimensional integument. The closely knit

integument forming the outer wall of an Orissan temple consists of

stereometric shapes, recesses and the dark shade within them ; their

relief planes cohere with a fierce compulsion. At the phase represented
by the Parasuramesvar Temple the mouldings are nearly prismatic

;

the cyma of their curved front planes but little recedes from a
fillet below and is noticeable in the slightly vacillating curve of the
vertical edge of each of the ‘roof shapes’. The total appearance of
the vertical recess or shadow line thus formed is flexible and ascends
like a spinal cord. According to the number of its buttresses, the
curved Sikhara has more than one such chase on each of its faces.

The wall of the Orissan temples is a three dimensional substance
replete with an interknit movement based on small, repetitive units
up and downwards, laterally, backwards and forwards, of solids and
voids with their darkness. ^Vhile this is true also of other types of
mediaeval Indian temples, the departure from the straight or convex
plane of wall and Sikhara cannot elsewhere be retraced as clearly

nor can it be followed, step by step, to the stage of the furthermost
bastion-like progressions of the wall. This elaboration of the wall is

1. Decoration as a mere embellishment exists only by contrast with, and as a supplement to,
naturalistic ait.

I
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not tectonic, it also does not cover the wall as if it were by a screea

of tracery tor glazed tiles* The wall as an articulate integument

bodied forth on the outside of the temples is a monumental equivalent

to the modelling of the images. There, the gradation of planes holds^

the subtle body of divinity and makes it manifest. The temple also

is thi “body of God”.

Its form is an elaboration of the theme of the progression from

the centre ; it is a raiment whose texture adheres to the presence

within and clothes it. It is a specifically Indian fabric of monumental
substance impregnated with the meaning by which it is formed. The
history of this form is at the same time its ontology.

History ( ontology ) of the wall : ( 1 ) ‘Uttaresvat’. The Uttaresvar

temple—( prior to its restoration )—in Bhuvanesvar, showed its stumpy

Sikhara without carvings, furrowed horizontally by the lines of dark

shadows between the fillets and mouldings representing its storeys.

They continued across a narrow buttress curved parallel with the

face of the Sikhara, in the middle of each of its sides, in the cardinal

direction. The Baramba Temple, more elaborated even then the

Parasuramesvar, yet presents this salient feature.

( 2 ) ‘Parasuramesvar’. On the Sikhara of the Parasuramesvar the

curved plane has five projections of equal height, the one in the

centre being the broadest and all of them are bound, as it were,

at the base by one continuous cornice of the same depth ; below
this cornice is a deep recess indicating the ground of the ‘relief of

the temple wall’. It is itself, once more, full of reliefs. Below, another
similar cornice gives the height of projection of the niches and
mouldings of the wall. This is the fundamental disposition of the

relief of the wall. It is not the only one for it is exceeded by

another salient relief-plane which projects from the broad central

buttress of the Sikhara whereas on the perpendicular wall of the

temple its high projection is directly from it.

This central buttress of the Sikhara with its furthermost pro-

jected oflfset in the middle is carved on several distinct planes, <»ach
complete in its effect ; the lower set of co-ordinated reHefs having;

their themes laid out in the horizontal whereas the topmost or
46
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superimposed reliefs have their themes connected in the vertical

direction ; they act as tentacles and bind together vertically their

liorizontal substratum of carved mouldings and recesses.

The central buttress of the Sikhara, a double relief twice over,

effective on four major, and some further, subordinated, planes has

its counter-weight near the comers of the Sikhara where the recess

between the two lateral offsets is broader than the deep shadow

groove on either side of the central buttress. The interval between

the lateral buttresses is carved to half its depth, where a new set

of planes is introduced, placed back from its lateral buttresses whence
it is divided by a thin vertical chase whose ground, in fact, is the

ultimate ground of the entire display. The reliefs of the vertical

grooves establish their themes vertically ; these are miniature temples

resting on a double, high plinth, their image is flanked by pillars,

their storied, curvilinear superstructure is overspun by reliefs as rich

in detail and planes as are those of the topmost central buttress.

The verticality of the miniature shrines is reinforced by pillar shapes

oarved on either side of their superstructure in support, as it were,

.
of the recessed cornice moulding which is part of the horizontal

articulation of the Sikhara and projects as one of the storeys on each

of the buttresses. By this link the miniature temples of the vertical

chase are coordinated with the repetitive rhythms of the buttresses.

Each of the four curved sides of the Sikhara consists of several

planes, each with its relief interknit once more on different levels.

Similar and also contrasting themes are co-ordinated throughout the

thickness of the wall which thus consists of buttresses and chases

of various depths, an interplay of correlated levels whose repetitive

themes are impressed on each unit or group of units, each being

clearly demarcated from the other. The demarcation in the main is

effected by the shadows in vertical chases and horizontal recesses,

reducing the variously projected units ( I e. the ‘roof shapes' or cornice

mouldings superadded on each buttress )--to the ^ appearance of

rectangles suspended in the air and forming part of the texture of

the wall and its weightless thickness. The demarcation moreover of

the reliefs on these rectangular units is curved and beaded. With







its semi-ciicle, broad oval or trefoil shape, in which dwell images
and darkness, it punctuates and fixes each unit in its place.

The multiple units on different levels are synchronised, their
symbol shapes in repetitive rhythms on parallel planes are interknit
by means of dark shadows which transfix the units by various
dot-shapes and connect them by the long and intersecting vertical

and horizontal dark lines of shadow.

The walls, in as much as they consist of buttresses projecting
to various heights have an impact which is greatest in the centre of
each side, in the cardinal direction. With all this impact in the
outward and horizontal directions their bulk docs not suggest a
corresponding weight for the shape of the ^ikhara is slit at regular
intervals and furrowed by deep shadows. The transformation of the
temple walls into a stereometry traversed by spaces full of darkness
establishes an architectural quality of weightlessness. The units seem
as if let down in chains, suspended from the top.

( 3 ) ‘Baramba . At the stage of the Parasuramesvar, each unit

has its prismatic integrity. Each single “roof shape” is marked by its

trefoil dormer window. Only on the central and highest buttress roof

shapes, mouldings and fillets are coalesced.

The temple in Baramba\ compared with the Parasuramesvar temple
of Bhuvanesvar shows the units in a state of assimilation and coalescence,

as if they wear melting ( PI. XVIII ). They have lost their edges and
clear outline ; while their roof shapes are subdivided, more pronouncedly
-than on the Parasuramesvar temple, into a fillet below having its own
baluster pattern and the roof shape above, the steps by which these roofs
are made to project are now more clearly visible than on the Parasura-
mesvar temple where they lie hidden in the darkness of their horizontal

recess *, these steps, broadening towards the top, act as a console for the
roof unit; each roof unit moreover is further developed, forming,
alike to the central buttress, a similar progression from its broader and
underlying buttress which exceeds laterally and winglike, the higher offset

1, The of Batambo allomd Sri P. Kaogy to take the pbotogtspha teptodooed on Pis.
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and repeats, on a lower level, the broken curve of its outlines. Not

enough however of this dififerentiation ; the rooflets themselves arc now

not uniform. While two subsequent courses will have the shape descri-

bed adove. the next two courses will have each the shape of a stepped

or fluted torus and? those which continue the square Amalaka at the

corners are altogether of the shape of consoles, their lower part broadened

outward and upward in the shape of a full blown lotus, their upper part

its crowning fillet.

The neat stereometry of the Parasuramesvar appears here softened,

angles and edges blunted, contrasts converted into transitions. The single

unit is still marked by its relief but more generally two units are contrac-

ted by their relief ; the intervening recess is now not a dividing furrow

but forms part of their volume which emerges as console or torus shape

carrying its shadows or darkness to the surface of the buttress. To this

continuity of modulated shapes corresponds also a continuity of the relief ;

the recess, dividing the walls of the temple from the ^ikhara is now replete

with long panels of figures forming a frieze whereas on the Parasuramesvar

temple small rectangular compositions were added horizontally.

With the introduction of varied shapes in the superimposed moul-

dings or storeys their number too increases between each two of the

corner Amalakas forming one complex unit. Along its height now extend

the miniature temples in the recess ; their superstructure having been

increased by one course or storey, their base trebly subdivided ; their pillars

lengthened. Slender and elegant they house an image of equal grace and,

what is more, two corresponding angels, in lieu of the pillars of the upper

floor of the Parasuramesvar miniature temples are postured to either side

of their superstructure on the wing of the adjacent miniature temple roof

shape. The contrasts, horizontally, of light, shade and straight cut shapes

arc not only softened ; the images of the celestials are embodiments of

mediating suppleness.

Into this mellow context of transitions are fitted not only the

curvilinear, beaded and extravagantly twisted ‘Gavaksa’ compositions of

the Sikhara ; some of the short and terse rectangular relief themes also

have their place on the perpendicular walls, strung vertically in the

shapes of high pilasters with their capitals, or framing the lar^r image
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as that of Agni ( PI. XIX ).^ These small panels persist on the temples

of Orissa whereas the frameless, small and compact carvings were destined

to lose their rectilinear definition ; in future they form small groups

supported on consoles and fillets ( PL XVIII ).

With all the contractions and differentiating summing up, the

Baramba temple preserves the disconnectedness in the vertical, of the lateral

projections of the wall and on the Sikhara, although the central ‘ratha*

had been given its high extension from the outset ( Uttaresvar temple,

Bhuvanesvar). The unification of the lateral themes on wall and Sikhara

is complete on the Muktesvar Temple, Bhuvanesvar, There also the

original lack of correlation of the buildings of hall and temple is trans-

formed into a unit of contrasting shapes, the lesser moreover having

become assimilated to the higher, by giving to the stepped pyramid of

its roof shape a curved outline, differing from that of the superstructure

of the temple but tuned in the same key. Such an assimilation was

outside the range of the Baramba temple’s architect. The structure of

the hall is reminiscent of a log house ; its walls do not correspond with

those of the temple proper as they do in the fully evolved style. The
clerestory roof however has now three sloped stages and ascends towards

the pyramidal shape which it was to have at a subsequent age.

''Folk art". The reliefs of the Sirnhanatha temple are similar in form

to those on temples in Bhuvanesvar where they are not more intimately

part of Eastern Indian folk art. It had also contributed much of its

immediacy and assurance to the earlier temples of Bhuvanesvar. The
family of East Indian folk art represented by the Baramba reliefs, like

that of Agni and its frame ( PI. XIX ) extends from Paharpur in North

Bengal to Muhkalingam in Ganjam.' The relief of Agni on his ram

( PL XIX ) is uncanny with leisured movement conveying elemental

power ; great sculptural knowledge is abbreviated, the edges are smoothed,

the design is facile and bliint and yet charged with demoniac realisation.

The panels on top, forming part of the frame of Agni’s niche, have their

counterparts in scroll paintings from Bengal ( JISOA, Vol. XIII, PL X. ) of

the mid-nineteenth century when, with a similarly impassioned ease, fighting

1. Coats of whitetrash blurt and coarsen the earring. Thia misoae may be a snperstitition based

on the practise of coating the buildings with ‘vajralepa’.
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demons triumph whether shown vanquished or not, in the zest of the

design which gives them existence.

’‘'Gupta" Style" and Orissan idiom. Of less relevance are the

broadened versions of the ubiquitous Gupta heritage of creepers and

their spirits (Kalpalata, PI. XIX) ; here the idiom is that of a patois

lacking in form and the way how the various horizontal and vertical

themes are joined is insensitive. The Orissan idiom of sculpture, more
than that of any other medieval Indian school, adheres to the surface,

each panel to its place, each image to its ground ; the various panels

may occupy different levels (PI. XIX) or, one relief plane serves as the

ground of another relief or of the higher level of the same carved

theme ( PI. XXIII ). As in its monumental conception so also in the

single reliefs the different planes remain intact, the effect is in their

interplay and not in their coalescence. Where this comes about, from
the eleventh century, also other factors show that Orissan sculpture

faced towards central India. Before this was given effect, its strength

is in the display of broad masses in planes. The modelling and vigour

of the shapes is condensed in their outer limits. The broad shoulder

for example ( PI. XX ) is the globular joint of the figure and its movement

;

its lateral distortion is thrice repeated as plastic accent in a group of

three male dancers forming a perforated window.^

In this and similar varieties of the perforated relief the pure form
of Orissan sculpture has reached its climax.

Kapilesvar window : Pure Orissan form of Sculpture ( loth century ).

The dark ground of the ‘relief’, i.e. of the window, is the interior space of

the building, the hall ; its effect, seen from the outside, is the same as

that of ‘solid windows’, niches and recesses on the sanctuary itself. In this

particular window ( PI. XX ), which is the middle panel only of the

whole window, the plane of the ground is discretely visible as a rectangular

network of stone in front of which cross the sculptural rhythms ;

movement and counter-movements meet in swaying heads and stepping

feet, so that a threefold vertical is established, also in the figured part.

1. et. the entire rrindow. Vig. 319 in : Krenmech, ‘Die Indieche Konst’ Springer, ‘Konst-gesehiehte’,

Vol. VL
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the two horizontal bars underlying the shoulders, and the opening

movement of the thighs. There, the inner silhouette and modelling are

resilient with the relaxed tension of the bodily movement ; for the rest,

the movement is a rhythmical pattern composed in planes, the lower

a web of diagonal intersections
; these are summed up in the upper plane

by the arches of the arms bent with as much sinister ease as the Raksasa

visages conjure up ;
it casts an enduring spell for the huge hands, circular

earrings, eyes, face and locks of hair keep it fixed while the ends of the

scarves, swinging in the opposite direction, mediate between the

vehemence of the demoniac movement of the figures and the stability

of the perpendicular network of the window.

The linear pattern of these dancing figures is built up from the

base, in triangles and lozenges ; these are crossed over by scythes of

arm rhythms. The mighty pliant limbs are pure form, its suggestiveness

is communicated also to the dancer’s body on the left though it is more

descriptive of the shape of the body and has less movement.

This is a mature art, the perfection of the folk art on the earlier

temples, and of Baramba ; nothing here is casual, all is conscious

discipline ; its substance is the indigenous art tradition of Orissa. The

similarly perforated windows of the Parasurame^var appear as essays in

the same direction. Their form however is arrested by the varieties of

postures and their rhythms, it halts when shaping their exaltation and

presenting their charm. A parallel process covering two centuries, is

seen here in two of its relevant stages in Bhuvanesvar, corresponding

to the Quattrocento and Cinquecento in Florence.

Absorption of the Magadhan idiom ( Sfh-ioth centuries ). The

Kapilesvar window marks the moment of supreme achievement of

mediaeval indigenous Orissan sculpture. In it had been absorbed the

heritage of the Gupta age. It must have been assimilated prior to the earliest

of the mediaeval temples now in existence in Orissa. While they were

under construction ( 8th century ), Northern Orissa ( Utkal ) with its

Buddhist images emulated those from Magadha ; this was not altogether

to its advantage. The cast of the Buddhist images was then also given

to those on the Hindu temples. This had its prelude in an assimilation

of the iconography of the Buddha image by that of ^iva Lakull^, on the
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Parasuramesvar temple ; together with some of the iconographic formulae

moreover some of the form itself of the Buddhist images was assimilated

in the corresponding Lakulisa image and also other Siva images of the

temple in Baramba.

Reception of central -Indian Idiom. ( loth-iith century ). While
the images of the major divinities from now onward show, more

often than not, if in a varying degree, an Orissan absorption of the

Magadhan idiom, it did not enter into the images of the lesser gods

and into the great many carvings all over the temple. The images of

the lesser gods subsequently, about the year 1000, had their shapes

modified so that some of them ressemble the Surasundarls and

Vidyadharas of central India ( Pis. XXI, XXII ) in their iconography as

much as by their form. Nonetheless they retain their Orissan mood
and cast though their appearance has assimilated the sharper accents

of central Indian sculpture.

At that phase moreover, from the tenth century. Indian images arc

form conscious. Their form remains, as it had been from the fourth

century, equivalent to immediate spiritual realisation or to the means
towards it and, in the latter case, in keeping with prescribed norm.
From the tenth century, the degrees of spiritual realisation are given

shape with varying delicacy. The subtle body in Indian sculpture had
served hitherto as place of realisation. Now it figures as an embodiment
of the stages of the approach towards realisation. This shows twofold,

in the images. They suggest complex emotions in high tension towards
the Spirit who, while leaving them behind, resides in the same place

where they are active. In this embodiment made by art the gods are

manifest. They have no other tangible body of manifestation.

Now the image is not only the symbol or support of realization ;

it is the conscious and concrete shape of the stages towards and of the

degrees of realisation. It is conscious in each of its lines and profiles,

and not only in its proportions. It is the exact embodiment of the

celestial whose name it bears or whose class it represents. These lesser

gods but for their bodies made by art—they have no others—would not
fully exist. In these mature art forms they exist in all their aspects and
degrees of sublimity, grace, wizardry and terror ; each is an exact
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counterfeit of the state it represents such as it is known by the devotees

in the various provinces of India.

From the metaphysical point of view this amounts to a descent.

From the metaphysical point of view, however, an image made by art

has its own validity as yantra or means of realisation only.^ There

need, and preferably, there should be no images. From the metaphysical

point, however, the correctly made yantra serves its purpose ;
from

the metaphysical point of view of the one who uses the image, if the

image made by art is also at the same time a work of immediate intuition

this would be a supererogation on the side of the craftsman which

does not affect the efficacy of the image as yantra.

While the ‘yantra’ function is essential to the mediaeval work of

art it does not exhaust its nature ; on the other hand, as consciously

as the purely geometrical yantra is drawn as consciously is the image-yantra

now given form. In this lies the virtue of mediaeval Indian sculpture.

The regional differences of the schools are more incisive now than

at any other age, for the subtle, the emotional body, is now fully aware

of its mode of realisation and its limits. The work of art is made

by a kind of intelligible sense awareness ; this is channelled by the con-

tingencies of the place, by the ‘genius loci’. Together with it the ineluct-

able process of life ripens the form ;
the signs of youth, maturity and

disintegration are the same everywhere ; the age of an art form extends

over more than one generation of man, over centuries or millennia, its

life obeys cycles whose duration it might not be possible to fix in

numbers.

In Orissa, in the eleventh century, the images are fully ‘bodied

forth’ (Pis. XXI-XXIII). In comparison with earlier Orissan sculptures

they look like statuary in front of, and barely attached to, the wall. But

for exceptions ( PI. XXIII ) however the images are stationed parallel

1. The image is put to a similar use as is the gecmetrioal symbol, the yantra. It serves

the purpose of realisation ;
in this respect it is a yantra, a tool. Its nature as a 'work of art is

not identical with this function nor is it exhausted hy it as is the ‘geometrical' yantra.

A similar mistake, in the opposite direction, has been made in modern architecture. A house

if it is a work of architecture is not only a machine (= yantra) serving the purpose to be lived in, it

is at the same time a building ‘made by art’ fulfilling a wider purpose while providing efficiently foe

its immediate purpose,
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to the wall ( Pis. XXI-XXII ) and their pure contours are outlined

against it. They clasp the rotundities of head, body and limbs, their but

slightly modified, cylindrical, conical or spherical, shapes. Their modelling

is synthetic, the contour steady, without speed, and somewhat blunt.

The modelled volumes are compact and suggest the burgeoning of the

body. The open smile of the face is its physiognomical expression.

Jewelry, garment, flowers and fruits accompany the figures ; they are

small shapes whose intricate surfaces set ofiF the smoothness ot the rounded

planes against which they are carved, whether these represent the limbs

of tree-goddesses or the stem of the tree ( PI. XXII ).

The images of the tree-goddesses, on the Parasuramesvar temple,

had been of diminutive size, their number was not conspicuous, they

had their place and played their part together with many other symbols.

About the year 1000, in Orissa, the images of the tree goddesses and

Surasundaris have increased in size, number and volume. On the

walls of the Lingaraja temple their images and those of the Sardulas are

twice as high than those of all the other images. The reliefs of the

latter are framed, as they had been on the earlier Orissan temples, by

panels replete with manifold carvings.

The large ‘statues’ of the goddesses and Sardulas are accompanied

by further elaborations of the temple wall, such as its division into two

main zones or storeys of images ( Lingaraja, Brahmesvara ) and the

attachment of miniature Sikharas, replicas of the main ^ikhara, to its

ascending buttresses. All these attributes had been fully evolved in

central India ( Khajuraho ) in the tenth century, whence they became
incorporated subsequently in the temples of Orissa.

Together with these themes, the mode of sculpture, richer in resolved

contrasts, of central India, has its echo in some of the carvings, mainly on
the Brahmesvar temple, but also in Mayurbhahj, in Khiching ( PI. XXV ).

Attenuated proportions, angularity of elongated limbs, features and
movements are not part of the Orissan tradition but they too have been

smoothed and their tapering shapes are as if turned on the wheel while

the modelling is more animated and differentiated than in the pure,

indigenous form. Nonetheless the Khajuraho carvings and those of

the Candella school, as far east as Allahabad, remain distinct from the
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relative simplicity of the Orissan form ; Candella images are rich in

dramatic contrast
;
gyrating around their own axis, they are modelled

with a sophisticated elegance, their limbs are pillar-shaped and encase,

bent in sharp angles, the sinuous volumes of the bodies and their

concavities full of dark shade. The high tension of the sculptural

context extends to the curves of their finger tips, to their chimaeric

countenances and to extravagantly shaped and poised chignons ; all these

are delicate shapes to the point of being brittle ; in Orissa they are

fruity, redolent with sap, drowsily ripened in a rustic lyricism and

assembled with clarifying leisure. Here all is smooth, assured and smiling ;

all complexities seem eliminated or they have become part of the sturdy

ease of the images.^

Two types of scrolls : If they are absent from the images they are

present in other parts of the carved walls of the temple, on fillets and

bases, pilasters and wall panels which they fill as creepers and curls,

Kalpalata’s by their monographic lineage, a multiform vegetation, mind-

born. Their roots are in the realm of thought which possesses what it

thinks about, all the wealth of the three worlds. Scrolls and creepers

are perennial in Indian sculpture. The undulating stalk and its movement,

1. Certain soulptures in the Indian Mugeum, Calcutta, ( see also below ) are said to have
oome from Bhnvanesvar although they are of the Ehajur^o type. The Orissan sculptures are more
formal, those of Khajuraho more naturalistic in the modelling of certain parts specially the back,

the cheeks, etc. Orissan shapes are more smooth and taut, the movements have greater amplitude, the

arms of the figures are held away from the body, parallel to the relief ground. In Ebajurabo, the

preference is for postures where the body appears to turn around its axis, back and front view are combined,

the profiles are overseoted and the whole volume of the figure together with its space is more dramatic
with interpenetrating shapes and shadows.

The profiles too, in Ehajuraho are more complex, full of tension and conflicts. The vertical

shapes are straight pillars with an upsurge
; in Orissa, their shallow curves stay smoothly where they

mark the joints. In Khajuraho the scniptnral grip ia deeper and more firm ; in Orissa the volumes
are placid modifications of steraometrical elements.

The Khajuraho physiognomies are full of salient angles ; they are moreover sophisticated ; In
Orissa their broad smoothness is more vegetative, lyrical and rustic.

Jewelry and scarves enhance the intricate elegance of the body in Ebajurfiho sculptures ; in Orissa

their simpler, rugged shapes set off by contrast, the firm and smooth bulk of limbs and body.

Despite these differences, certain images of the Candella school are persistently ascribed to

Bhnvanesvar, not only in official Indian publications but also in the Catalogue of the Exhibition of Indian

Art, Burlington House, London 1947-18 (Nos. 349, 251, 253).
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the wave, are ubiquitous. Up to the second century B. C. its smooth

tubular shape, representing the lotus rhyzome, sends forth from its knots

thinner tubular curves, re-entrant and laden with fruits of all kinds,

flowers, jewels and clothes. In Orissa, the stalks branching forth from

the knots are of equal thickness, the movement of the wave and

its return are equally strong ; it carries and encloses flowers, scrollwork

and more animals than anywhere in Indian art ( PI. XXIV ). But

this is not the only kind of scroll. Filling separate panels and also

commingling with it, another theme of the wave is profuse with

curly shapes, carved straight or obliquely against the ground, full of

shade and darkness, agitated, tossed into patterns of further wave
and whirl. No gliding stalk carries these curly units ( PI. XXIII ).

The lotus rhyzome, issued, in principle, and very frequently also

in actual design, from the mouth of the Makara, the monster of the

deep, is calm with the flux of the sap of life. It engenders and encompasses

many shapes, vegetative, animalic and man made ( PI. XXIV ). The
agitated scrolls do not stem from any stalk, their origin is not in

the waters below. As carved on mediaeval temples, they come out

of the mouth of the Face of Glory, are its breath, the vapours in

the atmosphere, whence life is engendered. Thence they fill the panels

of the walls of the temple set up in ‘mid-air’ ( antariksa
; PI. XXIII ).

The mythology of the upper and the lower waters abounds in Orissa ;

it accompanies, sets off and surrounds the images with an increasing

wealth, in the course of centuries, and attains its climax on the Sun
temple of Konarak, in the 13th century. As sculptural theme, the curl

cut in oblique and parallel surfaces to the relief ground had been joined

with the roundly modelled stalk on door jamb panels of Gupta temples

in central India ( Deogarh, Bhumara, etc. ). Prior to this, the obliquely

cut scroll, consisting of ‘dot and comma* curves had been employed in

Mathura, of about the second century A. D.* This type of scroll is at

home in Iran, Central Asia and in China,- particularly in metal work*

1. Smith, ‘The Jain Stupa at Mathura’, PI. LXIX. Pig. 3,

3. Strzygowski, ‘Altai-Iran und Voelkerwandernng’ passim.

3. The Tao Tieh, Chinese equivalent oE the Pace of Glory, millennia prior, on ritual bronzes, to

the Eirttimukha in Indian temples, is composed of such scrolls. These then would have come home. In

India, to their proper place.
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whence probably it retained its obliquely cut surfaces from which the

light is reflected in metal work, and the shades lead gradually towards

the darkness of the ground of the relief, in other substances. With

the invading nomads, these forms spread not only to the West, to

Europe, but also to the South, to India, where Mathura, under the rule

of the Kushanas, was a centre of artistic activities. The persistent

transformation of this scroll, subsequently, in the art of the Guptas, and

its diffusion in.Orissa, where it proliferated in centuries to come, may

be seen as records of the assimilation ‘of nomadic tradition in mediaeval

India. Whoever ethnically were those who executed it, it thrived on

the stones of Orissa, releasing in patterns of intricacy an agitation which

served as ground and foil to the placid smoothness of the images

( PL XXIII )}

Orissa, on the eastern shore of India, has drawn from the storehouse

of Indian art, treasures accumulated in it which had come from the North.

The scroll and the animal had been one formal concept in the art of the

people of the northern steppes ; in Orissa, panels full of scrolls in relief,

and finally in relief plane upon relief plane ( Konarak ) are the frame

work or the agitated ground from which stand out the larger images.

The scrolls carry a living memory and are an acute expression at

the same time ; the obliquely cut scroll-patterned surfaces are astir

with rhythms which are kept at bay as far as the images go. They form

however the ground itself against which these are set ( PI. XXIII ).

The animal style of Orissa, on the other hand, is indigenous

( PI XXIV ). But its being involved in the scroll—albeit of the purely

Indian type—, seems once more a reminiscence of its connection with

the agitated, obliquely cut scroll of the nomadic art of the steppes. It

is as if the components are singled out and each evolved in a world of

its own or associated with other components to which it contributes the

climate of its own world. In one of the innumerable panels from the

Lingaraja (PI. XXIV, 1) can thus be seen—in its upper part—the ‘dot and

comma’ oblique scroll, associated here with the lotus bloom above

1. The cheggboard pattern similarly had fooud acceptance in Gnpta soulptoie and plays its part

in the subsequent centuries, particularly in Orissa; where its black and white pattern is cleat out,

49 '
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the water while below, the tubular rhyzome ensconces, curve

upon curve, animals in couples.

These relief panels, the realm of memory and metamorphosis

( PI. XXIV ), are the texture, ‘per artem’, of the surface of the wall,

and they increase from the tejith century in size, wealth and density.

Set against them are the large figures, almost carved in the round,

yet displayed parallel to the ground ( Bhuvanesvar, Khiching, etc. ).

Below this texture of their surface, the walls, from century to

century, are charged with increasing power. From the tenth century, in

Baramba, their additive orderliness in the vertical and horizontal is subor-

dinated to their major organisation from the centre whence they step

forth, each buttress one unit from the base to the crown of its curvilinear

Sikhara. Their themes recur in bilateral symmetry on each of the temples.

So there are now ( Muktesvar ) the corner buttresses with their

emphatically horizontal storeys between the Amalaka-clasps
; next to

them the recess of vertical miniature shrines. The triple buttress in the

centre with its lateral and lower buttresses, as well as its maximum
projection in the centre are each overcast by its net-work of Gavaksas.

These vertical constituents of the Sikhara rise from their correspondingly

articulated vertical projections on the perpendicular temple wall.

Unification in each major part and an enhanced clarity of the total

design in plan and elevation, are qualities of the Muktesvar temple. The
design, in turn, of these buttresses, each being elaborated as one unit,

contrasting from its neighbouring buttress or recess, appeals additive,

although on a higher level of integration than the Parasuramesvar type,

if seen against the Lingaraja. In this temple all the buttresses are

assimilated to one another, none is a unit next to the other, all are charged
with one movement and carry it in similar shapes, also in their upward
thrust and, graded, in their outward impact and progression. This
gradation is effected by the depth of projection of the buttress, the central

one being flung far out so that a gulf of shadow sets it off from the

1. The ‘dot and comma’ scroll, obliquely cut, an emblem of the movement of the celestial

waters, is generally associated with the Face of Glory ; in Orissa however its palace is, more often than
not, held by the lotus dower.
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other buttresses which adhere more closely to the body of the temple,

though all of them are the body itself of the temple ; their indefinitely

large number of stories are but horizontal ripples of its substance, stone

striped horizontally like velvet on which the net-work of Gavaksas has

the eflFect of delicate lace, on the central buttresses so that they appear of

one texture ;—their increased projection, the deepened recesses of velvety

shadows,—the transformation of the temple-walls is not as yet at an end.

The buttresses now play their parts sculpturally, they are no longer

prismatic offsets but are substantial volumes straight or curved in section

or a combination of both, adjacent corner buttresses meeting at a right

angle but with rounded edges—an* extension of their Amalaka theme

—

and straight walls on the two adjacent faces. Like clasps, the round corner

Amalakas seem to bind together adjacent walls. Then, across a dark

recess, the next buttress projects, convex in section, and this roundness is

given further accent by the vertical series of miniature half ^ikharas

strung along its height. These salient roundnesses make the recessed

portions appear as if curving in the opposite direction, charged with

shadows. At this moment in Orissan architecture, the walls of the

^ikhara not only step forth from the centre ; they are not only encrusted

with carvings ; they themselves are a gigantic sculpture of curved planes,

swelled by the same sap which seems to course in the limbs of the images ;

their texture is like velvet, air breathes between the indefinite number of

stories which are horizontal ribs, through the whole tower of the

temple.

The miniature half Sikharas strung along the intermediate buttresses

had found acceptance in Orissa from the more Western schools of Indian

mediaeval architecture ; as in the images, so also on the body of the

temple, the assimilated shapes widened the scope of the indigenous

evolution.

From now onward the images and the body of the temple enter yet

one more, their closest and ultimate, relation. The images spring forth

from the wall, carved in the round, in scale proportionate to the bulk of

the building, commingling their silhouettes with its outline. The lions

which seem to fly forth from the Sikhara and the Mandapa roof of the

Lingaraja and more forcibly even, in the Brahmesvar temple, knit together
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these contrasting roof shapes. In Konarak finally, the pyramid of the

triple series of receding roofs of the Mandapa is linked vertically by the

free standing, colossal, compact images of celestial musicians ( PI. XXVI

—

XXVII ) and the entire temple-pyramid is fastened to the ground,

whence its chariot shape is raised, by gigantic groups of horses, ^ardulas

and elephants. These figures anchor the building to the earth, as they

connect its stories in midspace. Space here has entered deep not only into

the projections and texture of the walls and its images ( PI. XXVIII ),

but into the concept of this architecture whose limits are more far flung

than are its solid walls.

PLATES

XVII. Siinliftiiatlia temple, Baramba.

XYIII. Vimana ( Bara-deul ) ;
Sipibanatha temple, Baramba.

XIX. Agni ; Si^hanatha temple, Baramba.

XX. Dancers ;
middle panel of perforated window, in enclosure of Kapilesvar temple, Bhuvanesvar.

XXI. Vrkjaka ;
part view. Lingataja temple, Bhuvanesvar.

XXII. Vrkgaka ;
Liiigaraja Temple, Bhuvanesvar.

XXni. Detail of carved wall, Lihgaraja Temple, Bhuvanesvar.

XXIV. 1. Scroll ; Liiigaraja temple, Bhuvanesvar.

XXIV. 2. Scroll ;
Ehiohing, Marurbhanj.

XXV. Scroll, detail
;
Khiohing, Mayurbhanj.

XXVI. Celestial musician ; figure on roof of Mandapa ( Jagamohan ), Eonarak.

XXVII. Celestial musician ;
part view of another figure on roof of manijapa, Eonarak.

XXVIII. The Kiss ( part view of Mithuna ), Eonarak.
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